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 One of the main arguments for the inclusion of syllables in phonological theory is 

that syllable-based analyses shed light on the interrelatedness of multiple phenomena. 

This dissertation investigated the role of the syllable in Italian phonology in three 

domains through a series of experiments with native speakers of Standard Italian: (i) 

native speaker intuition of consonant cluster syllabification, (ii) definite article 

allomorphy (il vs. lo), and (iii) segment duration.  The primary goal was to test the 

predictions of syllable-based analyses.  The secondary goal was to test the claimed 

convergence of multiple phenomena on the same syllable structure.  

 xvii



The consonant cluster syllabification experiments found that native speakers do 

not use knowledge of sonority distance constraints, sonority sequencing constraints, or 

the maximum onset principle when confronted with the task of string division.  Instead, 

two strategies for string division were identified:  (i) the word-based syllables strategy 

(Steriade, 1999), and (ii) the phonotactic-constraint satisfaction strategy.  The co-

existence of these two strategies was reflected in increased response variability in cases 

where the strategies conflicted. 

The syllable-based analysis of masculine singular definite article allomorphy (il 

vs. lo) was not supported by the experimental data.  A syllable-independent phonotactic 

analysis was proposed in which the same constraints that govern word-internal 

phonotactics are ranked above the *lo constraint [il is the default].  It was also found that 

article allomorph selection is only marginally predictable before non-native clusters.     

The segment duration experiments found that the maintenance of contrastive length 

has far reaching effects on the duration of both consonants and vowels.  Speakers only 

produced categorical segment duration differences in the phonotactic context where 

length is contrastive.  Consonant length is contrastive and differences in consonant 

duration were categorical.  Vowel length is not contrastive and differences in vowel 

duration were gradient.  No evidence for open-syllable vowel lengthening was found. 

The cross-experimental comparison found that variability in one domain (e.g. 

allomorphy), does not correspond to variability in the others (e.g. string division, 

duration).  Therefore, the syllable-based analysis was not able to simultaneously generate 

predictions in multiple domains. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

 

1 Introduction1 

Although controversial, the syllable has played a central role in phonological theory 

(Blevins, 1995, Hooper, 1973, 1976, 1978, Fudge, 1969, Goldsmith, 1990, Hayes, 1989, 

Hyman, 1985, Ito, 1986, Kahn, 1976, Kurylowicz, 1948, Moren, 1999, Prince, 1990, 

Prince and Smolensky, 1993, Pulgram, 1970, Rubach and Booij, 1990, Selkirk, 1982, 

1984, Steriade, 1982, Venneman, 1988, 1974, Zec, 1995).  One of the main arguments for 

the inclusion of syllables in phonology is that they allow for more economical 

phonological descriptions.  Kahn (1976) observes that many rules of English, such as 

flapping, glottalization and t-deletion, require reference to the disjunctive environment 

‘before a consonant or word boundary’, expressed in SPE (Chomsky and Halle, 1968) 

notation as /__{C,#}.  Kahn argues that this environment can be more simply stated by 

making reference to the syllabic position “in the rhyme or coda.”  Another argument for 

the inclusion of syllables in phonological theory is that syllable-based analyses shed light 

on the interrelatedness of multiple phonological phenomena. In Italian, for example, 

constraints on syllable structure are claimed to account for segmental phonotactics, the 

                                                 

1 Abbreviations:  C = Obstruent,  S = sibilant fricative, L = liquid, N = nasal, V = vowel.  “.” is used to 
indicate a syllable boundary. 
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distribution of long and short vowels and consonants, and morphophonological 

alternations, such as the distribution of the definite article allomorphs il and lo 

(Bertinetto, 1981a, Chierchia, 1982, 1986, Davis, 1990, D'Imperio and Rosenthall, 1999, 

Marotta, 1985, 1988, 1993, Nespor and Vogel, 1978, 1979, 1986, Nespor, 1993, Renzi, 

1976, 1988, Saltarelli, 1970, 1983, Vogel, 1977, 1982, 1994, Wiltshire and Maranzana, 

1998).  Constraints on syllable structure are claimed to capture the relationship between 

these seemingly disparate phenomena while linear segmental analyses cannot.  On the 

other hand, recent word by Steriade (Steriade, 1997, 1999, 2000(in press), 2001) has 

argued that consonantal phonotactics are best understood as string-based segmental 

conditions reflecting positional differences in the perceptibility of contrasts.   

 

This dissertation has two goals.  The first goal is to evaluate and test the 

predictions of syllable-based analyses of Italian in the following three domains: 1) native 

speaker intuition of consonant cluster syllabification, 2) definite article allomorphy,  and 

3) segment duration.  The second goal is to test the claimed convergence of multiple 

phenomena on the same syllable structure.  As Steriade (1999) rightly observes, “what is 

attractive about theories of syllable structure is precisely their ability to simultaneously 

generate predictions in three distinct domains:  intuitions of string division, rhythmic 

phenomena like stress and constraints on permissible segment sequences.  By the same 

token, the convergence of these phenomena on one syllable structure is the standard such 

approaches must meet” (Steriade, 1999).  This dissertation specifically tests the 
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convergence argument in two of these domains:  intuitions of string divisions and 

phonotactics.   

  

1.1 The syllable as a phonological unit in Italian 

The following summary reflects the general consensus reached in the literature on the 

role of the syllable in Italian phonology.  Constraints on syllable structure have been 

claimed to provide a unified analysis of the following three phonological phenomena in 

Italian  (Chierchia, 1982, 1986, Davis, 1990, D'Imperio and Rosenthall, 1999, Marotta, 

1986, 1993, 1995b, c, Morelli, 1999, Moren, 1999, Nespor and Vogel, 1978, 1979, 1986, 

Nespor, 1993, Repetti, 1989, 1991, Vogel, 1977, 1982, 1994, Wiltshire and Maranzana, 

1998).   

 

1. Open syllable vowel lengthening:  Main stressed vowels are claimed to lengthen 

in open penultimate syllables. (Chierchia, 1982, 1986, D'Imperio and Rosenthall, 

1999, Farnetani and Kori, 1986, Fava and Magno Caldognetto, 1976, Nespor and 

Vogel, 1986, Nespor, 1993, Repetti, 1989, 1991, Vogel, 1977, 1982).    

 

2. Raddoppiamento-sintattico (RS):  Raddoppiamento-sintattico, the gemination of 

a word initial consonant when preceded by a stressed vowel, is claimed to depend 

on the syllabification of word initial consonant clusters.  Claimed tautosyllabic 

consonant clusters (e.g. CL) undergo RS while claimed heterosyllabic clusters 

(e.g. SC) undergo leftward resyllabification of the word initial consonant into the 
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previous syllable:  e.g. *cit[tá] triste  cit[tát].triste ‘sad city’ vs. *cit[tá] strana 

 cit[tás].trana ‘strange city’ (Chierchia, 1982, 1986, Repetti, 1989, 1991, 

Vogel, 1977, 1982). 

 

3. Definite article allomorphy: il is argued to precede nouns (or adjectives) that 

begin with consonant clusters presumed tautosyllabic (e.g. CL, CN) while lo is 

argued to precede nouns (or adjectives) that begin with consonant clusters 

presumed heterosyllabic (e.g. SC, CS, CT). (Davis, 1990, Marotta, 1993, Morelli, 

1999). 

 

1.1.1 Consonant cluster syllabification 

The three claimed syllable-dependent phenomena described above are argued to provide 

evidence for the following consonant cluster syllabifications.  The clusters in (1), CL and 

CN, are claimed to be tautosyllabic both word initially and word internally.  The clusters 

in (2) are claimed to be obligatorily heterosyllabic word internally.   

 

(1) Claimed tautosyllabic clusters 

a) CL  li.tro   ‘liter’ 

b) CN  i.pno.si  ‘hypnosis’ 
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(2) Claimed heterosyllabic clusters 

a) LC  al.to  ‘tall’ 

b) NC  tan.to  ‘so/much’ 

c) SC  pas.ta  ‘pasta’ 

d) CS  lap.sus  ‘slip of the tongue’   

e) CT  ic.tus  ‘stroke’ 

 

SC, CT and CS are legal word initial clusters in Italian; therefore, all syllable-based 

analyses must make additional provisions, such extrametricality, consonant adjunction to 

the syllable or foot node, or resyllabification, for word/utterance initial occurrences of 

these clusters.   

 

1.1.2 Foot binarity 

Both vowel lengthening and raddoppiamento-sintattico (RS) are claimed to be driven by 

the FOOTBINARITY (FTBIN) constraint2 in (3) (Chierchia, 1982, 1986, D'Imperio and 

Rosenthall, 1999, Moren, 1999, Prince, 1990, Prince and Smolensky, 1993).  FTBIN is 

claimed to be satisfied in Italian either by a disyllabic foot, a syllable containing a long 

vowel (bimoraic/heavy) or a syllable containing a coda consonant [bimoraic/heavy] 

(word final syllables are claimed to be extrametrical):  e.g. [CV @CV].CV, [CV@V].CV, 

                                                 

2 This generalization was originally formulated as a constraint on syllable structure by Chierchia (1983) and 
later as a foot level constraint by Prince (1990), Prince and Smolensky (1993), D’Imperio & Rosenthal 
1998, Moren 1999. 
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[CV@C].CV.  A monosyllabic foot containing a short vowel (monomoraic/light) violates 

FTBIN:  e.g.  *[CV@].CV.   

 
(3) FOOTBINARITY (FTBIN):  Feet must be binary at either the mora or syllable level. 

 

1.1.3 Vowel lengthening in open penultimate syllables 

Vowel length is not contrastive in Italian; however, stressed vowels in penultimate 

syllables are claimed to lengthen in order to satisfy FTBIN.   A monomoraic light [L] 

syllable lengthens to create a bimoraic heavy [H] syllable:  e.g. *[pá].dre  [pá:].dre 

‘father’:  *[Lê]  [Hê].  Vowel length is thus claimed to provide empirical evidence for the 

syllabifications in (1) and (2).  Stressed vowels are claimed to lengthen before 

tautosyllabic clusters (e.g. CL), as in (4)a.  No lengthening is claimed to occur before 

heterosyllabic clusters, as in (4)b, because FTBIN is satisfied by the coda consonant. 

 

(4) Vowel duration before tauto vs. hetero C1C2 

 
a. Claimed tautosyllabic C1C2  CVêV.C1C2V [pá:].dre  ‘father’ 

b. Claimed heterosyllabic C1C2  CVêC1.C2 V [pás].ta  ‘pasta’ 
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1.1.4 Foot binarity and raddoppiamento-sintattico (RS) 

At the phrase level FTBIN is claimed to be satisfied by raddoppiamento-sintattico (RS), 

the gemination of a word initial consonant when preceded by a stressed vowel.  Vowel 

lengthening cannot satisfy by FTBIN at the phrase level because it would violate a 

claimed ban on word final long vowels in Italian, formulated as the constraint in (5)  

(Chierchia, 1982, 1986, Davis, 1990, D'Imperio and Rosenthall, 1999, Moren, 1999, 

Repetti, 1989, 1991, Vogel, 1977, 1982, Wiltshire and Maranzana, 1998).   For example, 

in the sequence given in (6),  parlò bene ‘s/he spoke well’,  the initial word,  parló, 

contains the monomoraic foot [ló].  Vowel lengthening cannot satisfy FTBIN because 

vowel lengthening would violate *FINALLONGV.   FTBIN consequently can only be 

satisfied by the spreading of the initial consonant of bene into the empty coda position of 

the preceding stressed syllable:  par.[lob].bene. 

 

 
(5)  *Word-Final Long Vowel (*FINALLONGV):  Word-final long vowels are 

prohibited:  *par.ló: 

 

(6)   Phrase Level Satisfaction of FTBIN:   par[ló] bene  par[lób].bene  ‘spoke well’ 

 
 

Raddoppiamento-sintattico is thus claimed to provide evidence for the consonant 

cluster syllabifications in (1) and (2).  RS is claimed to apply to tautosyllabic consonant 

clusters, as in the initial CL cluster in  (7)a, in order to satisfy FTBIN.  However,  FTBIN is 
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claimed to be satisfied by leftward re-syllabification of C1 for heterosyllabic clusters, as 

in the resyllabification of /s/ in a word initial SC cluster.  An example is given in (7)b.  

 

(7) The application of RS to  tauto vs. hetero C1C2 

 
a. Claimed tautosyllabic C1C2 [CV êC1].C1C2V /tSit[ta@t].triste/ 

cittá ttriste  ‘sad city’ 

 

b. Claimed heterosyllabic C1C2  [CV êC1].C2 V /tSit[ta@s].porka/ 

cittá sporca ‘dirty city’ 

 

 

1.1.5 Syllable induced article allomorphy  

Masculine singular definite article allomorphy is claimed to provide complementary 

evidence for syllable structure.  Examples are given in (8) and (9).  The allomorph il is 

claimed to precede nouns (or adjectives) beginning with a consonant that can be 

syllabified in the onset, that is to say singleton consonants (C) or claimed tautosyllabic 

consonant clusters (CL):  e.g. il presidente [il.pre.zi.dE@n.te] ‘the president’.   Otherwise, 

lo is claimed to occur (Davis, 1990; pg. 44).  The rationale behind this generalization is 

that the empty coda position of the allomorph lo permits the leftward re-syllabification of 

the initial consonant of a heterosyllabic consonant cluster (e.g. SC), such as the word 

initial /s/ in (9)a) lo studente  [los.tu.dE@n.te] ‘the student’.   
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(8) il + claimed tautosyllabic C1C2(e.g. CL, CN) 

a) il presidente  ‘the president’  

 [il.pre.zi.dE@n.te] 

b) il pneumatico  ‘the tire’   

 [il.pne.u.ma@.ti.co] 

 

(9) lo + claimed heterosyllabic C1C2 (e.g. SC, CS, CT) 

a) lo studente   ‘the student’  

 [los.tu.dE@n.te] 

b) lo psicologo  ‘the psychologist’ 

 [lop.si.kç@.lo.go] 

c) lo pterosauro  ‘the pterosaur’  

 [lop.te.ro.sa@w.ro] 

 

1.1.6 Predictions of the standard syllable-based analysis 

Overall, constraints on prosodic structure appear to successfully account for the the 

distribution of long and short vowels, the application vs. non-application of RS, and the 

selection of the definite article allomorphs il and lo.  The analysis of vowel length and RS 

also appear to capture and interesting interaction between constraints on consonant 

cluster syllabification and metrical constraints, such as FTBIN.  However, there is 

reported variability in the selection of the masculine singular article allomorphy, which 
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has been interpreted as inter-speaker variability in the syllabification of consonant 

clusters (Davis 1990, Marotta 1985). For Example, some speakers prefer the allomorph il 

before CN clusters, as in il pneumatico ‘the tire’, while others prefer lo, as in lo 

pneumatico.  If article selection does reflect syllabification, then a speaker who selects il 

before CN prefers a tautosyllabic parse for this cluster while a speaker who selects lo 

before CN prefers a heterosyllabic parse.  Since open syllable vowel lengthening, RS and 

article allomorphy are claimed to converge on the same syllabifications, it therefore 

follows that a speaker who selects il before CN, should also apply open syllable vowel 

lengthen before this cluster and apply RS.  Speaker who selects lo are predicted to fail to 

apply open syllable vowel lengthening before the cluster and fail to apply RS.  The 

predictions of the standard analysis are summarized in Table 1.1.  These predictions 

applied to the CN cluster /pn/ are illustrated in Table 1.2 

 

SYLLABIFICATION DEFINITE  
ARTICLE ALLOMORPH 

VOWEL  
LENGTHENING (VL) 

RADDOPPIAMENTO-
SINTATTICO (RS) 

Tautosyllabic  Preceded by il VL applies RS applies 

Heterosyllabic  Precede by lo No VL No RS 

Table 1.1  Predictions of the syllable-based analysis. 
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SYLLABIFICATION DEFINITE  
ARTICLE ALLOMORPH 

VOWEL 
 LENGTHENING 

RADDOPPIAMENTO 
-SINTATTICO 

  pneumatico ‘the tire’ apnea  ‘apnea’ cambió pneumatico 

Tauto  CN /il.pneuma@tiko/ [a@:.pnea] [kambio@p.pneuma@tiko]

Hetero CN /lop.neuma@tiko/ 

 

[a @p.nea] [kambio@p.neuma@tiko] 

Table 1.2 Syllable-based predictions for CN. 

 

 

The strength of the standard analysis depends on the empirical validity of the above 

stated predictions.  Specifically, whether or not speakers consistently treat consonant 

clusters as either tautosyllabic or heterosyllabic across claimed syllable-dependent 

phenomena.  If variability in allomorph selection is to be interpreted as variability in 

syllabification, then such variability should be manifest in all syllable-based phenomena. 

 

1.2 Experiments 

The experiments presented in this dissertation served two purposes.  The first goal was to 

verify that the phenomena described in Section 1.1 are indeed syllable dependent.  The 

second goal was to test the cross-experimental predictions discussed in the previous 

section.  Specifically, does the experimental evidence converge on the same 

syllabifications, and do speakers consistently treat consonant clusters as either 

tautosyllabic or heterosyllabic across claimed syllable-dependent phenomena?  With 
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these goals in mind, a series of experiments, briefly described in the following sections, 

were conducted with speakers of Pisan Standard Italian (the dialect spoken in and around 

the city/province of Pisa).  

 

1.2.1 Consonant cluster syllabification 

Chapter 2 of this dissertation reports the results of two consonant cluster division 

experiments.  Task 1 was an oral pause-break experiment (adapted from Derwing, 1992), 

and Task 2 was a written syllable division experiment.  The goal of these experiments 

was to obtain native speaker intuition of consonant cluster syllabification and to test the 

predictions of the syllable-based analyses. 

 

1.2.2 Definite article allomorphy 

Chapter 3 reports the results of two definite article allomorphy experiments.  Task 1, the 

article allomorphy production experiment, tested native speaker knowledge of article 

selection before native and non-native consonant clusters and segments by means of a 

linguistics game.  Task 2, the written allomorphy experiment, tested the hypothesis that 

the definite article is listed in the lexical entry for words beginning with non-native 

clusters. 
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1.2.3 Segment duration 

Chapter 4 reports the main findings of experiments that investigated the claimed 

correlation between segment duration and syllable structure.  The main goal of 

Experiment I was to test the claim that main stressed vowels are long in open penultimate 

syllables and short in closed penultimate syllables.  Experiment 2 tested the claimed 

relationship between consonant cluster syllabification and raddoppiamento-sintattico 

(RS); in particular, whether or not individual speakers apply RS to claimed tautosyllabic 

clusters (e.g. CL and CN) and claimed heterosyllabic clusters (e.g. SC and CS). 

 

1.2.4 Cross-experimental predictions 

The cross-experimental predictions are given in Table 1.3.  If a consonant cluster is 

tautosyllabic, the subjects are predicted to treat the cluster as tautosyllabic in the 

consonant cluster syllabification experiment, to select il before the cluster in the definite 

article allomorphy experiment, to apply vowel lengthening before the cluster, and to 

apply raddoppiamento-sintattico (RS).  On the other hand, if a consonant cluster is 

heterosyllabic the subjects are predicted to treat the cluster as heterosyllabic in the 

consonant cluster syllabification experiment, to select lo before the cluster in the definite 

article allomorphy experiment, to fail to apply vowel lengthening before the cluster, and 

to fail to apply raddoppiamento-sintattico.   
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INTUITION OF 
SYLLABIFICATION 

DEFINITE  
ARTICLE ALLOMORPH 

VOWEL  
LENGTHENING (VL) 

RADDOPPIAMENTO
-SINTATTICO (RS) 

Tautosyllabic  Preceded by il VL applies RS applies 

Heterosyllabic  Precede by lo No VL No RS 

Table 1.3  Cross-experimental predictions of the syllable-based analysis. 

1.3 Method 

All experiments were administered to each subject individually in a sound booth at the 

Scuola Normale Superiore di Pisa, in Pisa, Italy. The consonant cluster syllabification 

and definite article allomorphy tasks were administered in one session which lasted 

approximately forty-five minutes to an hour.  The definite article allomorphy tasks were 

administered before the consonant cluster syllabification tasks.  The segment duration 

experiments were conducted in a separate session which lasted approximately one half 

hour.  None of the subjects were told the goal of the experiments and the use of the word 

syllable was intentionally avoided in all conversations with the subjects. 

 

1.3.1 Subjects3 

A total of fifty-one paid subjects participated in the experiments.  All subjects were 

native speakers of the variety of Standard Italian spoken in northwestern Tuscany, 

referred to as Pisan Standard Italian in this dissertation.  The majority of speakers (32) 

were born and raised in Pisa proper, where they continue to live.  Other subjects were 

                                                 

3 A certified exemption (01-271, June 29 2001) was obtained from the UCLA Office for Protection of 
Research Subjects, and all subjects read and signed the required informed consent, written in Italian.   
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born and raised in the towns near Pisa (e.g. Viareggio, Pontedera, Lucca)  Fifty of the 

fifty-one subjects were between the ages of 18 and 28, and were students at one of the 

universities in Pisa (either the Scuola Normale Superiore di Pisa or the University of 

Pisa).  One subject, P2, was 42 years and was not a student (P2 only participated in the 

vowel duration experiment).   Each subject filled out a survey in which they were asked 

their place of birth, age, years lived Pisa, and major area of study.  The data from these 

suraveys are presented in Section 1.3.2.    None of the speakers were students majoring in 

linguistics and the goal of the experiments was not discussed with any of the subjects.   
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1.3.2 Dialect survey 

 

Subject Place of birth Sex Age How many  
years have you 
lived in Pisa? 

What are  
you studying? 

P1 Pisa F 21 21 Environmental Sciences
P2 Pisa M 42 42 Not student. 
P3 Viareggio M 18 18 Computer Science 
P4 Pisa F 21 21 Political Science 
P5 Genoa F 24 20 Environmental Sciences
P6 Pisa M 20 20 Political Science 
P7 Pisa F 21 21 Foreign Lang. and Lit. 
P8 Pisa M 22 22 Chemistry 
P9 Pisa F 27 27 Biology 
P10 Pisa M 24 24 Mechanical 

Engineering 
P11 Pisa F 26 26 Art History 
P12 Pisa F 22 22 Medicine 
P13 Pisa F 24 24 Political Science 
P14 Pisa F 21 21 Environmental Sciences
P15 Piombino 

(Livorno) 
F 27 Lives in 

Piombino 
Foreign Lang. and Lit. 

P16 Pisa F 24 24 Political Science 
P17 Pisa M 20 20 Civil Engineering 
P18 Pisa M 28 28 Political Science 
P19 Livorno F 24 6 Foreign Lang. and Lit. 
P20 Pisa F 20 20 Dentistry 
P21 Pisa F 24 24 Medicine 
P22 Viareggio M 19 1 Chemistry 
P23 Lucca M 27 27 Law 
P24 Pistoia F 22 3 Art Conservation 
P25 Carrara F 22 4 months Foreign Lang. and Lit. 
P26 Viareggio M 26 7 Computer Science 
P27 Pisa F 21 21 Business 
P28 Grosseto F 26 7 Foreign Lang. and Lit. 
P29 Pontedera (Pisa) M 25 3 Foreign Lang. and Lit. 
P30 Volterra (Pisa) F 21 2 Environmental Sciences
P31 Grosseto F 25 6 Foreign Lang. and Lit. 
P32 Massa F 22  lives in Massa Business 
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Subject Place of birth Sex Age How many  
years have you 
lived in Pisa? 

What are  
you studying? 

P33 Lucca F 20 lives in Lucca Environmental Sciences
P34 Piombino 

(Livorno) 
F 21 3 Environmental Sciences

P35 Volterra (Pisa) F 22 3 Medicine 
P36 Pisa M 27 27 Biology 
P37 Pontedera (Pisa) F 22 22 Foreign Lang. and Lit. 
P38 Pisa F 19 19 Fine Arts 
P39 Pisa F 19 19 Social Sciences 
P40 Livorno F 21 lives in Livorno Environmental Sciences
P41 Pisa M 20 lives in Livorno Physics 
P42 Piombino, Livorno F 21 3 Environmental Sciences
P43 Pisa F 23 23 Chemistry/Pharmacy 
P44 Massa F 26 lives in Massa Political Science 
P45 Massa F 26 lives in Massa Foreign Lang. and Lit. 
P46 Massa F 26 lives in Massa Natural Sciences 
P47 Pisa F 19 19 Medicine 
P48 Pisa F 21 21 Humanities 
P49 Viareggio F 26 lives in Viareggio Art Conservation 
P50 Pisa F 21 21 Foreign Lang. and Lit. 
P51 Massa F 22 4 Chemistry/Pharmacy 
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CHAPTER 2 

CONSONANT CLUSTER SYLLABIFICATION 

 

2 Introduction1 

Syllable based analyses assume that prosodic structure is part of the implicit phonological 

knowledge of native speakers. While linguists and native speakers generally agree on the 

number of syllables in a word, there is less agreement on the syllabification of consonant 

clusters (for Italian see Bertinetto et al., 1992, Bertinetto, 1998, 1999).    The present 

chapter, after first reviewing formal linguistic analyses and empirical evidence for 

consonant cluster syllabification, reports on two consonant cluster division experiments; 

an oral pause-break experiment (adapted from Derwing, 1992), and a written syllable 

division experiment.  The goal of these experiments was to obtain data on native speaker 

intuition of consonant cluster syllabification and the test the predictions of syllable-based 

analyses. 

 

                                                 

1 Abbreviations:  C = Obstruent, C in test consonant cluster = voiceless stop, G = voiced stop, S = sibilant 
fricative, L = liquid, N = nasal, V = vowel.  “.” is used to indicate a syllable boundary. 
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2.1  Formal linguistic analyses of Italian syllabification 

The general consensus in the phonological literature is that consonant clusters in Italian 

have the syllabifications in (1). (Chierchia, 1982, 1986, Davis, 1990, D'Imperio and 

Rosenthall, 1999, Marotta, 1985, 1993, 1995b, c, Morelli, 1999, Moren, 1999, Nespor 

and Vogel, 1986, Nespor, 1993, Repetti, 1989, 1991, Saltarelli, 1970, Vogel, 1977, 1982, 

1994, Wiltshire and Maranzana, 1998)  As discussed in Chapter 1, the convergence of 

multiple phonological processes on the same syllable structure is argued to provide 

empirical evidence for the claimed syllabifications:  e.g. masculine singular definite 

article allomorphy (il treno  vs. lo studente),  the application vs. non-application of 

raddoppiamento-sintattico (/tSitta@t.triste/ vs. /tSitta@s.trana/), and open syllable vowel 

lengthening (e.g. /pa@̆ .dre/ vs. /pa@s.ta/).   

 

(1) Consonant Cluster Syllabification 

a) Claimed Tautosyllabic clusters:  CL, CN  

e.g.  pa.dre, li.tro, i.pno.si 

b) Claimed Heterosyllabic Clusters:  LC, NC, SC, CS, CT2 and geminates 

e.g. al.to, par.to, tan.to, pas.ta, lap.sus, naf.ta, ic.tus 

 
  

                                                 

2Syllable-based analyses must make special provisions to account for utterance/word-initial SC, CS and 
CT, such as extrametricality or consonant adjunction to the syllable or foot node.  See Section 2.1.4 for 
how this can be dealt with in Optimality Theory. 
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General syllable structure constraints, such as NOCODA and *COMPLEX ONSET, 

language specific minimal sonority distance constraints (Davis, 1990, Steriade, 1982), 

and the presumed universal sonority sequencing principle (Clements, 1990, Jespersen, 

1904, Selkirk, 1984, Sievers, 1876) can easily account for the above claimed 

syllabifications in the framework of Optimality Theory (Prince and Smolensky, 1993).  

The following sections present a sketch of how such an analysis would work. 

 

2.1.1 Syllable structure constraints 

The onset syllabification of CL and CN in word internal position can be accounted for in 

Optimality Theory (Prince and Smolensky, 1993) by ranking NOCODA above *COMPLEX 

ONSET,  as illustrated in the tableau in (2).  The input form litro has two possible output 

syllabifications.  The CL cluster is syllabified as a coda-onset sequence in candidate 

(2)a), lit.ro3, a violation of NOCODA.  The CL cluster is syllabified in the onset in 

candidate (2)b), li.tro, a violation of   *COMPLEX ONSET.  Candidate (2)b) surfaces as the 

winning candidate, as it violates *COMPLEX ONSET but avoids a violation of the higher 

ranked NOCODA. 

 

                                                 

3 Candidate a) also violates Syllable Contact (Murray and Venneman, 1983) which expresses the preference 
for a coda to exceed the sonority of the following onset. 
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(2) NOCODA >> *COMPLEX ONSET 

/litro/ NOCODA *COMPLEX ONSET 

a) lit.ro *!  

b) li.tro  *  

2.1.2

The h

accou

(1990

that p

distan

an in

is a s

condi

distan

sonor

onset

less t

 

         

4 See a

 

 

 Language specific constraints on sonority distance 

eterosyllabic parse of SC, CS and CT clusters in word internal position can be 

nted for by the ranking of the sonority distance constraints proposed by Davis 

)4 above the NOCODA constraint.  Davis (1990) [following Steriade,1982] argues 

ossible onsets in Italian are restricted by language specific constraints on sonority 

ce as calculated on the Italian sonority scale in (3).  The argument is that in Italian 

itial consonant of a consonant cluster may only be incorporated in the onset if there 

onority distance of at least +4 between the two consonants of the cluster.  If this 

tion is not met, the initial consonant does not form part of the onset.  The sonority 

ce between CL [+6] and CN [+4] clusters is greater than or equal to the minimal 

ity distance threshold value of +4.  CL and CN may therefore be incorporated in the 

 according to Davis.  The sonority distance between SC [+3], CS [+3] and CT [0] is 

han +4; hence these clusters are claimed to be obligatorily heterosyllabic. 

                                        

lso Wiltshire and Maranzana (1998) for a sonority distance analysis of Italian and Piedmontese. 
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(3) Sonority Scale for Italian (Davis, 1990) 

 

voiceless  
stops 

voiced 
stops 

noncoronal  
fricatives 

coronal  
fricatives  

n m liquids vowels 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

 

less sonorous                                      more sonorous 

 

 

The Ranking of the +4 Sonority Distance constraint [SD+4] above NOCODA is 

illustrated in (4).  Candidate (4)a), pa.sta, violates SD+4 because the sonority distance 

between /s/ and /t/ is only +3.  The winning candidate, (4)b) pas.ta, violates NOCODA but 

does not violate the higher ranked SD+4 constraint. 

 

(4) SD+4>> NOCODA 

/pasta/ SD+4 NOCODA 

a) pa.sta *!  

b) pas.ta  *  
 

  

2.1.3 Sonority sequencing principle 

The heterosyllabic parse of NC, LC and SC in word internal position can be accounted 

for by the ranking of the sonority sequencing principle (Clements, 1990, Jespersen, 1904, 
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Selkirk, 1984, Sievers, 1876) above NOCODA.  The sonority sequencing principle (SSP) 

maintains that sonority should be highest at the syllable peak [vowel] and become 

progressively lower toward the syllable margins. CL, CN, CS onsets satisfy this principle, 

as sonority rises from the lower-sonority initial obstruent to the higher-sonority liquid, 

nasal or coronal fricative.  The onset syllabification of NC, LC, and SC clusters violates 

the SSP because the sonority of the initial consonant is higher than the sonority of the 

second consonant in the cluster.  Thus the syllabification of both consonants in the 

syllable onset would create a sonority dip before the syllable peak.  The onset 

syllabification of CT clusters violates the SSP because both consonants have the same 

sonority value.  This syllabification would create a sonority plateau within the syllable, 

not a progressive lowering toward the syllable margin.  The ranking of the SSP below 

NOCODA is illustrated in the tableau in (5).  Candidate (5)a),  pa.rko ‘park’, satisfies 

NOCODA but violates the higher ranked SSP.  The winning candidate, par.ko, violates 

NOCODA but satisfies the SSP. 

  

 

(5) SSP >> NOCODA 

/parko/ SSP NoCoda 

a) pa.rko *!  

b) par.ko  *  
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2.1.4 Word/utterance initial SC, CS, CT 

The standard analysis must make additional provisions for word/utterance initial 

occurrences of SC, CS and CT (e.g. studente ‘student’, psicologo ‘psychologist’, 

pterodattilo ‘pterodactyl’).  The ranking of the Faithfulness constraints MAX and DEP 

(Prince and Smolensky, 1993) above SD+4 and the SSP allows these clusters to surface 

faithfully in word/utterance initial position.  The tableau in (6) illustrates this ranking.  

Candidate (6)a), tu.den.te, satisfies SD+4 and the SSP but violates MAX-IO.  Candidate 

(6)b), es.tu.den.te, satisfies SD+4 and the SSP but violates DEP-IO.  The winning 

candidate, stu.den.te, violates SD+4 and the SSP but satisfies the higher ranked 

Faithfulness constraints. 

 

(6) MAX, DEP >> SD+4, SSP 

/studente/ MAX DEP SD+4 SSP 

a) tu.den.te *!    

b) es.tu.den.te  *!   

c) stu.den.te   * *  

 

2.1.5 

The m

analys

prefer

long a

 

Maximum onset principle 

aximum onset principle (Pulgram, 1970, Selkirk, 1982)  may also be invoked in an 

is of Italian syllabification.  The maximum onset principle (MOP) expresses the 

ence for words to be divided into syllables such that the onsets of syllables are as 

s possible given the phonological constraints of the language.  When formulated as 
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a syllabification algorithm, the MOP states that a VC1C2V sequence will be syllabified as 

V.C1C2V if the C1C2 cluster can occur word-initially in the same language.  For example, 

the MOP predicts a tautosyllabic parse of SC clusters in a word such as pa.sta because 

SC clusters do occur word-initially in Italian.  If the MOP is a universal principle of 

syllabification, the Optimality Theoretic account of Italian must claim that SD+4 and the 

SSP dominate the MOP.  This ranking is illustrated in the tableau in (7).  Candidate (7)a), 

pa.sta, satisfies the MOP but violates the higher ranked constraints SD+4 and the SSP.  

The winning candidate, (7)b), pas.ta, violates the MOP but satisfies SD+4 and the SSP. 

 

 

(7) SD+4, SSP >> MOP 

/studente/ SD+4 SSP MOP 

a) pa.sta *! *!  

b) pas.ta   *  
 

 

2.2  Empirical evidence 

The previous section has shown that the syllabifications in (1) are easily accounted for in 

an Optimality Theoretic analysis.  However, the syllabifications claimed in (1) conflict 

with the available empirical evidence.  The following sections review the empirical 

evidence for consonant cluster syllabification in Italian, such as the intuition of native 

speakers and experimental findings.   
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2.2.1 Intuition of Italian grammarians 

The syllabification rules given in dictionaries, prescriptive grammars and style manuals, 

written by Italian grammarians, provide one source of evidence for native speaker 

intuition of syllable structure.  The three main orthography-based5 rules advocated by 

grammarians for dividing a word at the end of a line of text are outlined in (8) (Lesina, 

1986, Marengo, 1984, Sabattini and Coletti, 1997, Sensini, 1990, Serianni, 1989).  These 

rules are taught in Italian schools. 

 

(8) Orthography Based Rules for Syllable Division 

a) CV.CV - Intervocalic consonants belong to the following syllable:  e.g. vi-no 

‘wine’ 

b) CVC1.C1V - When dividing identical  consonants [geminates], the first 

consonant belongs to the first syllable and the second consonant belongs to the 

second syllable:  e.g. mat-to ‘crazy’ 

c) CV.C1C2V if word-initial C1C2 possible, else CVC1.C2V - When dividing 

two consonants that are different [consonant clusters] all consonants that can 

appear word-initially belong to the second syllable:  pa-sta ‘pasta’, pa-dre 

‘father’ 

                                                 

5 See Chapter 3 for an overview of standard Italian orthography.  The “Official Standards” for the division 
of words at the end of a line are outlined in UNI code 6461 published by the Ente Italiano Nazionale di 
Unificazione ‘The National Italian Department of Unification’. 
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Rules (8)a) and (8)b) concur with the syllabifications proposed by linguists.  Rule 

(8)c) is the same syllabification algorithm expressed in formal linguistic analyses by the 

maximum onset principle (MOP).   Again, when formulated as a syllabification algorithm 

the MOP states that a VC1C2V sequence will be syllabified as V.C1C2V if the C1C2 

cluster can occur word-initially in the same language.  However, while formal linguists 

and grammarians all agree that CL clusters are tautosyllabic, there is little agreement on 

the syllabification of all other consonant clusters.  Table 2.1  presents the syllabifications 

proposed by formal linguists, the Dizionario Italiano Sabattini Coletti [DISC] (Sabattini 

and Coletti, 1997) and the Nuovo Dizionario Garzanti (Marengo, 1984).  The number of 

word-initial occurrences of each cluster found in a search of the DISC is also provided.  
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    CATEGORY CLUSTER LINGUISTS DISC GARZANTI WORD-
INITIAL 

DO THEY 
AGREE? 

CL dr TAUTO pa.dre TAUTO pa.dre TAUTO pa.dre 153 yes 

SC st HETERO pas.ta TAUTO pa.sta TAUTO pa.sta   1739 no

pn TAUTO i.pnosi TAUTO i.pnosi HETERO ip.nosi 35  no

kn TAUTO te.cnico TAUTO te.cnico HETERO tec.nico 5  no

CN 

tn TAUTO e.tnico HETERO et.nico HETERO et.nico 0  no

ps HETERO cap.sula TAUTO ca.psula HETERO cap.sula 211  noCS 

ks HETERO fuc.sia HETERO fuc.sia HETERO fuc.sia 2 yes 

pt HETERO op.tare TAUTO o.ptare HETERO op.timum 23  noCT 

kt HETERO elec.tron TAUTO ele.ctron HETERO ic.tus 3  no

gm TAUTO do.gma HETERO dog.ma HETERO dog.ma 0  noGM 

dm TAUTO ca.dmio HETERO cad.mio HETERO cad.mio 0  no

 bn HETERO ab.norme HETERO ab.norme HETERO ab.norme 0 yes 

 ft HETERO naf.ta TAUTO na.fta HETERO naf.tolo 5  no

 fn HETERO af.nia HETERO af.nia HETERO af.nia 0 yes 

 tl TAUTO a.tlantico TAUTO a.tlantico TAUTO a.tlantico 1 tlaspi yes 

Table 2.1  Comparison of consonant cluster syllabifications proposed by formal linguists and the syllabifications given in the 
DISC- Dizionario Italiano Sabattini Coletti and Dizionario Italiano Garzanti.  Examples are presented in the Standard Italian 

orthography.  Linguists and grammarians agree on the syllabification of the clusters in the gray highlighted rows. 



In contrast with formal linguists, who claim that SC is heterosyllabic, Italian 

grammarians share the intuition that word internal SC clusters are tautosyllabic, (e.g. 

pa.sta), a syllabification which follows from the strict application of Rule (8)c) (the 

MOP).  Furthermore, there is a lack of consensus among linguists and the two 

dictionaries on the syllabification of the majority of non-native clusters.  As indicated in 

the final column of the table [“Do they agree?”] formal linguists and grammarians only 

agree on the syllabification of  four non-native cluster categories (located in the gray 

rows of the table):  tautosyllabic /tl/ (e.g. a.tlantico), and heterosyllabic /ks/ (e.g.  fuc.sia 

‘fuschia’, /bn/ (e.g. ab.norme ‘abnormal’) and /fn/ (e.g. af.nia ‘afnia’). 

 

The syllabifications proposed by the DISC and Garzanti also diverge, particularly 

with regard to the application of Rule (8)c) (the MOP) to non-native clusters.     The 

DISC takes into consideration both native Italian words (e.g. strada ‘street’, treno ‘train’) 

and words of non-native origin  in determining the application of the MOP.  For example, 

CN clusters do not occur word-initially in native Italian words but do occur word-initially 

in non-native words:  e.g. words of Greek origin such as pneumatico, cnidoblasto.  The 

DISC places the syllable boundary before the CN cluster in i-pnosi, and te-cnico.  The 

Garzanti dictionary, on the other hand, distinguishes between native and non-native 

phonology when applying the MOP, placing the syllable boundary before native clusters 

that occur word-initially (e.g. SC, CL) but dividing clusters that only occur initially in 

non-native words  (e.g. CN:  ip-nosi, tec-nico, et-nico).  Furthermore, a closer look at the 

data in Table 2.1  reveals that neither the DISC nor the Garzanti dictionaries apply Rule 
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(8)c) (the MOP) consistently based solely on the word-initial occurrences.  For example, 

both the DISC and Garzanti agree that /tl/ is an onset in the word a-tlantico ‘Atlantic’ 

despite the almost complete lack of word-initial /tl/ in Italian (with the exception of one 

extremely rare word, tlaspi).   

 

2.2.2 Experimental evidence 

Experimental studies of syllable structure (Bertinetto et al., 1992, Magno Caldognetto et 

al., 1992), using a variety of techniques, have produced conflicting results.  In a series of 

syllable permutation6 experiments, conducted with twenty students from the University 

of Pisa, Bertinetto et al. (1992) found that SC clusters are treated more like claimed 

tautosyllabic CL clusters than claimed heterosyllabic LC clusters   Magno Caldognetto et 

al. (1992) examined 820 speech errors involving consonants from a corpus of 2,500 

speech errors produced by northern speakers of Standard Italian.  This study found that in 

consonant substitution errors SC clusters behaved more like tautosyllabic clusters; 

however, in deletion and insertion errors, SC clusters behaved more like heterosyllabic 

clusters.  Current experimental evidence therefore does not clearly support either the 

formal linguistic analysis, which claims that SC clusters are heterosyllabic, or the 

intuition of Italian grammarians, who claim that SC clusters are tautosyllabic. 

                                                 

6 The experiments tested disyllabic words in four different tasks:  Reduplication:  Task 1- Syllable 1 
reduplication; Task 2 – Syllable 2 reduplication; Substitution:  Task 1 – Syllable 1 substitution; Task 2 – 
Syllable 2 substitution. 
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2.3   Syllable division experiments 

The goal of the syllable division experiments presented in the following sections was to 

further investigate native speaker intuition of consonant cluster syllabification and to test 

the predictions of formal approaches to consonant cluster syllabification, such as the 

sonority distance approach to syllabification, the sonority sequencing principle and the 

maximum onset principle.  Task 1 elicited native speaker intuition of syllable boundaries 

through an oral pause-break experiment (adapted from Derwing, 1992).  Task 2 tested the 

same stimuli in a written syllable division task.   Details regarding the fifty subjects who 

participated in the experiments, and the order in which all experimental tasks were 

administered, are given in Chapter 1 of this dissertation. 

 

2.3.1 Syllable Hypothesis I:  Sonority distance 

The sonority distance account of consonant cluster syllabification (Davis, 1990), 

presented in Section 2.1.2, is formulated as Syllable Hypothesis I in (9) below.  Syllable 

Hypothesis I)a) predicts that subjects will leave consonant clusters intact if the sonority 

distance between the consonants is greater than or equal to +4 on the sonority scale in (3) 

(e.g. CL, CN), an indication of tautosyllabicity.  Syllable Hypothesis I)b) predicts that 

subjects will split consonant clusters with a sonority distance less than +4 (e.g. SC, CS, 

CT), an indication of heterosyllabicity. 
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(9) Syllable Hypothesis I:  Sonority Distance 

 a)  If sonority distance > = 4, then C1C2 is left intact [tautosyllabic] (e.g. CL, 

CN) 

 b)  if sonority distance < 4, then C1C2 is split [heterosyllabic] (e.g. SC, CS, 

CT) 

 

2.3.2 Syllable Hypothesis II:  Sonority sequencing 

The predictions of the sonority sequencing principle, discussed in Section 2.1.3, are 

formulated in Syllable Hypothesis II in (10).  Syllable Hypothesis II)a) predicts that 

subjects will leave intact consonant clusters that rise in sonority toward the syllable peak 

(e.g. CL, CN), an indication of tautosyllabicity.  Syllable Hypothesis II)b)  predicts that 

subjects will split consonant clusters that either result in a sonority plateau (e.g. CT) or a 

sonority dip (SC) before the syllable peak.  The split responses are interpreted as an 

indication of heterosyllabicity. 

 

(10) Syllable Hypothesis II:  Sonority Sequencing 

 a)  If sonority rises, then C1C2 is left intact [tautosyllabic] (e.g. CL, CN) 

 b)  If sonority dip or plateau, then C1C2 is split [heterosyllabic] (e.g. SC, CT) 
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2.3.3 Syllable Hypothesis III:  Maximum Onset Principle 

The maximum onset principle (MOP) implies that a VC1C2V sequence will be syllabified 

as V.C1C2V if the C1C2 cluster can occur word-initially in the same language. The 

Maximum Onset Principle is formulated as Syllable Hypothesis III in (11).  This 

hypothesis states that speakers use knowledge of word-initial margin phonotactics when 

asked to divide consonant clusters.  Syllable Hypothesis III)a) predicts that subjects will 

leave intact consonant clusters that occur would initially in Italian.  Syllable Hypothesis 

III)b) predicts that consonant clusters that do not occur word-initially in Italian will be 

split, an indication of heterosyllabicity.  As formulated, Syllable Hypothesis III does not 

distinguish between native and non-native clusters; however, the diverse applications of 

the MOP by Italian grammarians (DISC vs. Garzanti) discussed in Section 2.2, suggest 

that speakers may make this distinction and treat clusters accordingly. 

 

(11) Syllable Hypothesis III:  Maximum Onset Principle 

a) if C1C2 occurs word-initially in Italian, then C1C2 left intact [tautosyllabic] 

(e.g. CL, SC). 

b) If C1C2 does not occur word-initially in Italian, then C1C2 is split 

[heterosyllabic] (e.g. bn, tl)  
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2.3.4 Design of pause-break and written-break tasks. 

Task 1 was designed as an oral pause-break task (adapted from Derwing, 1992) in which 

subjects were asked to pronounce a series of disyllabic words in two parts with an audible  

pause between the two parts.   Task 2, administered immediately after Task 1, was 

designed as a written task in which subjects were asked to divide the test stimuli into two 

parts by drawing a line to indicate the boundary between the parts.     

 

2.3.5 Task 1 training 

Task 1 was preceded by a training session in which the subjects were visually presented 

the monomorphemic words  Bari ‘Bari’ and Roma ‘Rome’ on a training page, 

exemplified in (12), and were ask to pronounce each word in two parts with an audible 

pause between the two parts.  Two possible ways of dividing each word were presented 

on the training page.  The order of presentation of the words Bari and Roma and the 

possible word divisions were randomized.   Although the word syllable was never 

mentioned in the training session (or in any of the experiments), some subjects did ask if 

the task required them to divide the words into two syllables.  All were given the 

response “Divide the words following your intuition.”  After the training session the 

subjects were visually presented the test stimuli on a piece of paper (6 tokens per page).  

The subjects were asked to first pronounce the whole stimuli and then to pronounce the 

stimuli in two parts, with an audible pause.     
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(12) Example Training Page Task 1 

 
Pronuncia la parola “bari” in due parti 

con una pausa fra le due parti. 
(pronounce the word “bari” in two parts  

with a pause  between the two parts.) 
 

“bari” 
 

“ba” “ri” 
 

“bar” “i” 
 

 

2.3.6 Task 2 training 

Task 2 was administered immediately following Task 1.  Subjects were presented the 

same stimuli from Task 1 in a written list format and were asked to divide each word into 

two parts by drawing a line between the two parts.   

 

2.3.7 Test stimuli Task 1 and Task 2 

The test stimuli for both Task 1 and Task 2 were real and pseudo disyllabic paroxytones 

with various intervocalic consonants or clusters.  The native and non-native consonant 

clusters tested in Tasks 1 and 2 are listed in Table 2.2, along with the number of real and 

pseudo tokens per subject and the total number of tokens collected.  The final four 

columns in Table 2.2 indicate the sonority distance between the consonants of the cluster, 

whether the cluster satisfies the sonority sequencing principle, the number of word-initial 

occurrences found in the DISC, and the predicted syllabifications.  All stimuli were 
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presented to subjects in the Standard Italian orthography (the consonant letters used 

correspond approximately with the IPA values).  The clusters /bn/, /fn/, /ft/ and GM 

(voiced stop + /m/) were included in the task in order to test specific predictions of the 

sonority distance constraint discussed in Section 2.1.2..  Syllable Hypothesis I, the 

sonority distance hypothesis, predicts that /bn/ (sonority distance = +3), /fn/ (sonority 

distance = +2) and /ft/ (sonority distance = +2) will be split in the word division tasks, 

and that the clusters CN and GM (sonority distance = +4) will be left intact.  The 

complete list of real and pseudo stimuli is provided in the final section of this chapter 

[Section 2.13, beginning on page 67].  A Total of 19,200 total tokens were collected.  
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  Test C1C2 Real  per subject Pseudo per 
subject 

Total  
 

Test clusters  SD SSP W-Initial 
 DISC 

Predicted 
Syllab. 

Fillers C Task 1: 25 
Task 2: 21 

0     21 p, t, k, f, s, 
 l, r, m, n 

n/a n/a >2,000 n/a

Native         CL 10 15 25 pl, kl, pr, tr, kr +6 yes >2,000 tauto

 

 

 

    SC 6 9 15 sp, st, sk +3 no >2,000 hetero
       SL 2 4 6 sl, sr +3 yes 128 hetero
       SN 1 3 4 sn, sm +1 yes 329 hetero
       NC 8 12 20 mp, nt, Nk +4 no 0 hetero
        LC 8 12 20 rp, tr, rk, lp, lt, lk +6 no 0 hetero

CN    5 10  pn, tn, kn15  +4 yes 47 tautoNon-native 
CT      6 7 pt, kt13 0 no 27 hetero

       CS 5 15 16 ps, ks +3 yes 213 hetero
        ft 3 4 7 ft +2 no 6 hetero
        ts 1 3 4 ts (“ts”) +3 yes 3 hetero
         tl 1 4 5 tl +6 yes “tlaspi” tauto
       GM 5 9 14 dm, gm +4 yes 0 tauto
         bn 1 5 6 bn +3 yes 0 hetero
         fn 1 4 5 fn +2 yes 0 hetero

Tokens/Sub. Task 1 87 113 200      
Total Tokens Task 1   9,400      
Tokens/Sub. Task 2 83 113 196      
Total Tokens Task 2   9,800      
Total Task 1 Task 2   19,200      

Table 2.2  Test Stimuli Task 1 and Task 1.  Sonority distance value, satisfaction of sonority sequencing principle and the number 
of word-initial occurrences found in the DISC are also provided. 

 



2.3.8 Subjects, test materials and statistics 

Fifty subjects participated in Task 1.  Data collected from subjects P27, P48 and P49 

were not analyzed due to difficulties encountered with the audio recordings; therefore, 

the results are from total of 47 speakers.  Fifty subjects participated in Task 2 and data 

was collected from all 50 subjects.  Subjects were left alone in a sound booth to complete 

both tasks and no time limit was imposed.  For Task 1, four randomized test lists were 

created containing 200 test stimuli each. The test lists were divided into two parts, 

denoted by the appearance of the word PAUSA, ‘pause’, at which point subjects were 

allowed to take an optional break7.  An audio recording was made of subject responses, 

and the results were tabulated by listening to these recordings.    For Task 2, four 

randomized test lists were created containing 196 test stimuli each.    Further details 

regarding the subjects are provided in Chapter 1 of this dissertation. 

 

The data were analyzed using SPSS and Statview statistical analysis software.  The 

mean proportion of ‘tauto’ responses [clusters left intact:  e.g. pa-sta] was calculated by 

averaging the proportion of ‘tauto’ responses for each cluster given by each subject.  All 

proportions were converted to rau [rationalized arcsine units] (Studebaker, 1985)8 for 

tests of statistical significance (e.g. ANOVA, regression, t-tests).  Mean rau values were 

                                                 

7 The first and lasts words of the two parts of the test list were either roma or bari.  For this reason there are 
four more stimuli in Task 1 than in Task 2. 

8 Proportions are transformed to rau to make them suitable for statistical purposes.  This is done in order to 
produce a scale in which the size of the variance is unrelated to the size of the mean (Studebaker, 1985).   
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calculated by averaging the rau values (which are the transformed proportions) for each 

cluster for each subject.  P-values less than .01 were considered significant.   

 

2.4  Task 1 and Task 2 results 

The Task 1 results are presented in Table 2.3 and the Task 2 results are presented in 

Table 2.4.  The tables contain the mean proportion of ‘tauto’ responses, the mean rau 

values, standard deviations, and P-values from a one-sample two-tailed t-test of rau 

values (hypothesized mean 50). The test categories are presented in descending order in 

both tables with the highest rau values at the top of the tables and the lowest rau values at 

the bottom.  The results for the singleton filler consonants (CVCV stimuli) were not 

tabulated and are not included in the following data or analysis. 

 

The hypothesized mean for  the one-sample two-tailed t-test was set at 50 because 

this is the value that would result if dividing the test stimuli at chance (e.g. flipping a 

coin:  heads = ‘tauto’, tails = ‘hetero’).  The results located in the gray rows of the tables 

either do not differ significantly from the hypothesized mean (e.g. p>.01) or the 

difference is marginally significant (e.g. p=.01).     

 

An  unpaired t-test revealed that none of the Task 1 cluster category results differed 

significantly from the corresponding Task 2 cluster category results (p>.01 for all 

comparisons).  With few exceptions, results located within the same box in the tables do 

not differ significantly (p>.01).   For Task 1, the mean rau value for SN does not differ 
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significantly from the non-native cluster results located in the box directly below in Table 

2.3 (CS, CN, CT, ts, ft, bn, GM, fn:  p>.01 for all comparisons).  While the Task 1 SN 

result is not significantly different from the SL result (p>.01), this SN result is 

significantly different from the /tl/ and SC results (p<.01).  For Task 2, the SN result is 

not significantly different from the /tl/, SC and SL results (p>.01), located in the same 

box, and is not significantly different than the CS and CT results (p>.01), located in the 

box below.  For Task 2 only, the /bn/ and CS results are significantly different (p>.01).  

The relevant significant vs. insignificant differences revealed by the unpaired t-test of 

cluster categories are provided in Table 2.5, Table 2.6, and Table 2.7 for further 

clarification. 
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   Cluster Task 1
Mean Proportion Tauto

(.00 to 1.00 scale) 

STDEV Task 1 Mean 
rau  

(-23 to 123 scale)

STDEV P-value Predicted

  
CL .88 .21 103 30 <.0001 tauto
  
SC .59 .38 64 51 .01 hetero
tl .59 .44 63 63 .06 tauto
SL .55 .42 57 61 .30 hetero
  
SN .41 .45 37 65 .06 hetero
  
CS .35 .33 31 45 <.0001 hetero
CN .35 .35 29 49 <.0001 tauto
CT .33 .34 26 46 <.0001 hetero
ts .31 .39 21 55 .0008 hetero
ft .29 .35 20 49 <.0001 hetero
bn .28 .40 18 54 <.0001 hetero
GM .27 .33 18 44 <.0001 tauto
fn .27 .40 17 58 <.0001 hetero
  
NC .08 .21 -10 31 <.0001 hetero
LC .05 .01 -13 18 <.0001 hetero

Table 2.3  Results of Task 1 in proportions and rau, along with standard deviations and  P-values from a one sample two tailed t-
test  of rau values (hypothesized mean 50).  The mean rau values for the clusters in the gray rows of the table are either not 

significantly different than 50 (e.g. tl, SL, SN) or the differences is marginally significant (e.g. SC).  Results located within the same 
box are not significantly different (p>.01).   
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Cluster Task 2
Mean Proportion Tauto 

(.00 to 1.00 scale) 

STDEV Task 2  
Mean rau  

(-23 to 123 scale) 

STDEV P-value Predicted

   
CL .90 .27 104 31 <.0001 tauto
   
tl .62 .45 67 65 .01 hetero
SC .57 .42 61 58 .05 tauto
SL .54 .45 57 65 .34 hetero
SN 48 .47 46 68 .58 hetero
   
CS .37 .36 32 48 .0002 hetero
CT 34 .34 28 47 <.0001 tauto
ts .35 .40 27 57 .007 hetero
CN .30 .34 23 46 <.0001 hetero
GM .29 .35 21 48 <.0001 hetero
ft .28 .37 19 53 <.0001 hetero
fn .27 .41 16 59 <.0001 tauto
bn .24 .40 12 54 <.0001 hetero
   
NC .06 .16 -12 25 <.0001 hetero
LC .04 .10 -15 18 <.0001 hetero

able 2.4  Results of Task 2 in proportions and rau, along with standard deviations and P-values from a one sample two tailed t-test  
of rau values (hypothesized mean 50).  The mean rau values for the clusters in the gray rows are either not significantly different 

than 50 (e.g. SC, SL, SN) or the differences is marginally significant (e.g. tl).  Results located within the same box are not 
significantly different (p>.01), with the exception of CS and bn results which due differ significantly (p<.01) 



 Non- 
native 

vs. Non- 
native 

P-value 
Task 1 

P-value 
Task 2 

bn vs. CN >.01 >.01 
bn vs.  CS >.01 S 
bn vs. CT >.01 >.01 
bn vs. GM >.01 >.01 
bn vs. fn >.01 >.01 
bn vs. ft >.01 >.01 
bn vs. ts >.01 >.01 
CS vs. CT >.01 >.01 
CS vs. fn >.01 >.01 
CS vs. ft >.01 >.01 
CS vs. GM >.01 >.01 
CN vs. CS >.01 >.01 
CN vs. CT >.01 >.01 
CN vs. fn >.01 >.01 
CN vs. ft >.01 >.01 
CN vs. GM >.01 >.01 
CT vs. fn >.01 >.01 
CT vs. ft >.01 >.01 
CT vs. GM >.01 >.01 
CT vs. ts >.01 >.01 
fn vs. ft >.01 >.01 
fn vs. GM >.01 >.01 
ft vs. GM >.01 >.01 
ft vs. ts >.01 >.01 
GM vs. ts >.01 >.01 
CS vs. ts >.01 >.01 

Table 2.5 Non-native cluster comparisons 

Native  Native P-value  
Task 1 

P-Value 
Task 2 

SC vs. SL >.01 >.01 
SC vs. SN S >.01 
SL vs. SN >.01 >.01 

Table 2.6 Native cluster comparisons 

 
Native vs. Non- 

native 
P-Value 
Task 1 

P-Value 
Task 2 

SC vs. tl >.01 >.01 
SL vs. tl >.01 >.01 
SN vs. tl S >.01 
SN vs. bn >.01 S 
SN vs. CN >.01 S 
SN vs. CS >.01 >.01 
SN vs. CT >.01 >.01 
SN vs. fn >.01 S 
SN vs. ft >.01 S 
SN vs. GM >.01 S 
SN vs. ts >.01 >.01 

Table 2.7 Native vs. non-native cluster 
comparisons 

 

2.4.1 Analysis of variance 

An analysis of variance was performed on the data with the dependent variable “rau”, the 

independent categorical variables “task” (Task 1 or Task 2), “native vs. non-native” 

(cluster), and “real vs. pseudo” (word).  The variable “rau” refers to the proportion of 

‘tauto’(or intact) responses for each cluster given by each subject transformed to 

rationalized arcsine units (Task 1:  47 subjects x 15 cluster = 705 rau values; Task 2:  50 

x 15 clusters = 750 rau values).  The results of the ANOVA are presented in Table 2.8.  A 
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significant difference between the treatment of native and non-native clusters was found 

(p<.01). No significant difference was found between the Task 1 and Task 2 results, or 

between real and pseudo stimuli.  All interactions were insignificant (p>.01).  Because of 

the significance of the main effect “native vs. non-native” (cluster), the results for native 

and non-native clusters were analyzed separately. 

1 108260.075 108260.075 32.152 <.0001 32.152 1.000
1 72.197 72.197 .021 .8836 .021 .052
1 72.528 72.528 .022 .8833 .022 .052
1 1636.703 1636.703 .486 .4857 .486 .104
1 62.915 62.915 .019 .8913 .019 .052
1 651.471 651.471 .193 .6601 .193 .072
1 331.049 331.049 .098 .7539 .098 .061

2804 9441573.759 3367.180

DF Sum of Squares Mean Square F-Value P-Value Lambda Pow er
native vs. non-native
real vs. pseudo
task
native vs. non-native * real vs. pseudo
native vs. non-native * task
real vs. pseudo * task
native vs. non-native * real vs. pseudo * ...
Residual

 
Table 2.8 ANOVA results for pooled Task 1 and Task 2 data.  

 

2.5   Task 1:  Categorization of native cluster subject responses 

In order to assess how confident individual subjects were about native consonant cluster 

divisions, and to compare the results with the non-native cluster results, the proportion9 

of ‘tauto’ responses for each cluster given by each subject were assigned to one of three 

response categories:  1) mostly tauto, 2) mixed, and 3) mostly hetero.  These proportions 

are referred to as “subject responses” in the following discussion, as they refer to the 

treatment of each cluster by individual subjects, as opposed to results averaged across 

subjects.  The criteria for assigning the subject responses to categories are outlined in 

                                                 

9 It was not necessary to transform proportions to rau for this categorization because once a category cut-off 
point is defined the scale of the differences between proportions is lost and therefore irrelevant.  It is 
intuitively easier to discuss proportions (a .00 to 1.00 scale) because they resemble percentages.   
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(13).   The threshold values for the categories are the same as the threshold values for the 

analysis of article allomorphy in Chapter 3, in order to facilitate cross-experimental 

comparisons. Table 2.9 contains the number of subjects assigned to each category for 

each native consonant cluster.  The same values are graphed in Figure 2.1. 

 

(13) Category criteria: 

1. Subjects giving mostly ‘tauto’ responses (out of 47):  The proportion of 

‘tauto’ responses was at least .70.  

2. Subjects giving ‘mixed’ responses (out of 47):  The proportion of ‘tauto’ 

responses was between .69 and .31. 

3. Subjects giving mostly ‘hetero’ responses (out of 47):  The proportion of 

‘tauto’ responses was at least .30.  

 

 

 CL SC SL SN LC NC Total 

mostly tauto 40 25 20 18 0 0 103 

mixed 2 6 11 4 0 2 25 

mostly hetero 5 16 16 25 47 45 154 

Table 2.9  Task 1:  Number of subjects per response category – native clusters only.   
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Figure 2.1  Number of subjects per response category – native clusters only 

 

The categorization of subject responses for native clusters revealed that 91% of the 

subject responses were assigned to either the ‘mostly tauto’ or the ‘mostly hetero’ 

categories (257 responses out of a total of 282).  Only 9% of the subject responses (25 

responses out of 282) were categorized as ‘mixed’ responses.  The relatively low number 

of ‘mixed’ subject responses indicates that individual subjects were relatively consistent 

in the treatment of individual cluster categories.  The vast majority of subjects 

consistently left intact CL clusters (‘mostly tauto’) and the vast majority split both LC 

and NC clusters (‘mostly hetero’).  While there was disagreement among subjects, the 

majority of subjects consistently treated SC, SL and SN as either ‘mostly tauto’ or 
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‘mostly hetero’.  Just 6 subject responses were categorized as ‘mixed’ for SC clusters, 11 

for SL clusters, and 4 for SN clusters.  The graph shows that there was a slight preference 

for treating SC clusters as ‘mostly tauto’, however, approximately the same number of 

subjects treated SL and SN as either ‘mostly tauto’ or ‘mostly hetero’.   

 

2.5.1 Task 1:  Native cluster subject responses 

All Task 1 subject responses (that is proportion results for each cluster given by each 

subject) for native clusters are presented in Table 2.10.  The ‘mostly tauto’ responses are 

coded as white cells in the table, ‘mixed’ responses are coded as light gray cells and 

‘mostly hetero’ responses are coded as dark gray cells.  Since most subjects were in 

agreement about CL, NC and LC clusters, the table was organized according to the mean 

proportion of ‘tauto’ responses for SC clusters in descending order.  The table confirms 

that individual subjects were relatively consistent in the division of SC, SL and SN 

clusters; that is to say, they either treated these clusters as ‘mostly tauto’ or ‘mostly 

hetero’.  Only a very few subjects treated SC, SL, and SN clusters differently.  In other 

words, if a subject left SC intact this subject most likely left SL and SN intact. 
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Subject CL SC SL SN NC LC 
15 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 .05 .00 
18 .92 1.00 1.00 1.00 .25 .15 
20 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 .00 .00 
5 .93 1.00 1.00 1.00 .00 .00 
50 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 .00 .00 
40 1.00 1.00 1.00 .75 .00 .00 
26 .96 1.00 .83 1.00 .00 .00 
42 .88 1.00 .83 1.00 .00 .00 
21 1.00 1.00 .83 .75 .00 .00 
46 1.00 .93 1.00 1.00 .035 .020 
11 1.00 .93 1.00 .75 .00 .05 
14 1.00 .93 .83 .75 .00 .00 
51 1.00 .93 .83 .75 .05 .05 
28 1.00 .93 .83 .50 .00 .00 
30 1.00 .93 .67 .75 .00 .00 
43 1.00 .93 .67 .67 .00 .00 
32 .96 .93 .67 .00 .05 .20 
19 1.00 .87 1.00 .75 .00 .00 
35 .96 .87 .83 .25 .00 .00 
12 1.00 .80 .83 .75 .00 .05 
17 1.00 .80 .83 .75 .10 .20 
24 1.00 .80 .67 .00 .00 .00 
31 .76 .80 .33 .00 .00 .00 
22 .48 .73 .67 .75 .40 .20 
45 1.00 .73 .50 .00 .00 .00 
8 .84 .67 1.00 .50 .00 .00 
25 .92 .53 .50 .25 .00 .00 
23 1.00 .40 .00 .33 .00 .00 
47 1.00 .33 .83 .25 .00 .10 
7 .88 .33 .50 .00 .05 .05 
1 .92 .33 .00 .00 .00 .00 
3 .75 .29 .00 .00 .00 .00 
29 .60 .27 .10 .25 .00 .00 
16 1.00 .20 .50 .25 .00 .00 
38 .64 .20 .17 .00 .00 .00 
33 .96 .20 .00 .00 .00 .00 
39 .25 .20 .00 .00 .05 .05 
9 .12 .20 .00 .00 .00 .00 
10 1.00 .13 .33 .00 .00 .00 
36 1.00 .13 .17 .25 .00 .00 
13 .52 .13 .00 .00 .00 .10 
4 1.00 .07 .17 .25 .00 .05 
34 .96 .07 .17 .00 .00 .05 
6 .52 .07 .17 .00 .00 .05 
44 .88 .07 .00 .00 .00 .00 
37 .96 .01 .17 .09 .00 .00 
41 .84 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 

le 2.10 Task 1 individual subject responses for native clusters.  Values represent the
proportion of ‘tauto’ responses. 
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2.5.2 Task 1:   Categorization of non-native cluster subject responses 

Individual subject responses (proportions for each cluster from each subject) for each 

non-native cluster were also assigned to the ‘mostly tauto’, ‘mixed’ or “mostly hetero” 

category following the same criteria established for the native clusters in (13). Table 2.11 

contains the number of subject responses assigned to each category for each test non-

native cluster.    The same values are graphed in Figure 2.2. The goal of this 

categorization was to evaluate how confident individual speakers were about the division 

of non-native clusters.   

 

 CN CS CT ts ft bn GM fn tl total

mostly tauto 9 8 7 7 9 4 6  8 26 84

mixed  12 11 16 13 10 15 10 16 12 115

mostly hetero  26 28 24 27 28 28 31 23 9 224

Table 2.11  Task 1:  Number of subject per response category – non-native clusters only 
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Figure 2.2  Number of subjects per response category –non-native clusters only 

 

 

The categorization of non-native clusters shows that subjects are less confident about 

the division of non-native clusters than native clusters:  73% of the subject responses for 

non-native clusters were assigned to either the ‘mostly tauto’ or the ‘mostly hetero’ 

categories (308 responses out of a total of 423 responses), compared to 91% of the 

responses for native clusters.  27% (115 out of 423) of the subject responses were 

assigned to the ‘mixed’ category, as opposed to only 9% ‘mixed’ responses for the native 

clusters.  In fact, in 115 cases, individual subjects were not able to apply a consistent 

consonant cluster division strategy to non-native clusters.  Among the ‘decided’ 

responses, that is to say the total number of ‘mostly tauto’ and ‘mostly hetero’ responses, 
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there was an overall preference for splitting non-native clusters.   53% of the non-native 

clusters were assigned to the ‘mostly hetero’ while just 20% were assigned to the ‘mostly 

tauto’ category.     However, the opposite trend is true for /tl/.  

 

2.5.3 Task 1:  Non-native cluster subject responses 

All Task 1 subject responses (proportions for each cluster from each subject) for non-

native clusters are presented in Table 2.12.  The ‘mostly tauto’ responses are coded as 

white cells in the table, ‘mixed’ responses are coded as light gray cells, and the ‘mostly 

hetero’ responses are coded as dark gray cells.  The table was organized according to the 

mean proportion of ‘tauto’ responses for CN clusters in descending order.  The table 

reveals that roughly half of the subjects consistently split all non-native clusters, with the 

exception of /tl/.  These subjects applied the Garzanti strategy:  split all clusters that do 

not occur word-initially in native Italian words.  None of the remaining subjects 

consistently applied the DISC strategy.  The subjects that left non-native clusters intact 

generally left all non-native clusters intact whether or not these clusters occur initially in 

non-native words (e.g. GM, fn, bn). 
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Sub. CN CS CT   ts  ft bn GM fn tl 
P14 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 .93 .80 1.00 
P20 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 .86 1.00 1.00 
P46 1.00 .88 .92 1.00 .71 1.00 .93 1.00 1.00 
P23 .87 .88 .85 .33 .57 .60 .85 .00 1.00 
P15 .80 .41 .77 .67 .57 .50 .21 .80 .40 
P51 .73 .76 .62 .33 .86 .67 .79 .80 1.00 
P33 .73 .75 .46 .67 .29 .83 .14 .60 .80 
P4 .73 .71 .77 1.00 .86 .67 .93 1.00 1.00 

P10 .73 .65 .78 1.00 .43 .17 .50 .60 .80 
P18 .67 .53 .38 .67 .43 .67 .29 .40 .80 
P17 .64 .76 .54 1.00 1.00 .50 .50 .80 1.00 
P50 .60 .53 .62 1.00 .43 .33 .36 .20 1.00 
P5 .60 .50 .33 .50 .83 .60 .40 1.00 1.00 

P22 .53 .18 .62 .67 .71 .50 .21 .60 .20 
P12 .47 .59 .62 .67 .14 .17 .50 .20 .20 
P43 .46 .12 .00 .00 .14 .33 .39 .20 .80 
P8 .40 .65 .54 .67 .14 .67 .64 .20 .60 

P34 .40 .41 .42 .00 .57 .50 .29 .40 .80 
P32 .33 .47 .46 .33 .14 .17 .36 .00 1.00 
P47 .33 .35 .46 .67 .71 .33 .50 .00 1.00 
P36 .33 .06 .15 .00 .29 .17 .07 .20 .80 
P7 .20 .24 .31 .33 .29 .33 .14 .20 .40 
P6 .20 .24 .00 .00 .14 .33 .00 .20 .00 

P16 .20 .06 .31 .00 .00 .00 .36 .40 .40 
P28 .20 .06 .08 .00 .14 .00 .07 .00 .60 
P42 .19 .24 .38 .00 .14 .17 .14 .20 .60 
P39 .13 .12 .15 .00 .00 .17 .07 .00 .00 
P44 .13 .06 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .60 
P11 .07 .35 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .60 
P30 .07 .18 .08 .00 .29 .00 .14 .00 1.00 
P38 .07 .06 .20 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .40 
P31 .07 .06 .08 .00 .14 .00 .07 .00 .40 
P21 .07 .06 .00 .00 .00 .00 .14 .00 1.00 
P40 .07 .06 .00 .00 .00 .17 .07 .00 .60 
P24 .07 .00 .08 .00 .00 .17 .07 .00 .80 
P35 .07 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .80 
P1 .00 .29 31 .00 .14 .17 .07 .20 .80 

P29 .00 .24 .08 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .20 
P19 .00 .18 .08 .00 .00 .00 .07 .00 .80 
P45 .00 .18 .08 .33 .00 .00 .00 .00 .80 
P13 .00 .00 .08 .00 .14 .00 .00 .00 .00 
P25 .00 .00 .08 .00 .00 .00 .07 .00 .20 
P3 .00 .00 .08 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .20 
P9 .00 .00 .08 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .20 

P26 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .07 .00 1.00 
P37 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .80 
P41 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .07 .00 .60 

Table 2.12  Task 1 individual subject responses for non-native clusters.  Values represent the 
proportion of tauto responses. 
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2.5.4  Non-native clusters:  Simple regression 

The native cluster results do not support a categorical version of the sonority distance 

hypothesis as formulated in (9) [this conclusion is discussed in 2.6.1].  However, if a 

gradient version of the sonority distance hypothesis is correct, higher sonority distance 

values should be correlated with higher rau values.   In order to test this gradient version 

of the sonority distance hypothesis, a simple regression analysis was performed on the 

non-native cluster data. The regression analysis did not confirm such a correlation (r2 = 

.027, F-value = 45.848; P-value <.0001).  Although the r2 value is significant (P<.0001), 

the r2 value is extremely low (r2=.027); only about 3% of the non-native consonant 

cluster syllabifications can be predicted by the sonority distance value.  The scatter plot 

in Figure 2.3 shows that there is a full range of “rau” for each “sonority distance” value.  

The sonority distance between the consonants of a cluster does not explain the gradient 

variation in the non-native clusters data.   
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Figure 2.3   Task 1 and Task 2 Non-native Clusters:  Scatter plot for the 
dependent variable “rau” (transformed proportions for each cluster given by 
each subject) and the independent continuous variable “sonority distance”.   

 

2.6   Native consonant clusters discussion 

The following sections evaluate each proposed hypothesis with regard to the native 

cluster results.  The main result is that SC, SL and SN clusters do not support any of the 

proposed hypotheses.  The results for all three cluster types were not significantly 

different from the hypothesized mean of 50 [P-values given in Table 2.4].     

 

2.6.1 Syllable Hypothesis I:  Sonority distance 

The mean proportion of ‘tauto’ responses given for CL clusters was .88 in Task 1 and .90 

in Task 2.  The CL result supports Syllable Hypothesis I)a), the Sonority Distance 

Hypothesis [(9), page 32].  CL clusters have a sonority distance of +6, greater than the +4 

sonority threshold for onset incorporation, and the majority of these clusters were left 
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intact.  On the other hand, SC, SL and SN clusters have sonority distance values that are 

less than the threshold value of +4, but subjects did not consistently split these clusters, as 

predicted by Syllable Hypothesis I)b).   

 

2.6.2 Syllable Hypothesis II:  Sonority sequencing 

Syllable Hypothesis II)a) was also supported by the CL results.  CL clusters have rising 

sonority and the mean proportion of ‘tauto’ responses was high in both Task 1 and Task 

2.  In addition, the mean proportion of ‘tauto’ responses for LC and NC were low in both 

Task 1 and Task 2, a finding that also supports Syllable Hypothesis II)b), the Sonority 

Sequencing Hypothesis.  The onset incorporation of LC and NC would result in a dip in 

sonority before the syllable nucleus, a violation of the sonority sequencing principle.  On 

the other hand, SC clusters do not have rising sonority yet these clusters were not 

consistently split as predicted in Syllable Hypothesis II)b).  This SC results do not 

support this hypothesis. 

 

2.6.3 Syllable Hypothesis III:  Maximum Onset Principle 

The CL results also support Syllable Hypothesis III, the maximum onset principle.  CL 

clusters occur word-initially in native Italian words and are mostly left intact, a finding 

that supports Syllable Hypothesis III)a).  In addition, LC and NC clusters support 
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Syllable Hypothesis III)b).  LC and NC never occur word-initially in Italian10 and the 

mean proportion of ‘tauto’ responses for these clusters is very low.  However, the SC, SL 

and SN clusters do not support Syllable Hypothesis III)a).  These clusters do occur in 

word-initial position in Italian, but were not consistently left intact. 

 

2.7   Non-native cluster discussion 

The following sections evaluate the non-native cluster results with respect to the syllable 

hypotheses. 

 

2.7.1 Syllable Hypothesis I:  Sonority distance 

Syllable Hypothesis I was not supported by the non-native cluster data.  Firstly, the 

cluster /tl/ has a sonority distance value of +6, but was not consistently left intact as 

predicted by Syllable Hypothesis I)a).  While CN [+4], CS [+3], CT [0], ts [+3], ft [+2], 

bn [+3], GM [+4] and fn [+2] all have different sonority distance values, both equal to 

and below the claimed sonority distance threshold of +4, there was no significant 

difference in the treatment of these clusters.  For example, CN clusters have a sonority 

distance value of +4, claimed to be the threshold value for onset incorporation, and CT 

clusters have a sonority distance value of 0, yet the results for these clusters are not 

significantly different.   
                                                 

10 One NC initial sequence does occur in a word: ndrangheta [Calabrian Mafia] borrowed from the 
Calabrian dialect in which NC clusters do occur word-initially. 
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2.7.2 Syllable Hypothesis II:  Sonority sequencing 

The non-native cluster results did not support Syllable Hypothesis II, the sonority 

sequencing hypothesis. The cluster /tl/ has rising sonority but was not consistently left 

intact.  CN [rising], CS [rising], CT [plateau], ts [rising], ft [dip], bn [rising], GM [dip] 

and fn [rising] have different sonority contours, but the results for these clusters were not 

significantly different.  For example, CN clusters have rising sonority and CT clusters 

have a sonority plateau, yet there was no significant difference in the treatment of these 

clusters.     

 

2.7.3 Syllable Hypothesis III:  Maximum Onset Principle 

The non-native cluster results did not support Syllable Hypothesis III either.  In the 

discussion in Section 2.2 of the syllabifications proposed by Italian grammarians, it was 

shown that grammarians differ in the criteria for the application of the maximum onset 

principle.  The DISC, for example, syllabifies both native and non-native clusters in the 

onset if these clusters occur word-initially, even in a very few words.  The Garzanti 

dictionary, on the other hand, only syllabifies clusters in the onset if they occur initially 

in native Italian words.  Crucially, the non-native cluster results do not reflect either of 

these two different strategies.  For example, Syllable Hypothesis III)a) predicts that the 

cluster /tl/ will be split as this cluster never occurs word-initially in Italian (except in the 

rare word tlaspi).  However, the results for /tl/ were not significantly different than 50 

(the flip of a coin result:  heads = intact, tails = split).  /tl/ was not consistently split as 
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predicted.  Furthermore, the majority of subjects consistently split non-native clusters, the 

Garzanti strategy, but the remaining subjects left all non-native clusters intact, whether or 

not these clusters occur word-initially in non-native words.  Therefore, while there is 

some evidence for the Garzanti strategy, the variability in the Task 1 and Task 2 results 

cannot be explained by the co-existence of the DISC strategy. 

 

2.8   Task 1 and Task 2 discussion 

While the Task 1 and Task 2 results support the syllabifications of CL, NC and LC 

clusters proposed by formal linguists and grammarians, the results for SC, SL and SN do 

not.  Formal linguistic analyses claim that SC, SL and SN are obligatorily heterosyllabic 

in word-internal position.  Italian grammarians prescribe tautosyllabic SC, SL and SN.  

The Task 1 and Task 2 results have shown that while most subjects did treat SC, SL and 

SN clusters consistently (either splitting them all, or leaving them all intact) there was a 

difference of opinion among speakers, confirming the findings of Bertinetto et al. (1992):  

roughly half left SC, SL and SN clusters intact but many of the remaining subjects split 

these clusters.    The non-native cluster results did not support Syllable Hypothesis I, the 

sonority distance hypothesis, or Syllable Hypothesis II, the sonority sequencing 

hypothesis.  Crucially, non-native clusters differed with respect to sonority distance and 

sonority sequencing yet no significant differences were  found between these clusters 

(with the exception of the just one significant difference found between /bn/ an CS in 

Task 2 only).  Finally, Syllable Hypothesis III, the maximum onset principle, was not 

supported by the data.  SC, SL and SN clusters occur word-initially in Italian, yet many 
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subjects split these clusters.  The strong majority of subjects consistently split non-native 

clusters; however, the few subjects who left clusters intact left all non-native clusters 

intact, whether or not these clusters occurred word-initially in non-native words.  Finally, 

the Task 1 and Task 2 results did not reveal a difference in the treatment of real and 

pseudo stimuli.   

 

2.9   Analysis 

The following sections argue that the Task 1 and Task 2 results provide evidence that 

Italian speakers use their knowledge of both phonotactic regularities in the lexicon and 

perceptually-driven phonotactic constraints when faced with the task of string division. 

      

2.10 Word-based syllables:  Steriade (1999) 

In her syllable-independent approach to consonantal phonotactics, Steriade (1999) argues 

that since there are no clear perceptual correlates for syllable boundaries (Nolan, 1994) 

speakers must deduce the location of syllable boundaries through an inference process 

largely based on knowledge of the range of permissible word-initial and word-final 

sequences of segments.  Steriade compares the intuition of Spanish and Arabic speakers 

with regard to the syllabification of Stop + Liquid (TR) clusters to illustrate her point; 

“Arabic lacks all word-initial clusters whereas Spanish allows TR clusters word-initially.  

Word finally Arabic permits a broad range of C’s, whereas native Spanish words end in 

sonorants or [s] only, not in stops.  The syllable intuitions can be deduced entirely from 
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the word edge differences:  Spanish favors V.TRV over VT.RV parses because (a) word 

final stops are missing in the native lexicon and (b) TR initials are possible.  Arabic on 

the other hand rejects V.TRV in favor of VT.RV because (a) TR initials (and all CC 

initials) are impossible and (b) VT finals are not ruled out.”   Based on this reasoning 

Steriade proposes the following edge-based phonotactic guidelines to syllable divisions: 

 

(14) Word-to-syllable identity conditions (Steriade, 1999) 

a) W-S(I):  For any I, a syllable-initial segment, there is a word such that its 

initial segment is identical to I. 

b) W-S(F):  For any F, a syllable-final segment, there is a word such that its final 

segment is identical to F. 

 

Steriade predicts that in circumstances where multiple guidelines to division conflict 

(e.g. both conditions (14)a) and (14)b) are met), the conflict will be reflected in increased 

response variability in syllable divisions tasks.  Variability is assumed to be a reflection 

of the speaker’s uncertainty as to how to partition the string.  Conversely, strings that 

elicit consensus in syllable division tasks are predicted to coincide with cases where all 

guidelines to division converge on one answer.   

 

2.10.1 CL, NC and LC clusters 

The word-based syllables approach can easily account for the Task 1 and Task 2 CL, NC 

and LC results.  CL clusters occur frequently in word-initial position in Italian while [-
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sonorant] obstruent final words occur only in words of non-native origin.  The two 

possible divisions of CL clusters, pa-dre vs. pad-re, are not equal with respect to Italian 

phonotactics.  The parse pa-dre results in two well-attested word margin types in Italian:  

2)  pa - vowel final, 2)  dre - CL initial.  Steriade’s approach predicts that the parse pa-

dre will be preferred and in fact a large majority of subjects preferred this parse.  The 

word-based syllable approach works equally well with NC and LC clusters.  NC and LC 

clusters never occur word-initially in Italian.  Nasals and liquids occur word finally in 

prepositions (e.g. con ‘with’, nel ‘in the’) and both definite and indefinite articles (e.g. il 

‘the’ and un ‘a’).  Again, the two possible parses of NC and LC clusters are not equal 

with respect to Italian phonotactics.  The parses ba-nco and mo-lto result in clusters 

which never occur word-initially in Italian.11  The parses ban-co and mol-to result in two 

well-attested word margin types in Italian:  2)  ban and mol – sonorant final, 2)  co and to 

- C initial. 

 

 The word-based syllable approach can also be applied to the non-native cluster 

results.  Standard Italian has borrowed liberally from languages such as English, French 

and German, which allow word final obstruents.  Many of these borrowed words are very 

common:  e.g. tram, bus, computer, stop, weekend, alt, collantm, ciak,  punk, network, 

shock, snob, chef , all attested in the Dizionario Italiano Sabattini-Coletti.  Clusters such 

as CN, CT, and PS (mostly borrowed from Greek) are found in a few common words, 

                                                 

11 NC does occur word-initially in the word ndranghetta (organized crime group from Calabria) but not all 
speakers render this word faithfully. 
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like pneumatico ‘tire’, pterosauro ‘pterosaur’ and psicologo ‘psychologist’, but are 

otherwise limited to scientific words (e.g. ctenidio).  Due to the influx of obstruent final 

foreign words in common use in Italian, obstruent final words are more abundant than 

CN, CS, CT and other rare word-initial clusters.  The word-based syllables approach 

predicts that speakers will prefer to divide non-native clusters such as CN, CS, CT 

clusters.  The result of dividing these clusters is a relatively common obstruent final word 

margin.  Leaving such clusters intact in word-initial position would result in an initial 

margin that is rarer than an obstruent final margin:  e.g. the parse et-na will be preferred 

to the parse e-tna.  This prediction was indeed supported by the non-native cluster results. 

 

2.10.2  SC clusters 

The analysis of SC, SL and SN clusters remains problematic for the word-based syllables 

approach.   The division of SC, SN and SL was highly variable:  just over half of the 

subjects preferred a tautosyllabic parse.  Steriade predicts that in circumstances where 

multiple guidelines to division conflict (e.g. both conditions (14)a) and (14)b) are met), 

the conflict will be reflected in increased response variability in syllable divisions tasks.  

A search of the Dizionario Italiano Sabattini Coletti[DISC] produced 408 tokens 

containing word final /s/.  However, the vast majority of these tokens were of Latin or 

English origin.  The problem is that SC, SL and SN initial words occur in the native 

Italian lexicon and are more common than word final /s/.  The word-based syllables 

approach would therefore predict a preference for leaving SC clusters intact.  While the 
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majority of subjects did leave these clusters intact, a very large number also split these 

clusters.  The word-based syllables approach cannot account for the latter result. 

 

2.11 Perceptually-driven phonotactic constraint 

The following sections argue that the co-existence of the word-based syllable strategy 

along with perceptually-driven phonotactic constraints on consonant cluster phonotactics 

account for the variability in SC, SN, SL and /tl/ clusters.   

 

2.11.1  Lex-C / in V_ or _V/L 

The SC, SN and SL cluster results provide evidence that speakers use both their 

knowledge of word margin phonotactics and their knowledge of perceptually-driven 

constraints which govern consonant cluster phonotactics in Italian.   The co-existence of 

two strategies, 1) the word-based syllable strategy and 2) phonotactic constraint 

satisfaction strategy, results in increased response variability.    

 

The crucial constraint, given in (15), governs the word internal distribution of 

consonants in Italian and is undominated word-internally in the native Italian lexicon.  

This constraint states that all consonants in Italian must either occur after a vowel or 

before a following vowel or liquid.  The lexical nature of this constraint is discussed in 

Chapter 3, where it is shown that this constraint is active in definite article allomorph 

selection.  The basic idea is that consonants may only occur in Italian where the 
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perceptual cues for consonants are salient.12  Perceptual cues for consonants are most 

salient before a vowel or a liquid.  The cues for consonants are also salient in the 

transition from a preceding vowel.  The worst perceptual location for a consonant is 

before another consonant, when VC transitions are also absent.      

 

(15) LEX-C / IN V_ OR _V/L: in the native Italian lexicon, a consonant may only 

occur if it is after a vowel or followed by a vowel or liquid. 

 

Word-initial SC and SN clusters violate LEX-C / IN V_ OR _V/L; therefore, general 

Faithfulness constraints (Prince and Smolensky, 1993), such as MAX and DEP, must 

dominate LEX-C / IN V_ OR _V/L to allow these clusters to surface faithfully.   My claim 

is that in the context of the syllable division task, where Faithfulness to an underlying 

form is not at stake, the LEX-C / IN V_ OR _V/L constraint conspires against the 

tautosyllabic parse of SC clusters, preferred by the word-based syllables strategy.  

Consequently, multiple guidelines to cluster division conflict.  Some subjects use word 

margin phonotactic guidelines when dividing SC clusters.  Word final /s/ is rare but SC 

clusters are common word-initially in native Italian words.  The subjects who used word 

margin phonotactics as a guideline prefer a tautosyllabic parse of SC, and SN.  Other 

subjects apply their knowledge of the perceptually-driven phonotactic constraints on the 

distribution of consonants in Italian.  Word-initial SC and SN clusters violate LEX-C / IN 

                                                 

12 For the perceptual basis of this constraint and the following generalizations see Steriade (1997) and Cote 
(2000). 
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V_ OR _V/L.    These subjects sought to avoid a violation of this constraint by producing 

a heterosyllabic parse of SC and SN clusters.  The conflict between these two strategies 

for the division of SC and SN clusters thus resulted in greater response variability.   

 

However, the cluster SL remains problematic for this analysis because /s/ is followed 

by a liquid.  A tautosyllabic parse of SL does not violate LEX-C / IN V_ OR _V/L.   But /s/ 

has strong internal cues (such as high frequency frication) which make it audible in the 

absence of a following vowel or liquid, or in pre-pausal position.  Furthermore, the 

consonants /l/ and /r/ are very short in a prevocalic consonant cluster (on average 60 and 

30 ms. respectively:  see Chapter 4 of this dissertation for data on the duration of /l/ and 

/r/). The high frequency frication of the /s/ may make the identification of a short /r/ or /l/ 

more difficult.  The best perceptual parse for SL is the one in which this cluster is split 

and the liquid appears alone in prevocalic position.    For example, in word initial 

position the segment /r/ undergoes fortition and is realized as the more salient trilled 

allophone.   

 

2.11.2  /tl/ 

The two conflicting strategies described above also account for the variable /tl/ result.  

The word-based syllables strategy makes a heterosyllabic parse of this cluster preferable 

because /tl/ clusters never occur word-initially in Italian words (except for in the rare 

word tlaspi).  The LEX-C / IN V_ OR _V/L constraint, on the other hand, penalizes the 
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heterosyllabic parse of this cluster, since a word final /t/ violates this constraint.  Again, 

the two viable strategies for consonant cluster division produce variability.   

 

2.12 Conclusion  

The consonant cluster syllabification experiments found that native speakers do not use 

knowledge of sonority distance constraints, sonority sequencing constraints or the 

maximum onset principle when confronted with the task of string division.  Instead, two 

strategies for string division were identified:  (i) the word-based syllables strategy 

(Steriade, 1999), and (ii) the phonotactic-constraint satisfaction strategy.  Subjects who 

applied to word-based syllables strategy split the stimuli based on knowledge of the range 

of permissible word-initial and word-final consonantal sequences.    Subjects who applied 

the second strategy sought to avoid a violation of the perceptually-driven constraint 

which governs the word internal distribution of consonants:  LEX-C / IN V_ OR _V/L.  The 

co-existence of these two strategies was reflected in increased response variability in 

cases where the two strategies conflicted (e.g. SC), as Steriade (1999) predicted. 
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2.13 Task 1 and Task 2 test stimuli (84 real, 112 pseudo) 

 

 Cluster 
Segment 

Stimuli Category Real/Pseudo 

1. p papa C real 
2. p tapo C real 
3. t fata C real 
4. t foto C real 
5. k poco C real 
6. k fico C real 
7. f gufo C real 
8. s casa C real 
9. s raso C real 
10. l palo C real 
11. l filo C real 
12. l tela C real 
13. r cara C real 
14. r pera C real 
15. r cera C real 
16. m fama C real 
17. m coma C real 
18. m puma C real 
19. n tana C real 
20. n tono C real 
21. n pena C real 
22. pl triplo CL real 
23. pl peplo CL real 
24. pl papla CL pseudo 
25. pl toplo CL pseudo 
26. pl mepla CL pseudo 
27. kl ciclo CL real 
28. kl cicle CL real 
29. kl pacla CL pseudo 
30. kl toclo CL pseudo 
31. kl meclo CL pseudo 
32. pr lepre CL real 
33. pr capra CL real 
34. pr papra CL pseudo 
35. pr topro CL pseudo 
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 Cluster 
Segment 

Stimuli Category Real/Pseudo 

36. pr mepro CL pseudo 
37. tr metro CL real 
38. tr litro CL real 
39. tr patra CL pseudo 
40. tr totro CL pseudo 
41. tr metra CL pseudo 
42. kr sacro CL real 
43. kr lucro CL real 
44. kr pacra CL pseudo 
45. kr tocro CL pseudo 
46. kr mecra CL pseudo 
47. sp rospo ST real 
48. sp cespo ST real 
49. sp paspa SC pseudo 
50. sp tospo SC pseudo 
51. sp mespa SC pseudo 
52. st pasta SC real 
53. st misto SC real 
54. st rasto SC pseudo 
55. st losto SC pseudo 
56. st mesta SC pseudo 
57. sk brusco SC real 
58. sk casco SC real 
59. sk pasca SC pseudo 
60. sk losco SC pseudo 
61. sk mesca SC pseudo 
62. sn pasno SN pseudo 
63. sn tosno SN pseudo 
64. sm asma SN real 
65. sm pasma SN pseudo 
66. sl gusla SL real 
67. sl tesla SL real 
68. sl pasla SL pseudo 
69. sr basro SL pseudo 
70. sr tosro SL pseudo 
71. sr mesra SL pseudo 
72. nk panca NC real 
73. nk banco NC real 
74. nk danca NC pseudo 
75. nk ponco NC pseudo 
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 Cluster 
Segment 

Stimuli Category Real/Pseudo 

76. nk sanca NC pseudo 
77. nk lonco NC pseudo 
78. mp pampa NC real 
79. mp lampa NC real 
80. mp zampa NC real 
81. mp tompo NC pseudo 
82. mp compo NC pseudo 
83. mp tumpo NC pseudo 
84. mp bampo NC pseudo 
85. nt manta NC real 
86. nt franto NC real 
87. nt tanto NC real 
88. nt lanta NC pseudo 
89. nt bonto NC pseudo 
90. nt minto NC pseudo 
91. nt donto NC pseudo 
92. rp scarpa LC real 
93. rp parpa LC pseudo 
94. rp torpo LC pseudo 
95. rt carta LC real 
96. rt porto LC real 
97. rt barta LC pseudo 
98. rt gorto LC pseudo 
99. rk parco LC real 
100. rk tarca LC pseudo 
101. rk lorco LC pseudo 
102. lp talpa LC real 
103. lp palpa LC pseudo 
104. lp tolpo LC pseudo 
105. lt malta LC real 
106. lt molto LC real 
107. lt polta LC pseudo 
108. lt bulto LC pseudo 
109. lk palco LC real 
110. lk nolco LC pseudo 
111. lk pelca LC pseudo 
112. ps lapsus CS real 
113. ps pepsi CS real 
114. ps scepsi CS real 
115. ps papsa CS pseudo 
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 Cluster 
Segment 

Stimuli Category Real/Pseudo 

116. ps topso CS pseudo 
117. ps mopsa CS pseudo 
118. ps lipso CS pseudo 
119. ps napsa CS pseudo 
120. ks clacson CS real 
121. ks fucsia CS real 
122. ks pacsa CS pseudo 
123. ks tocsa CS pseudo 
124. ks mecsa CS pseudo 
125. ks tacso CS pseudo 
126. ks macsa CS pseudo 
127. ks pacsa CS pseudo 
128. ts tutsi ts real 
129. ts datsa ts pseudo 
130. ts lotsa ts pseudo 
131. ts nitso ts pseudo 
132. pn shrapnel CN real 
133. pn papna CN pseudo 
134. pn topno CN pseudo 
135. pn mepna CN pseudo 
136. pn lipno CN pseudo 
137. tn etna CN real 
138. tn sputnik CN real 
139. tn patna CN pseudo 
140. tn cotno CN pseudo 
141. tn metna CN pseudo 
142. kn acne CN real 
143. kn tecno CN real 
144. kn pacna CN pseudo 
145. kn tocno CN pseudo 
146. kn mecna CN pseudo 
147. fn dafne fn real 
148. fn pafna fn pseudo 
149. fn tofno fn pseudo 
150. fn mefna fn pseudo 
151. fn gafno fn pseudo 
152. bn leibniz bn real 
153. bn pabna bn pseudo 
154. bn tobno bn pseudo 
155. bn mebna bn pseudo 
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 Cluster 
Segment 

Stimuli Category Real/Pseudo 

156. bn libno bn pseudo 
157. bn dubno bn pseudo 
158. dm cadmio GM real 
159. dm padma GM pseudo 
160. dm todmo GM pseudo 
161. dm medma GM pseudo 
162. dm lidmo GM pseudo 
163. dm bedma GM pseudo 
164. gm sigma GM real 
165. gm dogma GM real 
166. gm magma GM real 
167. gm stigma GM real 
168. gm pagma GM pseudo 
169. gm togmo GM pseudo 
170. gm negma GM pseudo 
171. gm ligma GM pseudo 
172. pt cripta CT real 
173. pt opta CT real 
174. pt capta CT real 
175. pt papta CT pseudo 
176. pt topto CT pseudo 
177. pt mepta CT pseudo 
178. kt cactus CT real 
179. kt ictus CT real 
180. kt acta CT real 
181. kt pacta CT pseudo 
182. kt tocto CT pseudo 
183. kt mecta CT pseudo 
184. kt licto CT pseudo 
185. ft nafta ft real 
186. ft scifta ft real 
187. ft pafta ft pseudo 
188. ft tofto ft pseudo 
189. ft mefta ft pseudo 
190. ft lifta ft real 
191. ft defta ft pseudo 
192. tl hitler tl real 
193. tl patla tl pseudo 
194. tl totlo tl pseudo 
195. tl metla tl pseudo 
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 Cluster 
Segment 

Stimuli Category Real/Pseudo 

196. tl ritla tl pseudo 
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CHAPTER 3 

DEFINITE ARTICLE ALLOMORPHY 

 

3 Introduction1 

The distribution of the masculine singular definite article allomorphs il and lo has been a 

recurrent topic in the Italian phonological literature (Agostiniani, 1982, Ambrosini, 1978, 

Bertinetto, 1999, Camilli, 1945, Chierchia, 1982, 1986, Davis, 1990, Del Gobbo, 2000, 

Dressler, 1984, Marotta, 1993, Morelli, 1999, Muljacic, 1971, 1974, Renzi, 1976, 

Romeo, 1969, Stammerjohann, 1973, Vanelli, 1979, 1980, 1992).  The general consensus 

is that the distribution of il and lo depends on the syllabic structure of the following noun 

or adjective (Chierchia, 1982, 1986, Davis, 1990, Marotta, 1993, Morelli, 1999):  il is 

argued to precede nouns (or adjectives) that begin with consonant clusters presumed 

tautosyllabic (e.g. CL, CN) while lo is argued to precede nouns (or adjectives) that begin 

with consonant clusters presumed heterosyllabic (e.g. SC, CS, CT).  After reviewing this 

literature in detail, the present chapter reports on the results of two definite article 

allomorphy experiments.  Task 1, the article allomorphy production experiment, tested 

native speaker knowledge of article selection before native and non-native consonant 

                                                 

1 Abbreviations:  C = Obstruent, C in test consonant cluster = voiceless stop, G = voiced stop, S = sibilant 
fricative, L = liquid, N = nasal, V = vowel.  “.” is used to indicate a syllable boundary. 
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clusters and segments.  Task 2, the written allomorphy experiment, tested the hypothesis 

that the definite article allomorph is listed in the lexical entry for words beginning with 

non-native clusters. 

 

3.1   Overview of Italian orthography and definite article allomorphy 

Before introducing the formal syllable-dependent account of article allomorphy, this 

section provides a brief overview of the normative rules for definite article selection, and 

the historical development of the allomorphs il and lo.  

 

3.1.1  Standard Italian orthography 

As the normative rules for the distribution of il and lo are primarily based on spelling, a 

brief description of standard Italian orthography is in order.  Some letters2 in the Italian 

alphabet correspond more or less to their IPA values:  e.g. p, t, b, d, f, v, m, n, l, r. A 

summary of letters that do not have their IPA value is provided in Table 3.1.  The letters i 

and u represent the glides /j/ and /w/ when followed by a vowel;  c, g and sc represent 

/k/, /g/ and /sk/, respectively, when followed by the back vowels a, o, u  but represent the 

palataloalveolars /tS/, /dZ/ and /S/ when followed by the front vowels i or e;  the digraphs 

                                                 

2 The five letters a, e, i, o, u represent the seven vowels of Modern Standard Italian /i, e, E, a, ç, o, u/.  
Mid vowels are transcribed following the Standard Italian pronunciation prescribed in the Dizionario 
Italiano Sabattini-Coletti (Sabattini and Coletti, 1997).  The realization of mid vowels in Pisan Italian may 
differ from the standard (cf. Calamai, 2003, Calamai, in press ); however, mid vowel contrasts are not 
discussed in this dissertation.   
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ch and gh represent /k/ and /g/ respectively.  The trigraphs gli and gle represent the 

palatal lateral /¥/; the digraph gn represents the palatal nasal /¯/; z represents the alveolar 

affricate phonemes/allophones [dz] or [ts]; s represents the allomorphs of the phoneme 

/s/ realized as [s] in word-initial prevocalic position and when followed by a voiceless 

consonant and [z] when followed by a voiced consonant in the standard pronunciation; x 

represents the sequence /ks/ in foreign borrowings. 
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Letter(s) IPA Context Example Transcription Gloss 
i j before vowel ieri jE@ri yesterday 
u w before vowel uomo wç@mo man 

c k before a, o, u caro 
colore 

ka@ro 
kolo@re 

expensive 
color 

ch k always chicco ki@kko grain 

c tS before i, e ciao 
cera 

tSa@w 
tSe@ra 

ciao 
wax 

g g before a, o, u gatto ga@tto cat 
gh g always ghetto ge@tto ghetto 

g dZ before i, e gesso 
giovanni 

dZE@sso 
dZova@nni 

chalk 
John 

sc sk before a, o, u,  scarpa 
scortese 

ska@rpa 
skorte@ze 

shoe 
rude 

sch sk always schermo ske@rmo screen 

sc S before i, e scimmia 
sciopero 

Si@mmja 
Sç@pero 

monkey 
strike 

gl ¥ before i, e gli 
figlio 

¥i@ 
fi@¥o 

the (masc. 
pl.) 
son 

gn ¯ gnocchi ¯ç@kki gnocchi 
z dz~ts zucchero dzu@kkero sugar 
x ks 

all contexts 
xenofobo ksenç@fobo xenophobe 

s s 
word-initial before 
vowel 
before voiceless 
consonant 

sapone 
skarpa 

sapo@ne 
ska@rpa 

soap 
shoe 

s z before voiced consonant sbaglio zba@¥o mistake 

Table 3.1  Summary of Standard Italian Orthography 
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3.1.2 Normative rules for article allomorphy 

Normative rules for article allomorph selection are taught in Italian schools and are 

provided in grammars, dictionaries and style manuals (Lepschy and Lepschy, 1981, 

Lesina, 1986, Sabattini and Coletti, 1997, Sensini, 1990, Serianni, 1989).  Italian 

normative grammarians share the intuition that lo selection facilitates the pronunciation 

of difficult word-initial consonant clusters, but the rules for article selection are 

orthography based and do not make reference to syllable structure.  Normative grammars 

provide rules for the syllabification of consonant clusters, but do not mention syllable 

structure when addressing article allomorphy.   

 

A summary of the normative rules for the distribution of masculine and feminine 

singular definite article allomorphs is provided in Table 3.2.  The orthography based 

generalization is that il precedes all singleton consonant letters (except x [ks] or z [dz]) 

and all consonants (except s) when followed by l or r:   e.g. il padre /pa@dre/ ‘the father, il 

centro /tSE@ntro/ ‘the center’, il treno /trE@no/ ‘the train’.     The full form lo is prescribed 

before all remaining word-initial sequences:  s followed by a consonant, referred to as s 

impura (including sce and sci which represent /S/), the letter z ([ts]~[dZ]), the digraph gn 

(/¯/) and the letter i when followed by a vowel (/j/):  e.g. lo studente /lo studE@nte/ ‘the 

student’, lo sciopero /lo Sç@pero/ ‘the strike’, lo zucchero /lo dzu@kkero/ ‘the sugar’, lo 

gnocco /lo ¯ç@kko/ ‘the gnocchi’,  lo ionio /lo jç@nio/ ‘the Ionian Sea’.   Before all vowels 

(except i followed by a vowel) the elided form l’ is obligatory:  e.g. l’amico /lami@ko/ ‘the 
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friend’, l’uomo /lwç@mo/ ‘the man’.  The rules for article selection before foreign 

borrowings prescribe il before the letter w and lo before the letters x (/ks/), y (/j/) and all 

rare consonant clusters (CN, CS, CT):  e.g. il western /il we@stern/, il whisky /il wi@ski/, 

lo xenofobo /lo ksenç@fobo/ ‘the xenophobe’, lo yogurt /lo jç@gurt/ ‘the yogurt’, lo 

psicologo /lo psikç@logo/ ‘the psychologist’, lo pneumococco /lo pneumoko@kko/ ‘the 

streptococcus pneumonia’, lo pterosauro /lo pterosa@wro/ ‘the pterosaur’, lo ctenidio 

/lo kteni@dio/ ‘the ctenidium’3, lo ftalato /lo ftala@to/ ‘the ftalate’, lo mnemonismo 

/lo mnemoni@smo/ ‘the mnemonism’. The use of either il or lo is recognized before the 

word pneumatico /pneuma@tiko/ ‘tire’ (Sabattini and Coletti, 1997).   

 

 

                                                 

3  Comb-like respiratory structure serving as the gill of certain mollusks.
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M
s
a

 

il

lo

l’

 
 

 

 

asculine 
ingular 
rticle 

Normative rules for masculine singular definite article allomorphy Word-initial Segments/Clusters Included

 

The allomorph  il precedes  

1) single consonants besides x [ks] and z [dZ]:  e.g. il padre [pa@dre] 

2) all consonants (except s) followed by l or r:  e.g. il treno [trE@no] 

3) w [w] or [v] in foreign borrowings:   e.g. il weekend [wikE@nd] 

4) Either il and lo may be used before pneumatico [pneuma@tiko]:   

      e.g. il pneumatico or lo pneumatico  

Stops:  p, b, t, d, k, g, m, n 

Non-Palatal Fricatives:  f, v, s, z,  

Palato Affricates:  tS (ci, ce), dZ (gi, ge)  

Liquids:  l, r 

Non-Nasal Stops + /l/:  pl, bl, kl, gl 

[-strident][-voice] fricatives + /l/: fl 

Back high glide:  w 

Obstruent + Nasal:  pn 

 

 

The allomorph lo precedes 

1) s + consonant:  e.g. lo studente [studE@nte], lo sciopero [Sç@pero] 

2) z:  e.g. lo zucchero [dzu@kkero] 

3) gn:  e.g. lo gnocco [¯ç@kko] 

4) i  when followed by a vowel:  e.g. lo Ionio [jç@nio] 

[s]~[z] + obstruent:  sp, st, sk, stS  
zb, zd, zg, zm, zn, zl, zr  
 
Palatal fricative:  S (sci, sce) 

Alveolar Affricates:  ts, dz 

Palatal glide: j 

Palatal nasal:  ¯ 

 The allomorph l’ precedes all vowels (except i when followed by a vowel)
Vowels:  a, e, i, o, u 

Diphthongs:  (unless /j/ initial) 

Table 3.2  Summary of  normative orthography based rules for masculine singular definite article allomorph selection. 



 

3.1.3 Historical development of masc. sg. article allomorphy 

Early Italian texts provide evidence that lo was the dominant form of the article in 

Medieval Italian, as it is today in many closely related Central and Southern dialects.  

(Ambrosini, 1978, Renzi, 1976, Rohlfs, 1968, Vanelli, 1992).  The basic form lo was 

derived from the Latin pronoun ILLUD through the loss of the initial syllable (ILLUD > illu 

> lu > lo).  The hypothesis that il was derived from the loss of the final syllable of illu 

(Lausberg, 1971) is not supported by the evidence from medieval texts or the diachronic 

development of related dialects.  According to Rohlfs (1968) the source of lo vs. il 

allomorphy was the different treatment of proclitic illu with relation to the preceding 

segment (instead of the following segment or cluster as in modern Italian).  The full form 

lo was preserved when preceded by a consonant (per illu campu > per lo campo), while 

the post-vocalic form underwent vowel deletion resulting in the truncated form ’l (ubi illu 

sole tacet  > ove’l sol(e) tace).4  It is generally accepted that the form il was derived from 

’l through vowel epenthesis (Rohlfs, 1969, Ambrosini, 1978, Vanelli, 1992).  In medieval 

Italian lo was the most frequently used article, not restricted by phonotactic context, 

while il alternated with ’l in post-vocalic contexts.   Tuscan speakers then reanalyzed il as 

the basic form of the article but retained lo in specific phonological environments.   

 

 

                                                 

4 Vowel deletion occurred in prevocalic position resulting in the elided form l’, as it does in Modern 
Standard Italian.   
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3.2  Syllable-dependent analysis of article allomorphy 

Formal linguistic analyses (Chierchia, 1982, 1986, Davis, 1990, Marotta, 1993, Morelli, 

1999, Wiltshire and Maranzana, 1998) argue that article allomorph selection is dependent 

on the syllabic structure of the following noun (or adjective).  Some examples are given 

in (1).  The allomorph il is claimed to precede nouns (or adjectives) beginning with a 

consonant that can be syllabified in the onset, that is to say singleton consonants (C) or 

claimed tautosyllabic consonant clusters (CL):  e.g. (1)a)  il sapone  [il.sa.po@.ne] ‘the 

soap’, and (1)b) il presidente [il.pre.zi.dE@n.te] ‘the president’.   Otherwise, lo is claimed 

to occur (Davis, 1990; pg. 44).  The rationale behind this generalization is that the empty 

coda position of the allomorph lo permits the leftward re-syllabification of the initial 

consonant of a heterosyllabic consonant cluster (e.g. SC), such as the word-initial /s/ in 

(1)c) lo studente  [los.tu.dE@n.te] ‘the student’.  The same rationale is argued to account 

for lo selection before the segments /S/, /¯/ and [dz]~[ts]5.   Chierchia (1982. 1986) 

claims that in the Roman dialect of Standard Italian the segments /ts/, /¥/, /¯/, /S/, /dZ/ 

and /b/ are always long when post-vocalic, both in word-internal position and in external 

                                                 

5 [dz] and [ts] are both represented as z in Italian orthography.  Whether these segments are different 
phonemes or allophonic variants of one phoneme (or both) is a tricky question, as there are few genuine 
minimal pairs and much regional variation.  The Dizionario Sabattini-Coletti (DISC) prescribes voiced [dz] 
in mezzo /mE@ddzo/ ‘half’ and razza [ra@ddza] ‘ray fish’ and voiceless [ts] mezzo /me@ttso/ ‘over ripe’ and 
razza /ra@ttsa/ ‘race’.    The DISC also prescribes voiced [dz] word-initially in zona /dzona/ ‘zone’ and 
voiceless [ts] in zio /tsi@o/ ‘uncle’ and zucchero /tzu@kkero/ ‘sugar’.  The Pisan subjects only produced 
voiced [dz] word-initially in the definite article allomorph production experiment.  Length is never 
distinctive for these segments. 
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sandhi.6 The long realization of these segments is provided as evidence that they are 

‘inherent’ or ‘underlying’ geminates and consequently require a heterosyllabic parse 

(Chierchia, 1982, 1986, Wiltshire and Maranzana, 1998) (Davis, 1990) (Wiltshire and 

Maranzana, 1998)..  Inherent geminates differ from other geminate consonants in that 

inherent length is never contrastive.  The article lo is argued to permit the heterosyllabic 

parse of the inherently long segments /dz/, /S/, and /¯/, as in (1)d)i) lo zucchero 

[lod.dzu@k.kero] ‘the sugar’, (1)d)ii) lo sciopero [loS.Sç@.pe.ro] ‘the strike’ and (1)d)iii) 

lo gnocco [lo¯.¯ç@k.ko] ‘the gnocchi’(Davis, 1990) (Wiltshire and Maranzana, 1998).  

  

The underlying allomorph lo is argued to occur as the elided form l’ before word-

initial vowels and diphthongs (Davis, 1990).  In this case, l’ selection is claimed to permit 

the rightward re-syllabification of /l/ into the empty word-initial syllable onset position:  

e.g.  (1)e) l’amico [la.mi@.ko] ‘the friend’,  and l’auto [la@w.to] ‘the automobile’.  If this 

analysis is correct, article allomorphy provides a diagnostic for the syllabification of 

word-initial sequences.  For example, l’ selection before example (1)e)iii), l’uomo 

[lwç@.mo] ‘man’, would indicate a nuclear syllabification of the glide /w/ while il 

selection before example (1)f)i), il weekend [il.wç@.mo] ‘the weekend’, would indicate an 

                                                 

6 This claim appears to be based on the author’s intuition of his own dialect.  No experimental data is cited. 
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onset syllabification. The selection of lo before /j/, as in the example in (1)g), is 

problematic for the syllable-based analysis and will be discussed in Section 3.3.3. 

 

(1) Definite article allomorphy:  il vs. lo 

a) il + segment syllabified in the onset 

i) il padre   ‘the father’    [il.pa@.dre] 

ii) il sapone   ‘the soap”    [il.sa@.po.ne] 

iii) il cibo    ‘the food’    [il.tSi@.bo] 

iv) il gioco   ‘the game’    [il.dZç@k.ko]  

 

b) il + claimed tautosyllabic C1C2 (e.g. CL, CN) 

i) il presidente  ‘the president’   [il.pre.zi.dE@n.te] 

ii) il pneumatico  ‘the tire’    [il.pne.u.ma@.ti.ko] 

 

c) lo + claimed heterosyllabic C1C2 (e.g. SC, CS, CT) 

i) lo studente   ‘the student’   [los.tu.dE@n.te] 

ii) lo psicologo  ‘the psychologist’  [lop.si.kç@.lo.go] 

iii) lo pterosauro  ‘the pterosaur’   [lop.te.ro.sa@w.ro] 
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d) lo + claimed heterosyllabic inherent geminates (dz,S,¯)  

i) lo zucchero [dz] ‘the sugar’    [lod.dzuk.ke.ro] 

ii) lo sciopero  [S]  ‘the strike’    [loS.Sç.pe.ro] 

iii) lo gnocco [¯]  ‘the gnocchi’   [lo¯.¯ok.ko] 

 

e) l’ + vowel or diphthong (derived from underlying lo) 

i) l’amico   ‘the friend’   [la.mi@.ko] 

ii) l’auto    ‘the car’    [la@w.to] 

iii) l’uomo    ‘the man’    [lwç@.mo] 

 

f) il  + /w/ when syllabified in the onset 

i) il weekend   ‘the weekend’   [il.wi.kE@nd] 

 

g) lo  + /j/  

i) lo iato    ‘the hiatus’   [lo.ja@.to] 

 

3.2.1 Sonority distance and C1C2 syllabification 

Consonant cluster syllabification in Italian has been argued to be restricted by language 

specific constraints on sonority distance calculated, on the language specific scale in (2) 

(Davis, 1990, following Steriade, 1982, Wiltshire and Maranzana, 1998).  The 
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fundamental generalization is that the initial consonant of a consonant cluster may only 

be included in the onset if the sonority distance between the two consonants is greater 

than or equal to +4 (Davis, 1990)   If the sonority distance constraints are not met 

(sonority distance < 4) the initial consonant may not form part of the onset and must be 

syllabified as a heterosyllabic coda + onset sequence.   

 

(2) Sonority Scale for Italian (Davis, 1990) 

 

voiceless  
stops 

voiced 
stops 

noncoronal  
fricatives 

coronal  
fricatives  

n m liquids vowels 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

 

less sonorous                                      more sonorous 

 

 

The article allomorphy data presented in (1) is claimed to converge on the same 

syllabifications that are predicted by the sonority distance restrictions.  For example, the 

sonority distance between Obstruent + Liquid (CL) clusters is +6 and the sonority 

distance between Obstruent + Nasal clusters (CN) is +4.  These clusters satisfy the 

sonority distance restriction for onset incorporation and are indeed preceded by il in the 

data in (1)b) above.  The sonority distance between /s/ + Stop clusters (SC) and stop + /s/ 

clusters (CS) is +3, and the sonority distance between Stop + Stop clusters (CT) is 0.  

These clusters do not satisfy the sonority distance restriction and may not be syllabified 
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in the onset.  Lo selection before these clusters, as illustrated in (1)c), is argued to permit 

leftward re-syllabification of C1.  The same sonority distance restriction is also argued to 

account for the data in (1)d) (Wiltshire and Maranzana, 1998).  The segments /dz, S, ¯/ 

are claimed to be inherently long underlying geminates in Central and Southern varieties 

of Standard Italian (Chierchia, 1982, 1986).  Wiltshire and Maranzana (1998) maintain 

that geminate consonants are represented as two adjacent segments of equal sonority.   

Claimed underlying geminates, such as /S/, /¯/ and [dz]~[ts],  therefore have a sonority 

distance of 0 and require lo selection to permit leftward re-syllabification:  e.g. lo 

sciopero ‘the strike’   /loS.So.pe.ro/.   

 

3.2.2 Alternative linear phonotactic approach (Stammerjohann, 1973) 

Stammerjohann (1973) proposes an alternative syllable-independent phonotactic account 

of article allomorphy.  The main generalization is that the distribution of il, the default 

article, is subject to the same restrictions that govern word-internal consonantal 

phonotactics.  For example, the word-internal occurrences of /l/ before singleton stops, as 

in salto /salto/, and before CL clusters, as in altro /altro/ ‘other’ are legal.  Consequently 

il selection is also legal before word-initial C and CL:  e.g. il tavolo ‘the table’, il treno 

‘the train’.  The article lo occurs only when il selection would result in an illegal (word-

internal) cluster:  e.g. *lsk, *lpt, *l¯.  This analysis has been rejected by proponents of 

the syllable-based analysis (e.g. Marotta, 1993) based on the following observations.  

Firstly, il selection is illegal before SC, /S/ and /j/; however,  /l/ + SC, /lS/ and /lj/ 
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sequences do occur word-internally in Italian in words such as volsco /volsko/ 

‘Volscum’7, solstizio /solstitsio/ ‘solstice’, bolscevico /bolSeviko/ ‘Bolshevik’ , lieve 

/ljeve/ ‘light’, and lieto /ljeto/ ‘happy’8.  Secondly, lo is required before orthographic z 

([dz]~[ts]) but lz sequences occur in word-internal position:  e.g. calza /kaltsa/ 

‘stocking’ and alzare /altzare/ ‘to get up’.   Stammerjohann argues that the latter 

problem is related to the diverse realization of orthographic z, claiming that only the 

allophone [dz] occurs word-initially while only the allophone [ts] occurs after a 

consonant.  Thus /lts/ sequences are legal word-internally but */ldz/ are not; therefore, lo 

is required before [dz] to avoid illegal */ldz/.  Marotta (1993) rejects this analysis, in 

favor of the syllable-dependent account, noting that the normative pronunciation of z in 

zampa ‘leg (of animal)’, zio ‘uncle’, and zucchero  ‘sugar’ is with [ts] while the 

normative pronunciation of elzeviro  ‘Elsevier’9 is with [dz].10   In other words, Marotta 

rejects Stammerjohann’s analysis based on the following two arguments:  1)  

Stammerjohann claims that only [dz] occurs word-initially but Marotta argues that word-

initial [tz] occurs in zio and zampa, at least in the normative pronunciation. Since /lts/ 

                                                 

7 An ancient Italic population. 

8 Lieve and lieto are used in formal and literary language.  The words leggero ‘light’ and contento ‘happy’ 
are more common.   

9 A font.  

10 Marotta does concede the [dz]~[ts] alternation is susceptible to considerable regional variation. 
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also occurs word-internally Stammerjohann’s analysis wrongly predicts that /il tsio/ is 

legal.  2)  Stammerjohann claims that */ldz/ sequences are illegal word-internally.  

Marotta claims that /ldz/ sequences do occur in words such as /eldzeviro/ elzeviro.  

Consequently, Stammerjohann’s argument that lo selection before /dz/ serves to avoid an 

illegal */ldz/ sequence is claimed to be invalidated.   

 

3.3  Unresolved issues 

The strength of the syllable-based account of article allomorphy, and the sonority 

distance account of consonant cluster syllabification, is the convergence of both analyses 

on the same syllable structure.  While the examples presented earlier in (1) support this 

account, there are unresolved theoretical and empirical problems with this analysis. 

 

3.3.1 Inherently long consonants 

One of the main arguments of the syllable-based analysis is that the empty coda position 

of the article lo permits the leftward re-syllabification of inherently long segments such 

as /S/, /¯/ and [dz]~[ts]:  e.g.   lo sciopero  [loS.Sç@.pe.ro] ‘the strike’.   Chiechia (1982, 

1986) claims that in the Roman dialect of Standard Italian the segments /ts/, /¥/, /¯/, /S/, 

/dZ/ and /b/ are always geminates when post-vocalic, both in word-internal position and 

in external sandhi. Chierchia argues that the long realization of these segments is 

evidence of underlying heterosyllabicity.   Davis (1990) and Wiltshire and Maranzana 
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(1998) cite Chierchia as the source for the claim that the segments /S/ /¯/ and [dz]~[tz] 

are underlying geminates that require a heterosyllabic parse.  If Chierchia’s intuition of 

consonant length in his dialect is correct (no experimental evidence is cited), and lo is 

required before inherently long segments, the syllable-dependent analysis predicts lo 

selection before /b/ and /dZ/, in addition to /S/ /¯/ and [ts]~[dz], in the Roman dialect.  

This is because /b/ and /dZ/ are also claimed to be inherently long in this dialect in the 

same positions as S/, /¯/ and [dz]~[ts].   This prediction is in fact incorrect.  The long 

realization of segments in post-vocalic position is therefore not correlated with lo 

selection.   

 

Another example of an ‘inherently’ long segment which does not require lo selection 

is /m/.  In pre-tonic pre-vocalic position /m/ is long in Pisan, Tuscan and other Central 

Southern varieties.  (e.g. /imma@dZine/ immagine ‘image’ from etymologic imagine – 

with one m).  If lo is required before inherently long consonants, because they are 

underlyingly heterosyllabic,   then lo should also be required before pre-vocalic pre-tonic 

/m/ in order to permit resyllabification of the long consonant:  e.g. lo mo @nte /lo@m.monte/ 

instead of the actual il monte ‘the large hill’.  Indeed, there are no such dialects. There is 

in fact no correlation between the long realization of segments in intervocalic position, 

so-called ‘inherent length’, and lo selection in word-initial position. 
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3.3.2 Affricates 

The diverse treatment of dental and palatal affricates (e.g. lo zaino [lo.dzajno] ‘the 

backpack’ vs. il gioco [il.dZoko] ‘the game’) also poses a serious problem for the 

standard syllable-based account.  The first problem, raised in Bertinetto (1999), is that 

both dental and palatal affricates occur word-internally in onset position. e.g.  vacanza 

/vakan.tsa/ ‘vacation’,  marzo /mar.tso/ ‘March’, alzare /al.tsare/ ‘to get up/lift’, 

pancia /pan.tSa/ ‘paunch’, marcio /mar.tSo/ ‘rotten’, calcio /kal.tSo/ ‘soccer’.  Since 

dental affricates may occur freely as tautosyllabic onsets there is no real structural reason 

to exclude il selection before these segments (Bertinetto, 1999).   

 

The second problem is with the claim that palatal affricates are underlyingly short 

segments but dental affricates are underlyingly long.  Again, the claim that dental 

affricates are underlying geminates is based on the observation that these segments are 

always long in intervocalic position (Chierchia 1982, 1986).  However, in the Pisan 

variety of Standard Italian, like most other Central-Southern varieties, intervocalic palatal 

affricates are also always long in intervocalic position.  Singleton palatal affricates never 

occur in Pisan because they have undergone lenition in intervocalic position:  e.g.  caccio 

[kattSo] ‘I hunt’ vs. cacio [kaSo] ‘cheese’.   In sum, both dental and palatal affricates 

occur only as geminates in intervocalic position and both may occur in the syllable onset.  

There is no syllable-based generalization that can distinguish between these segments.  
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3.3.3 Article selection before /j/ 

The syllabification of the glide /j/, and in turn article selection before this segment, is the 

most controversial (Davis, 1990, Marotta, 1988, Sluyters, 1990).   Davis (1990) argues 

that a sequence of an unstressed high vowel followed by another vowel is a diphthong 

that is parsed in the syllable nucleus.   However, Davis also reports fluctuations between 

il and lo selection before the front high glide /j/.  These fluctuations are argued to reflect 

native speaker variation in word-initial diphthong syllabification:  “Speakers who precede 

these words with il may be analyzing it as a consonant (/y/ or /w/) and thus part of the 

onset.  Speakers who precede these words with lo are analyzing it as the on-glide of the 

vowel and thus part of the nucleus.” (Davis, 1990 pg. 53).   The implicit assumption is 

that lo selection before nuclear /j/ falls under the umbrella of the main syllable-based 

generalization:  “the article allomorph il precedes nouns (or adjective) that begin with a 

consonant that can be syllabified in the onset:  otherwise lo occurs” (Davis, 1990; pg. 44).  

The main problem with this analysis is that the syllable-dependent analysis predicts the 

elided form l’ before onsetless nouns:  e.g. l’amico [la.mi.ko] ‘the car’ and  l’uomo 

[lwo.mo] ‘the man’.   Any ambivalence between the onset vs. nuclear syllabification of 

/j/ should result in fluctuations between il and the elided form l’, not il and lo, as in the 

pattern before the back glide /w/:  e.g. il weekend [il.wi.kend] vs. l’uomo [lwo.mo].   In 

fact, the syllable-based analysis does not predict lo selection before /j/ at all.   
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3.3.4 Allomorph variability before CN 

Fluctuation between il and lo before CN initial words are also common in Modern 

Standard Italian (Serianni, 1989):  e.g. il pneumatico vs. lo pneumatico ‘the tire’.  

Following Davis’s line of reasoning, this fluctuation could also be interpreted as an 

indication of variability in the syllabification CN clusters.  Speakers who select il before 

CN clusters may prefer a tautosyllabic parse while speakers who select lo may prefer a 

heterosyllabic parse:  e.g. [il.pneumatiko] vs. [lop.neumatiko].  A sonority distance 

based approach would capture this fluctuation by stating that dialects (or individual 

speakers) may differ with respect to the sonority distance threshold for onset 

syllabification11.  For example Dialect A (or Speaker A) may syllabify consonant clusters 

in the onset if the cluster has a sonority distance greater than or equal to +4.  In this 

dialect CN clusters are tautosyllabic and therefore require il selection:  e.g. il pneumatico    

Dialect B (or Speaker B) may only syllabify consonant clusters in the onset if the cluster 

has sonority distance that is more than +4.   CN clusters are heterosyllabic in dialect B 

and require lo selection:  e.g. lo pneumatico.   If such dialect differences do exist, Dialect 

B speakers are also predicted to select lo before all other consonant clusters that have a 

sonority distance that is less than or equal to +4.  The explanatory adequacy of the 

sonority distance account rests on the validity of such predictions, which have as yet to be 

empirically verified. 

                                                 

11 This dialect difference would be captured formally by a constraint re-ranking for Dialect B, such as in the 
Optimality Theoretic analysis of consonant cluster syllabification for two Italian dialects, Standard Italian 
and Piedmontese, proposed by Wiltshire & Maranzana (1998). 
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3.4   Experimental study of article allomorphy:  Marotta (1993) 

The only experimental study of article allomorph selection was conducted by Marotta 

(1993).  Marotta tested both masculine singular definite article (il, lo, l’) and indefinite 

article (un, uno) selection before 34 real words beginning with native phonemes 

(/j, w, S, ¯, ts, dz/), native SC clusters (sf, str, zd, spr, zb, zl, zr, zm) and non-native 

clusters (/pt, kn, ks, pn, ps/).  Three groups of subjects participated in the experiment:  

Group A: 50 university students from Pisa; Group B:  60 Pisan children (middle school 

students); Group C:  64 students from the University of Calabria12.  The test consisted of 

two typed pages, each of which contained all the test words in random order presented in 

standard Italian orthography.  Subjects were asked to write il, lo or l’ before each test 

item on the first page and then to write un or uno before each test item on the second 

page.  The test was administered to all three groups in a scholastic environment.   

 

Marotta found that more than 90% of all subjects selected the article lo13 before SC, 

SN, SL, /S/, /¯/, and [dZ]~[ts], confirming the distribution of definite article described in 

Section (1) above earlier.  However, article selection before the glides /j/ and /w/, and the 

non-native consonant clusters /pn/, /kn/, /ps/, /pt/, /ks/ raise further questions about the 

                                                 

12 In this dissertation “Pisan” and “Calabrian” refer to regional dialects of Modern Standard Italian.  They 
do not refer to what are traditionally called the Pisan Dialect and the Calabrian Dialect, which are actually 
different languages.  What are commonly referred to as ‘dialects’ in the Italian literature are actually 
distinct languages independently derived from Latin. 

13 Indefinite article selection was more variable than definite article selection.  
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nature of definite article selection.  Marotta’s results for these segments and clusters are 

presented in Table 3.3 on page 95. 
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95

                                                 

50 Pisan Adults 60 Pisan Children 64 Calabrian Adults Test Item 
il lo l’ un uno il  lo   l’ un uno il    lo l’ un uno 

Gloss 

iato 0.0 100.0            0.0 5.9 94.1 1.7 77.7 20.7 15.3 84.7 3.1 96.9 0.0 12.5 87.5 hiatus 
iugoslavo 0.0               82.4 17.6 17.6 82.4 1.6 77.0 21.3 45.9 54.1 15.6 84.4 0.0 31.3 68.7 Yugoslavian 
iodio 0.0               94.1 5.9 18.8 81.2 0.0 85.0 15.0 42.4 57.6 0.00 100.0 0.0 9.4 68.7 Iodine 
iutificio 0.0               94.1 5.9 29.4 70.6 6.8 55.9 37.3 78.7 21.3 22.6 74.2 3.2 56.2 43.8 jute14 factory 
Ionio 0.0               94.1 5.9 18.8 81.2 8.2 75.5 16.4 37.7 62.3 0.0 96.9 3.1 56.2 43.8 Ionian sea 
yoga 0.0              94.1 5.9 17.6 82.4 5.0 91.7 3.3 20.0 80.0 15.6 84.4 0.0 31.3 68.7 yoga 

/j/ 

yogurth 0.0 100.0             0.0 17.6 82.4 8.2 90.2 1.6 25.0 75.0 3.1 96.9 0.0 15.6 84.4 yoghurt 
uomo 0.0               0.0 100.0 100.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 100.0 100.0 0.00 0.0 0.0 100.0 0.0 100.0 man 
uadi 0.0               58.8 41.2 67.4 35.3 5.0 58.3 36.7 66.1 33.0 21.9 21.9 56.2 78.1 21.9 wadi15

whisky 52.9             0.0 47.1 94.1 5.9 68.4 18.4 13.3 86.9 13.1 96.9 0.0 3.1 0.0 100.0 whisky 

/w/ 

week-end 88.2             11.8 0.0 100.0 0.0 85.3 9.8 4.9 93.3 6.7 100.0 0.0 0.0 100.0 0.0 week end 
pneumatico 94.1               5.9 0.0 64.7 35.3 100.0 0.0 0.0 96.7 3.3 53.1 46.9 0.0 59.4 40.6 tire 
C.N.U.C.E 100.0               0.0 0.0 87.5 12.5 90.1 6.6 3.3 84.5 15.5 84.4 15.6 0.0 87.5 12.5 C.N.U.C.E16

CN 

Knorr 75.0               25.0 0.0 87.5 12.5 82.8 10.3 6.9 90.9 9.1 62.5 37.5 0.0 68.7 12.5 Knorr17

pseudonimo 0.0               100.0 0.0 5.9 94.1 44.8 55.2 0.0 53.3 46.7 15.6 84.4 0.0 40.6 59.5 pseudonym 
psiuppino 52.9             47.1 0.0 64.7 35.3 42.4 57.6 0.0 63.3 36.7 40.6 59.4 0.0 59.4 40.6 PSIUP-ist 
psicologo 0.0               100.0 0.0 5.9 94.1 26.2 73.8 0.0 34.4 65.6 9.4 90.6 0.0 37.5 62.5 psychologist 

/ps/ 

P.S.I 100.0              0.0 0.0 94.1 5.9 91.8 8.2 0.0 90.0 10.0 100.0 0.0 0.0 93.7 6.3 PSI18

/ks/ xilofono 0.0              100.0 0.0 5.9 94.1 21.7 71.6 6.7 53.3 46.7  6.3 93.7 0.0 34.4 65.6 xylophone 
/pt/ pterosauro 41.2               58.8 0.0 23.5 76.5 67.2 32.8 0.0 67.2 32.8 37.5 62.5 0.0 46.9 53.1 pterosaurs 

Table 3.3  Marotta (1993) article allomorphy results.  Values represent the percentage of subjects that selected each article. 
14 Southeast Asian plant used for textiles 
15 Dry river bed in African desert.  
16 /knutSe/:  Centro Nazionale Universitario di Calcolo Elettronico ‘National University Center for  
Electronic Calculations’ 
17 /knor/:  Name brand for food products 
18 /psi/:  Partito Socialista Italiano ‘Italian Socialist Party’ 

 



 

3.4.1 Article selection before glides 

The claimed fluctuation between il and lo before the front glide /j/, discussed in 3.4.1 

above, is not corroborated by the experimental data.   The adult Pisan and Calabrian 

subjects selected lo more than 90% of the time before all /j/ initial words with just three 

exceptions:   iugoslavo ‘Yugoslavian’ (Pisan subjects lo = 82.4%, Calabrian subjects lo 

84.4%),  iutificio ‘jute textile factory’ (Calabrian subjects:  lo = 74.2%); yoga ‘yoga’ 

(Calabrian subjects lo = 84.4%).   The Pisan children results were more variable but in 

line with the Pisan adult pattern.  Interestingly, definite article selection before /w/ varied 

according to the nature of the lexical item.  All three groups agreed on article selection 

before words in the core Italian vocabulary, such as l’uomo and il weekend, which 

followed the normative pattern.   However responses were varied before the less frequent 

borrowed words uadi ‘wadi’ (very rare) and whisky ‘whisky’ (less frequent for children).   

  

 What is interesting about this study, in the present context, is that it shows that the 

distribution of definite article allomorphs is different before /j/ and /w/ for all three 

groups of speakers.   This creates a problem for the syllable-dependent account which 

does not claim that the high glides /j/ and /w/ differ from each other with respect to 

syllabification.  Davis (1990) claims that a glide may be analyzed as a consonantal onset 

or as the initial part of a diphthong syllabified in the nucleus.  The strict application of the 

syllable-based generalizations predicts il in the former case and l’ in the latter.  If both of 

these syllabifications are possible, and article allomorphy provides a diagnostic for 
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syllabification, the consequences of the two syllabifications should be observable in the 

allomorphy data.  Article selection before core lexical items beginning with /w/ was 

consistent with this account (e.g. l’uomo and il weekend). However, all three groups 

showed a strong preference for lo before /j/ initial words.  Again, the fundamental 

rationale for lo selection is to permit leftward re-syllabification of a consonant that cannot 

be syllabified in the onset.  Based on this observation, Marotta (1993: pg. 277) correctly 

points out that lo selection before /j/ is not phonologically motivated under the standard 

syllable-based account.  In fact, the syllable-dependent analysis only predicts l’ and il 

before /j/; the syllable-dependent analysis does not predict lo.  Marotta’s solution, 

admittedly ad hoc, is to include the segment /j/ with the claimed underlying long 

segments [ts, dz, S, ¯] despite the complete lack of other phonetic or phonological 

evidence to support this representation. 

 

3.4.2 Non-native consonant clusters 

The syllable-based analysis has serious difficulty accounting for Marotta’s non-native 

cluster results.  The majority of subjects selected il before the acronym P.S.I /psi/, Partito 

Socialista Italiano, but select lo before psicologo ‘psychologist’.  Serianni (1989) 

suggests that the use of il before P.S.I. is due to the nature of the underlying noun partito 

which requires il selection.  This result suggests strongly that the definite article is 

lexically specified for acronyms and is not dependent on the syllabic structure of the 

following word.   
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The more varied results for rare lexical items are even more problematic.  For 

example, the majority of children (73.8%) selected lo before the more common word 

psicologo ‘psychologist’ but il and lo responses were almost equally divided before the 

less common word pseudonimo ‘pseudonym’ (44.8% il vs. 55.2% lo).  This result implies 

that article selection is not predictable before words beginning with non-native clusters.    

One hypothesis is that the Italian language learner does not have access to enough data to 

formulate phonological generalizations about article selection before rare/non-native 

segments or clusters.  Consequently, the definite article allomorph cannot be predicted 

and must be listed in the lexicon.  If this hypothesis is correct, the diverging results before 

psicologo and pseudonimo would be explained as follows.  Most of the Pisan children 

presumably had either heard or used the word psicologo before participating in the 

experiment.  Because article selection before non-native clusters is not predictable, the 

definite article lo is listed in the lexical entry for psicologo, making article selection 

trivial. On the other hand, many children may not have heard or used the word 

pseudonimo before the experiment.  Article selection before non-native clusters is not 

predictable and therefore these children selected either il or lo at random.   

 

3.4.3 Indefinite articles 

Another interesting result of Marotta’s study is that results for the indefinite article (un 

vs. uno) were much more variable than for the definite article (il, lo, l’).  The normative 

account of allomorphy claims that the article un has the same distribution as il and l’, 
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while the article uno has the same distribution as lo.  Marotta’s data show that this is not 

necessarily the case.  In fact, the selection of the indefinite article un before /j/ initial 

words appears to be acceptable for many speakers (especially Pisan children and 

Calabrian subjects) while il selection is rare.  Many Calabrian speakers also select un 

before non-native clusters more often than il (see for example pseudonimo and 

psicologo).  These results suggest that a single formal analysis cannot account for both 

definite and indefinite article selection in Italian 

 

3.4.4 Confounding factors 

Marotta’s study sheds light on the fundamental empirical problems of the standard 

syllable-based account. However, elements of the experimental design may have 

confounded the results.  First, the subjects were aware of the goal of the experiment and 

the test was a written task, administered to all three groups in a scholastic environment.  

Consequently, the results may in large part be a reflection of the subjects’ ability to apply 

normative orthography based rules for article selection, rather than a true reflection of 

usage.   Furthermore, the test items in Marotta’s study were real words that differed 

greatly with regard to frequency.  This study cannot distinguish between the effects of 

syllable structure versus lexical frequency effects.  Marotta’s study does not conclusively 

demonstrate that article selection is dependent on syllable structure and it does not 

directly test the sonority distance account of syllabification. 
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3.5  Article allomorphy experiments 

The new experiments presented in the following sections investigate the relationship 

between article allomorphy, syllable structure, and the potential role of the lexicon.  Task 

1 tested the claimed role of sonority distance in the process of consonant cluster 

syllabification and article allomorph selection.  Task 2 follows up Marotta’s study by 

comparing article allomorph selection before real and pseudo words beginning with non-

native clusters, in order to gain further insight into the role of the lexicon.  Details 

regarding the subjects who participated in the experiments and the order in which the 

experiments were administered are given in Chapter 1 of this dissertation. 

 

3.6   Task 1: experimental design 

The sonority distance approach (Davis, 1990, Wiltshire and Maranzana, 1998) assumes 

that sonority distance constraints are part of the phonological knowledge of native 

speakers.  The experiment presented in this section tested the ability of native speakers to 

access this claimed implicit knowledge when confronted with the task of article selection 

before pseudo words beginning with both native and non-native clusters and segments.  

 

3.6.1 Syllable hypotheses 

The predictions of the sonority distance account of syllabification and definite article 

allomorphy are formulated as the following Syllable Hypotheses.  Syllable Hypothesis Ι 

(Dialect A) restates the fundamental claims of the sonority distance approach to 
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allomorphy:   1) il precedes nouns (or adjectives) that begin with a consonant that can be 

syllabified in the onset; otherwise lo (Davis 1990, pg. 44).  2)  Consonant cluster 

syllabification is governed by language specific constraints on sonority distance (Davis, 

1990, Wiltshire & Maranzana, 1998).  Syllable Hypothesis II simply predicts that 

variability in the syllabification of /j/ corresponds to variability in article allomorph 

selection before this segment (Davis, 1990).   Syllable hypothesis III predicts that word-

initial orthographic z may be realized [ts].  This hypothesis bears on the arguments for 

and against Stammerjohann’s (1973) syllable-independent account (e.g. */ldz/) discussed 

in Section 3.2.2. Syllable Hypothesis IV (Dialect B) states the prediction discussed in 

Section 3.3.4 above, which suggested that Dialect B speakers may differ with respect to 

the sonority distance threshold (e.g. ≥ 4 vs. >4) for the onset syllabification of clusters.   

 

(3) Syllable Hypothesis I (Dialect A):  Sonority Distance 

a) il precedes C1C2 if sonority distance ≥ +4 (tautosyllabic onset cluster) 

b) lo precedes C1C2 if sonority distance < +4 (heterosyll. coda + onset)  

c) lo precedes C1C1 because sonority distance = 0 (heterosyllabic 

underlying long segments). 

 

(4) Syllable Hypothesis II:  /j/ variability 

The representational status of high glides is variable.  Variability in 

syllabification is accompanied by variability in article allomorph selection. 
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(5) Syllable Hypothesis III:  z variability 

Orthographic z can be realized word-initially both as [dz] and [ts]. 

 

(6) Syllable Hypothesis IV (Dialect B) :  Sonority Distance 

a) il precedes C1C2 if sonority distance > +4 (tautosyllabic onset cluster) 

b) lo precedes C1C2 if sonority distance ≤ +4 (heterosyllabic coda + onset 

 

3.6.2 Task 1 - design of linguistic game 

Task 1 was designed as a linguistic game in order to prevent the application of the 

normative, orthography based, rules which may have been a confounding factor in the 

Marotta’s study.  The linguistic game, exemplified in Table 3.4 below, required subjects 

to transform a small noun phrase from feminine to masculine gender.  Each noun phrase 

contained a feminine pseudo noun of the form Xapa, where “X” represents the initial test 

cluster or segment, preceded by the feminine singular definite article la and followed by a 

color adjective (e.g. rossa ‘red’).  In addition to the morphological changes to the pseudo 

noun and adjective, this transformation required the selection of the masculine singular 

definite article allomorph il or lo. 
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 Feminine  Masculine Gloss 

a) la fapa rossa   

the fap-a (fem.) red 

 il fapo rosso 

the fap-o (masc.) red 

‘the red fapo’ 

b) la frapa rosa 

the frap-a (fem.) pink 

 il frapo rosa 

the frap-o (masc.) pink 

‘the pink frapo’ 

c) la smapa blu 

the smap-a (fem.) blue 

 lo smapo blu  

the smap-o (masc.) blue 

‘the blue smapo’ 

Table 3.4  Example test phrases and transformations. 

 

 

3.6.3 Color adjectives 

All pseudo nouns were followed by color adjectives in order to obscure the goal of the 

experiment and increase task difficulty. The test adjectives, which had both regular and 

irregular morphology, are listed in Table 3.5.  The adjectives in section a) of the table are 

morphologically regular, requiring the substitution of the feminine singular morpheme  

/-a/ with the masculine singular morpheme /-o/ (e.g. rossa  rosso ‘red’).  The adjectives 

in b) are also regular, but require no change when transforming from feminine singular to 

masculine singular (e.g. verde  verde ‘green’).  The adjectives listed in c) and d) are 

monomorphemic foreign borrowings that are invariable in Italian.  Note however that the 

adjectives in c) contain a word final /-a/, homophonous with the feminine singular 

morpheme /-a/, yet these adjectives require no change when transformed from feminine 

to masculine.  The presence of c) type adjectives thus present an exception to the 

morphologically regular feminine /-a/ to masculine /-o/ alternation.   
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 Word final V   Adjective Gloss 

 Fem.  Masc. Fem.  Masc.  

a) -a   -o ross-a  ross-o red 

    giall-a  giall-o yellow 

    ner-a  ner-o black 

    bianc-a  bianc-o white 

    grigi-a  grigi-o gray 

b) -e no change -e marron-e  marron-e brown 

    verd-e  verd-e green 

    celest-e  celest-e light blue 

    arancion-e  arancion-

e 

orange 

c) a no change a rosa  rosa pink 

    viola  viola purple 

    fucsia  fucsia fuchsia 

d) u no change u blu  blu blue 

 e no change e beige  beige beige 

Table 3.5 Color adjectives.  “-”  indicates the presence of a morpheme boundary. 

 

3.6.4 Test consonant clusters and segments 

The native and non-native consonant clusters and segments tested in Task 1 are listed in 

Table 3.6  along with the number of tokens per subject and the total number of tokens 

collected for each cluster and segment category.  A total of 9,126 total tokens were 

collected in Task 1.  The final three columns in Table 3.6 indicate the sonority distance 

between the consonants of the cluster, the predicted article allomorph, and the number of 

word-initial occurrences for each category found in the DISC - Dizionario Italiano 
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Sabatini-Coletti (Sabattini and Coletti, 1997).  Not all of non-native clusters in the test 

stimuli occur word-initially in Italian, but all do occur word-internally.  Sonority distance 

constraints are claimed to account for both word-initial and word-internal consonant 

cluster syllabification.. 

 

All stimuli were presented to subjects in the Standard Italian orthography (Lesina, 

1986, Sabattini and Coletti, 1997), reviewed in Section 3.1.1.  Although the sequence 

/gn/ was not intentionally included in the test stimuli, some speakers produced 

orthographic gn as a Stop + Nasal sequence instead of the palatal nasal /¯/.  The /gn/ 

pronunciation was tabulated separately.  The data for the cluster represented 

orthographically as ts were tabulated separately from the CS clusters because of the 

similarity between this sequence and the affricate represented orthographically as z in 

Italian, which has allophonic variants [dz] and [ts].  Word-initial /j/ was present in the 

test stimuli both as orthographic i followed by the vowel a (e.g. iapa) and as orthographic 

y (e.g. yapa).  The y initial words were included in order to verify the findings of Marotta 

(1993). 

 

The clusters /bn/, /fn/, /ft/ and GM were included in the task in order to test specific 

predictions of the Syllable Hypotheses.  Syllable Hypothesis I predicts that the clusters 

/bn/ (with a sonority distance = +3), /fn/ (sonority distance = +2) and /ft/ (sonority 

distance = +2) will be preceded by the article lo, and that CN and GM (sonority distance 
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= +4) will be preceded by il.  Syllable Hypothesis II predicts that Dialect B speakers, who 

have a sonority distance threshold of more than +4, will select lo before CN and GM 

(sonority distance = +4) in addition to all other clusters with a sonority distance less than 

+4 (e.g. CT, bn, fn, ft, ts, CS).     
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Native 

Test 
C and 
C1C2  

Tokens per 
subject 

Total 
tokens 

Test clusters and 
segments 

Sonority 
Distance 

Predicted
Article 

W-Initial 
DISC 

Singletons C  32 1,496 p, t, k, f, s, l, r, m, n  il >2,000 
Clusters CL 25 1,193 pl, kl, pr, tr, kr +6 il >2,000 
 SC 12 572 sp, st, sk +3 lo >2,000  
 SL 6 285 sr, sl +3 lo 128 
 SN 9 421 sn, sm +1 lo 329 
Long dz 5 233 dz ~ ts (z) 0 lo 629 
 S  5 235 S (scia) 0 lo 425 
 ¯  5 199 ¯ (gn) 0 lo 46 
Glide j  (y) 5 234 j (y)  ? 49 
 j   5 235 j (ia)   ? 154 

CN 19 904 pn, kn, tn +4 il 47 Non-Native 
Clusters CT 13 603 pt, kt 0 lo 27 
 CS 13 625 ps, ks +3 lo 213 
 ft 7 331 ft +2 lo 6 
 ts 7 310 ts  (ts) +3 lo 3 
 tl  5 226 tl  +6 il tlaspi 
 GM 10 464 dm, gm +4 il 0 
 gn 0 41 gn +3 lo 0 
 bn 5 234 bn +3 lo 0 
 fn 6 285 fn +2 lo 0 
Total  native 116 5,103      
total non-nat.  85 4,023       
Total all  194 9,126      

Table 3.6 Task 1:  Test Clusters and Segments  
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3.6.5 Task training 

The task was preceded by a training session in which subjects were visually and aurally 

presented the instructions along with the four written example phrases and 

transformations given in (7).   

 

(7) Task 1 training [age 

     Trasforma la frase dal femminile al maschile: 
      (Transform the phrase from the feminine to the masculine) 
 
la tapa rossa  il tapo rosso 

la mapa rosa  il mapo rosa 

la stapa marrone   lo stapo marrone 

la papa blu  il papo blu 
 

 

 

The subjects were explicitly told to pay special attention to gender agreement 

between the pseudo noun and the following adjective, but were given no instructions 

regarding the treatment of the definite article.  They were then given the same example 

feminine phrases and asked to apply the transformation themselves in order to confirm 

that they had understood the task   During the training session it was pointed out that 

some feminine or masculine nouns might be real words in Italian19.  For example, the 

                                                 

19 Of the total 194 feminine test nouns seven were real words:  capa, crapa, papa, rapa, sapa, tapa, trapa.  
Six feminine pseudo nouns had real masculine counterparts:   capo, mapo, napo,  rapo, sciapo, scapo.  
Most of these real words are rather rare. 
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feminine noun la papa could be transformed into the real masculine noun il papa ‘the 

pope’.  In such cases subjects were instructed to treat the real words as if they were 

pseudo words and apply the feminine to masculine transformation regularly:  e.g. la papa 

 il papo.  After training was completed the test noun phrases were individually 

presented visually on a printed page.  The subjects were asked to first read aloud the 

entire feminine phrase and then to produce aloud the corresponding transformed 

masculine phrase.   

 

3.6.6 Subjects, test materials and statistics 

Fifty subjects participated in the experiment, but data collected from subjects P49 and 

P50 were not analyzed due to difficulties encountered with the audio recordings;20 

therefore, data were collected for a total of 48 speakers.  Four randomized test lists were 

created containing 194 test phrases each. Adjectives were randomly paired with pseudo 

nouns in each list. The test lists were divided into two parts denoted by the appearance of 

the word PAUSA, ‘pause’, at which point subjects were allowed to take an optional break.  

Subjects were left alone in a sound booth to complete the task and no time limit was 

imposed.  Audio recordings were made of subject responses, and subject responses were 

tabulated by listening to these recordings.   

 

                                                 

20 Further information on subjects is given in Chapter 1.  
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The data were analyzed using SPSS and Statview statistical analysis software.  The 

mean proportion of il responses was calculated by averaging the proportion of il 

responses given by each subject for each category.  All proportions were converted to rau 

[rationalized arcsine unites] (Studebaker, 1985) for tests of statistical significant (e.g. 

ANOVA, regression, t-tests).  Mean rau values were calculates by averaging the rau 

values of each subject for each category.  P-values less than or equal to .01 were 

considered significant.   

 

3.7  Results:  Task 1 - article allomorphy production 

The mean proportion of il responses for all 48 speakers, mean rau, standard deviations 

and P-values from a one-sample two-tailed t-test (hypothesized mean 50) for all test 

cluster/segment categories are presented in Table 3.7.   The test category means presented 

in Table 3.7 are ranked in descending order with the highest proportion of il responses at 

the top of the table and the lowest proportions of il responses at the bottom.  

 

 The hypothesized mean rau for the one-sample two-tailed t-test was set at 50 because 

this is the value that would result if selecting il or lo at chance (e.g. flipping a coin:  heads 

= il, tails = lo).  The results located in the gray rows of the tables do not differ 

significantly from the hypothesized mean (p>.01).  With one exception, test category 

means within the same box in the table are not significantly different (p>.01 for all 

comparisons); the CN and /bn/ results are significantly different from the /ft/ results 

(p<.01).  A two-tailed t-test revealed that the mean rau for CN and /bn/ are significantly 
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different from the hypothesized mean of 50, but, the results for these clusters do not 

differ significantly from the results for the cluster categories in the gray area of the table, 

with the exception of /ft/.  The /ft/ result in turn does not differ significantly from the 

GM, CT, /fn/, and /gn/ results (p>.01).  The mean rau for /¯/, located in the dashed-line 

box, does not differ significantly from the means of the test categories in the box above 

(ts, CS) or the box below (“z”, j, “y”,S, SC, SL, SN).  The 41 /gn / tokens were deemed 

insufficient for further statistical analysis.  The p-values from unpaired t-tests of mean rau 

are presented in Table 3.8, Table 3.9 and Table 3.10 for further clarification.  Only non-

significant (p>.01) category comparisons are presented.   
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Cluster Category/ 
Segment 

Mean 
Proportion il 

(.00 to 1.00 scale) 

St. Dev. Mean rau 
(-23 to 123 scale)  

St. Dev P-value: 
One sample 

Two tailed t-test 

Sonority 
Distance 

Predicted 
Article 

C  .94 .16 110 24 <.0001 n/a il 
CL .92 .18 108 26 <.0001 +6 il 
tl  .89 .25 106 36 <.0001 +6 il 
        
bn .72 .32 79 45 <.0001 +3 lo 
CN .68 .32 72 40 .0005 +4 il 
GM .60 .36 63 48 .06 +4 il 
CT .58 .31 59 38 .11 +0 lo 
fn .57 .34 59 46 .19 +2 lo 
gn .48 .36 48 67 .92 +3 lo 
ft .47 .32 44 42 .36 +2 lo 
        
ts .29 .30 22 41 <.0001 +3 lo 
CS .27 .27 22 35 <.0001 +3 lo 
        
¯ .18 .30 6 45 <.0001 +0 lo 
        
dz .12 .23 -2 35 <.0001 +0 lo 
j .09 .22 -8 34 <.0001 n/a il~lo 
j  (y) .08 .18 -9 28 <.0001 n/a il~lo 
S  .08 .22     lo -9 33 <.0001 +0
SC    .07 .19 -9 29 <.0001 +3 lo 
SN    .05 .14 -12 21 <.0001 +1 lo 
SL    .05 .18 -14 27 <.0001 +3 lo 

Ta 7 Results Task 1: Allo hy producti ean tion of il responses, mean ra nalized arcsine units) and  
p-values from one sample two tailed t-test of rau (hypothesized mean = 50) 

 

ble 3. morp on - M propor u (ratio

 



 

 

 Non
nativ nativ

va
.

- vs. 
e 

Non- P-
e N.S

lue 
 

bn vs.  >.01CN  
bn vs.  >.01
bn vs. >.01
bn vs. .>.01 
bn vs. >.01
CN vs.  >.01
CN vs. .>.01
CN vs. >.01
CN vs. >.01
CT vs. >.01
CT vs. >.01
CT vs. >.01
CT vs. >.01
GM vs. >.01
fn vs. >.01
fn vs. >.01
fn vs. >.01
ft vs. >.01
ft vs. >.01
gn vs. >.01
CS vs. >.01
CS vs. >.01

CT  
fn  
GM 
gn  
CT  
fn  
GM  
gn  
fn  
ft  
GM  
gn  
gn  
ft  
GM  
gn  
GM  
gn  
ts  
ts  
gn  

Table 3.8 Non-native cluster comparison 
that are not statistically significant 

(p>.01). 

 

Native vs.
nat

-v Non- P
ive 

alue 

C vs. <.0 tl 1 
CL vs. <.0
¯ vs. <.0
¯ vs. <.0

tl 1 
 CS 1 
 ts 1 

Table 3.9 Native vs. non-native 
cluster/segment comparisons that are 
not  statistically significant  (p>.01). 

  Nati alve  Native P-v ue  
C  vs. <.01 CL 
j vs. .01 
j vs. <.01 
j vs. SL 1 
j vs. SN .01 
j vs. “y” .01 
j vs. “z” .01 
¯ vs. <.01 
¯ vs. <.01 
¯ vs. .01 
¯ vs. .01 
¯ vs. .01 
¯ vs. 1 
S vs. 1 
S vs. .01 
S vs. .01 
SC vs. <.01 
SC vs.  
SC vs. .01 
SC vs. .01 
SC vs. .01 
SL vs. .01 
SL vs. .01 
SL vs. .01 
SN vs. .01 
“y” vs. .01 

SC <
S 

<.0
<
<
<

j 
S 
“y” <
“z” <
SC <
SL <.0
SL <.0
SN <
“y” <
S 
SL <.01
SN <
“y” <
“z” <
SN <
“y” <
“z” <
“y” <
“z” <

Table 3.10 Native cluster/segment 
comparisons that are not statistically 

significant (p>.01) 
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3.7.1 Analysis of variance 

An analysis of variance was performed with the dependent variable “rau”, and the 

independent factors “native vs. non-native” (cluster) and “subject”.   The variable “rau” 

refers to the proportion of il responses for each cluster given by each subject, transformed 

to rau (48 subjects x 16 cluster/segment categories = 768 rau values).  The ANOVA 

results are presented in Table 3.11.  The factors “native vs. non-native”(cluster) and 

“subject” produced significant main effects (p<.01).  The interaction of the variables 

“subject” and “native vs. non-native”(cluster) was insignificant (p>.01).  Because of the 

significance of the main effect of “native” vs. “non-native’ and “subject” the results for 

native and non-native clusters were analyzed separately. 

 

47 476101.218 10129.813 4.832 <.0001 227.114 1.000
1 416197.171 416197.171 198.538 <.0001 198.538 1.000

47 103746.299 2207.368 1.053 .3793 49.490 .977
785 1645600.105 2096.306

DF Sum of Squares Mean Square F-Value P-Value Lambda Pow er
subject
native vs. non-native
subject * native vs. non-native
Residual

 

Table 3.11 ANOVA Table for the continuous dependent variable “rau” and categorical  independent 
factors “subject” and “Native vs. non-native”(cluster). 

 

3.8   Native clusters/segments 

The native cluster/segment results follow the pattern described in (1), the same pattern 

learned in school and prescribed in grammars and dictionaries.  The native consonant 

clusters and segments can easily be divided into the two categories in (8) below:  a) il 
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category:  segments and clusters preceded by il; b) lo category:  segments and clusters 

preceded.  The members of each category are listed in (8).   

 

(8) Native Cluster and Segment Categories 

a) il category:  Segments and clusters preceded by il 

a) Singleton consonants (C) 

b) Obstruent + Liquid clusters (CL)  

b) lo category:  Clusters and segments preceded by lo 

a) /s/ + obstruent (SC, SL, SN) 

b) claimed inherently long (geminate) segments:  /dz, S, ¯/ 

c) /j/ 

 

The mean proportion of il responses in the opposite direction of the majority of 

responses, referred to as ‘minority’ responses in this dissertation, is similar before both 

clusters preceded by il and clusters preceded by lo categories:  e.g. 8% of the CL 

responses were lo vs. 92% of il responses; 7% of the SC responses were il vs. 93% of lo 

responses.   This result suggests that the nature of the linguistic game did not create a bias 

for the selection of either il or lo before native clusters and segments.  The ‘minority’ 

responses may simply be interpreted as a reflection of task difficulty.   
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3.8.1 Syllable Hypothesis I (Dialect A):  Sonority distance 

Syllable Hypothesis I was supported by the native consonant cluster and segment results 

(Table 3.7).  Native consonant clusters with a sonority distance of at least +4 (the CL 

clusters [pl, kl, pr, tr, kr]) were preceded by il, supporting of Syllable Hypothesis I a).  

Native consonant clusters with a sonority distance less than +4 (the SC clusters 

[sp, st, sk,sr, sl, sn, sm]) were preceded by lo, supporting of Hypothesis I b).  

Inherently long segments ([z, S, ¯]), or claimed geminates, were preceded by lo, in 

support of Syllable Hypothesis I c).    

 

3.8.2 Syllable Hypothesis II:  /j/ variability 

Syllable Hypothesis II was not supported by the experimental data.  The segment /j/ 

received a clear majority of lo responses both when represented orthographically as i 

followed by a (e.g. iato /japa/) and when represented as y (e.g. yapa /japa/).  This result 

does not support the claimed fluctuation between il and lo before this segment, which is 

argued to result from the onset vs. nuclear syllabification of /j/ in Davis (1990).  All but 

five subjects consistently selected lo before /j/, confirming Marotta’s result. 

 

3.8.3 Syllable Hypothesis III:  z variablity 

Syllable Hypothesis III was not supported by the experimental data.  Word-initial z was 

produced exclusively as [dz] by all subjects.  This result supports Stammerjohann’s 
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(1973) syllable-independent phonotactic analysis of article selection before [dz] 

discussed in Section 3.2.2.  Again, Stammerjohann claims that word-initial z is always 

voiced [dz], and that the article lo is selected before [dz] in order to avoid an illegal 

*/ldz/. 

 

3.9   Categorization of subject responses 

In order to assess how confident individual subjects were about article selection before  

native clusters and segments, and compare these results with the non-native cluster 

results, the proportion21 of il responses for each cluster given by each subject were 

assigned to one of three response categories:  1)  mostly il , 2) mixed or 3) mostly lo.  

These proportions are referred to as “subject responses” in the following discussion, as 

they refer to the treatment of each cluster/segment by individual subjects, as opposed to 

results averaged across subjects.  The criteria for assigning the subject responses to 

categories are outlined in (9).   The threshold values for the categories are the same as the 

threshold values for the analysis of article allomorphy in Chapter 2, in order to facilitate 

cross-experimental comparisons. Table 3.12 contains the number of subjects assigned to 

each category for each native consonant cluster and segment.  The same values are 

presented in the graph in  Figure 3.1. 

                                                 

21 It was not necessary to transform proportions to rau for this categorization because once a category cut-
off point is defined the scale of the differences between results is not relevant.  Furthermore, it is intuitively 
easier to discuss proportions (a .00 to 1.00 scale) because they resemble percentages. 
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(9) Category criteria: 

1. Subjects giving ‘mostly il’ responses (out of 48):  The proportion of il 

responses was at least .70.  

2. Subjects giving ‘mixed’ (il and lo) responses (out of 48):  The proportion of il 

responses was between .69 and .31.i 

3. Subjects giving ‘mostly lo’ responses (out of 48):  The proportion of il 

responses was at least .30.  

 

 C CL ¯ dz j   y S SC SL SN Total

mostly il 46 43 4 2 2 1 2 2 1 1 104

mixed il and lo 1 4 5 3 2 2 2 0 1 2 22

mostly lo 1 1 39 43 44 45 44 46 46 45 354

Table 3.12  Number of subjects per response category – native clusters/segments only.   
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Figure 3.1  Number of subjects per response category – native clusters/segments only.   

 

The categorization of native clusters and segments demonstrated that the majority of 

subjects were confident about article selection before native clusters and segments.  95% 

of the native subject responses were assigned to either the ‘mostly il’ category or the 

‘mostly lo’ category (458 responses out of a total of 480 subject responses).  Only 5% of 

the native subject responses (22 responses out of 480) were categorized as ‘mixed’.  The 

segment /¯/ showed the highest number of ‘mixed’ responses and the highest number of 

‘minority’ responses [responses in the opposite direction of the majority].  This result 

may simply reflect higher task difficulty due to the two possible realizations of 
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orthographic gn (/¯/ or /gn/).  All other cluster/segment categories received similar 

numbers of ‘mixed’ and ‘minority’ responses  

 

3.9.1 Subject responses  

All subject responses (proportion of il responses for each cluster/segment given by each 

subject) for native clusters and segments are provided in Table 3.13.  The ‘mostly il’ 

category responses are coded as white cells in the table, ‘mixed’ category responses are 

coded as light gray cells and ‘mostly lo’ category responses are coded as dark gray cells.  

The table was further subdivided into 5 groups according to the total number of ‘mixed’ 

or ‘minority’ responses produced by individual subject.  The sub-groupings are indicated 

by the heavy dark lines in the Table 3.13. 26 out of 48 subjects (the top subgroup in the 

table) were in complete agreement with the pooled group results (e.g. they did not 

produce any ‘mixed’ category or ‘minority’ response).  For these 26 subjects article 

allomorph selection is categorical:  C and CL are preceded by il; all other native clusters 

and segments are preceded by lo.  This result again confirms that the majority of subjects 

are extremely confident about article selection before native clusters/segments.  13 

subjects (the following subgroup in the table) provided minority responses for just one 

native cluster or segment category.   Four subjects (the next group) differed from the 

majority with respect to just two clusters or segments.  Two subjects provided ‘minority’ 

responses for three segment/cluster categories and just one subject, P24 provided 

‘minority’ responses for four cluster/segment categories.  Finally, P3 selected il before all 
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clusters and segments and P35 selected lo before all clusters and segments22.  Among the 

subjects who provided ‘mixed’ or ‘minority’ responses no consistent sub-pattern was 

apparent.  The variability in article selection before native cluster and segment appears to 

be the result of the idiosyncratic behavior of a few subjects rather than a systematic 

phonologically-driven sub-pattern that would reflect a dialect difference.  One 

interpretation of this data is that individual subjects with more ‘mixed’ or ‘minority’ 

responses simply had more difficulty in executing the linguistic game (P3 and P35 in 

particular).    

                                                 

22 A strategy that these subjects also applied to the non-native clusters. 
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Sub. C CL ¯ dz j “y” S SC SL SN 
P10 .94 1.00 .00 .00 .20 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 
P12 1.00 .89 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 
P14 1.00 1.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 
P20 1.00 1.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 
P21 1.00 .96 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 
P22 1.00 1.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 
P23 .89 .96 .20 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .17 .00 
P29 1.00 1.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 
P30 1.00 1.00 .25 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 
P31 1.00 1.00 .25 .20 .20 .20 .00 .00 .00 .00 
P32 .82 .80 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 
P33 1.00 1.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .20 .00 .00 .00 
P34 .91 .88 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .08 .17 .11 
P37 .97 1.00 .00 .00 .00 .20 .00 .00 .00 .00 
P4 1.00 1.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 
P41 1.00 1.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .17 .00 
P42 1.00 1.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 
P43 1.00 .96 .00 .00 .00 .20 .00 .08 .00 .00 
P44 1.00 .92 .00 .20 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 
P45 1.00 1.00 .00 .00 .20 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 
P47 1.00 1.00 .25 .00 .00 .00 .00 .08 .00 .11 
P48 1.00 .92 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 
P5 1.00 1.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 
P6 1.00 1.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .08 .00 .11 
P7 1.00 1.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 
P8 .97 .96 .20 .20 .00 .00 .20 .00 .00 .00 
P13 .72 .64 .00 .20 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 
P16 .87 .68 .20 .00 .00 .20 .00 .00 .00 .00 
P19 .81 .56 .00 .00 .00 .22 .00 .00 .00 .00 
P17 .97 1.00 1.00 .00 .20 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 
P46 .97 1.00 .33 .20 .20 .00 .00 .08 .00 .00 
P18 1.00 1.00 .40 .00 .20 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 
P9 .94 .92 .50 .13 .08 .09 .09 .08 .06 .06 
P1 1.00 1.00 .25 .40 .00 .00 .20 .25 .00 .11 
P36 .91 .96 .00 .40 .00 .00 .00 .08 .17 .11 
P51 1.00 1.00 .00 .40 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 
P11 1.00 .96 .00 .00 .50 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 
P28 1.00 1.00 .20 .00 .00 .40 .20 .00 .00 .00 
P40 .81 .76 .25 .20 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .33 
P26 1.00 1.00 .40 .40 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 
P25 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 .00 .11 .00 .17 .00 .11 
P27 .97 1.00 n/a .40 .00 .22 .40 .25 .00 .22 
P38 1.00 1.00 n/a .20 1.00 .44 .20 .17 .00 .22 
P15 1.00 1.00 1.00 .00 .00 .22 1.00 .86 .00 .00 
P39 .54 .49 .00 .00 .40 .20 .00 .00 .17 .00 
P24 1.00 1.00 .60 .20 .00 .00 .40 .17 .67 .33 
P3 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 .78 
P35 .03 .04 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 

Table 3.13 Subject responses for native consonant clusters and segments (values are proportion of 
il responses given by each subject for each cluster/segment category) 
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3.9.2 Native cluster discussion 

Task 1 demonstrates that native speakers are extremely confident about article allomorph 

selection before pseudo words beginning with native clusters and segments.  However, 

although the syllable-based analysis correctly predicts for article selection before C, CL, 

SC, /S/, /¯/, and /dz/, the syllable-based analysis cannot account for lo selection before /j/.  

Furthermore, Stammerjohann’s (1973) claim that word-initial z is exclusively realized as 

[dz] was supported by the experimental data, eliminating one of the main objections to 

the phonotactic analysis, discussed in Section 3.2.2.  The conclusion is that article 

allomorph selection is categorical and predictable before native consonant clusters and 

segments. 

 

3.10 Non-native consonant clusters 

The following sections evaluate the Task 1 non-native cluster results. 

 

3.10.1 Syllable Hypothesis I 

The non-native cluster results do not support Syllable Hypothesis I.  The results for the 

clusters GM, CT, /fn/, /ft/ were not significantly different from 50, no better than 

selecting il or lo at chance (the flip of the coin result:  heads = il, tails = lo).  The cluster 

/bn/, with a claimed sonority distance of +3, received a majority of il responses, not lo 

responses as predicted by Syllable Hypothesis Ib).  The cluster CN, which has a claimed 
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sonority distance of +4, did receive a majority of il responses (SD = +4), but these results 

were not significantly different from the results for the clusters GM, CT, /fn/ and /ft/.    

 

3.11 Categorization of subject responses 

Subject responses (proportion of il responses for each cluster/segment given by each 

subject) were assigned to the ‘mostly il’ category, ‘mixed’ category or ‘mostly lo’ 

category following the same criteria established for the native clusters in (9). Table 3.14 

contains the number of subjects assigned to each category for each test non-native cluster.    

The same values are presented in the graph in Figure 3.2. The goal of this categorization 

was to evaluate how confident individual speakers were about article selection before 

non-native clusters. 

 

 tl bn CN GM CT fn ft ts CS Total 

il 43 33 29 24 20 18 15 8 3 193 

mixed 2 11 12 13 18 22 15 12 18 123 

lo 3 4 7 11 10 8 18 28 27 116 

Table 3.14  Number of subject per response category – non-native clusters only   
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Figure 3.2  Number of subjects per response category – non-native clusters only 

 

The categorization of non-native clusters revealed that subjects are less confident 

about article selection before non-native clusters than before native clusters and 

segments:  72% of the non-native cluster responses were assigned to either the ‘mostly il’ 

category or the ‘mostly lo’ category (309 responses out of a total of 432 responses) 

compared to 95% of the responses for native clusters and segments.  28% (123 out of 

432) of the non-native clusters were assigned to the ‘mixed’ category, as opposed to only 

5% ‘mixed’ category responses for the native clusters and segments.  The large number 

of ‘mixed’ category responses indicates that, in 123 out of 432 cases, individual subjects 

were not able to apply a consistent article selection strategy before non-native clusters. 
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These ‘decided’ responses (‘mostly il’ category + ‘mostly lo’ category) revealed a 

slight overall preference for “il” before non-native clusters.  45% of all non-native cluster 

responses were assigned to the ‘motly il’ category while just 27% were assigned to the 

‘mostly lo’ category.   This result suggests that there was a bias for il selection before 

non-native clusters.   

 

3.11.1 Analysis of ‘mixed’ responses 

The ‘mixed’ category responses were further analyzed in order to determine whether the 

subjects were less confident about article selection before consonant clusters that are 

infrequent in the Italian lexicon.23   Non-native clusters are ranked in Table 3.15 in 

descending order according to the percentage of ‘mixed’ category responses for each 

cluster.  The sonority distance values and the number of word-initial and word-internal 

occurrences found in the DISC (Dizionario Sabattini-Coletti) are also provided. 

 

 The ‘mixed’ category data demonstrate that the level of confidence (or decisiveness) 

about article selection before non-native clusters is not correlated with either the 

frequency of the cluster in the Italian lexicon (that is the DISC) or the sonority distance 

value between the consonants of the cluster.  CT and CS are relatively frequent both 

word-initially and word-internally in Italian; however, many subjects were undecided 

                                                 

23 “Frequency”, in this context, simply refers to the number of tokens found in a search of the DISC:  
Dizionario Italiano Sabatini Coletti.   
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about article selection before these clusters.  Fewer subjects were undecided about article 

selection before GM and /bn/, which never occur in Italian in word-initial position and 

are less frequent word-internally. Subjects were very confident about article selection 

before   /tl/, which occurs word-initially only in the rare word tlaspi.    

 

The percentage of undecided subjects was not correlated with the sonority distance 

between the consonants of the cluster either.  Many subjects were undecided about article 

selection before /fn/ (SD=+2) and CT (SD=0), which should be unambiguously 

heterosyllabic under the sonority distance analysis, while less subjects were undecided 

about article selection before GM, CN and /bn/ even though these clusters have sonority 

distance values close to the claimed threshold value of +4:  GM = +4,  CN =+4 and /bn/ 

= +3 

 

 Therefore, how confident individual speakers are about article selection before non-

native clusters is not correlated with either the frequency of the cluster in word-initial 

position (in the DISC) or the sonority distance between the consonants of the cluster.  
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 % subjects 
mixed 

SD Word 
Initial 

Example Gloss Word 
Internal 

Example Gloss 
 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

fn 46% +2 0   5 dafne dafne 
CT 38% 0 27 pterodattilo 

pterosauro 
ctenedio 

pterodactyl 
pterosaur 
ctenedium 

425 captare 
cactus 

to take 
cactus 

CS 38% +3 213 psicologo psychologist 177 lapsus 
fucsia 
facsimile facsimile 

lapsus 
fucsia 

ft 31% +2 6 ftalacene  90 nafta gas 
GM 27% +4 0   131 cadmio 

dogma 
cadmio 
dogma 

ts 25% +3 3 tsunami tsunami 35 jujistu 
shiatsu 

jujistu 
shiatsu 

CN 25% +4 47 pneumatico 
knesset 

tire 
Knesset 

200 ipnosi 
acne 
Etna 

hypnosis 
acne 
Mt. Etna 

bn 23% +3 0   14 abnorme 
abnegare 
Leibniz 

abnormal 
abnegate 
Leibniz 

tl 4% +6 1 tlaspi  61 atlante 
atleta 
Betlemme 

atlas 
athlete 
Belthehem 

Table 3.15 Ranking of non-native clusters according to percentage ‘mixed’ category responses.  ‘mixed’ category responses are 
not correlated with either the frequency of clusters in Italian lexicon (DISC) or sonority distance. 

 
 

 



 

3.12 Dialect difference 

In order to determine whether individual subjects differ with respect to the sonority 

distance threshold, (e.g. Dialects A and B), the individual subject responses were further 

analyzed. 

 

3.12.1 Subject responses for non-native clusters. 

The individual subject data are presented in Table 3.16.  The ‘mostly il’ category 

responses are coded as white cells in the tables, ‘mixed’ category responses are coded as 

light gray cells, and ‘mostly lo’ category responses are coded as dark gray cells.  The 

non-native results table was not subdivided into groups according to the total number of 

‘mixed’ or ‘minority’ responses (the procedure followed for the native cluster/segment 

analysis) because the mean “proportion of il responses” for many clusters did not reach a 

majority.  Instead individual subject data are presented in descending order according to 

the average proportion of il responses for all clusters.  Subjects located towards the top of 

the table showed an overall preference for il before non-native clusters and subjects 

towards the bottom of the table showed an overall preference for lo.  The individual 

subject data confirm that there is much less agreement among subjects about article 

selection before non-native clusters, than before native clusters and segments. While 26 

of the 48 subjects agreed on article selection before all native clusters and segments, 

Table 3.16 reveals that there is no large subgroup of subjects who agree on article 

selection before all non-native clusters.     
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Table 3.16 Individual subject results for non-native clusters. 

Sub. TL bn CN CT GM fn ft ts CS Ave.
P3 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
P27 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 .71 .62 .93 
P15 1.00 1.00 .93 .83 1.00 1.00 .75 1.00 .75 .92 
P24 1.00 .80 1.00 1.00 1.00 .83 1.00 .86 .38 .87 
P25 1.00 1.00 .89 .92 1.00 .67 1.00 .67 .64 .87 
P4 1.00 1.00 1.00 .85 1.00 1.00 .71 .71 .46 .86 
P26 1.00 1.00 .95 .77 1.00 1.00 .86 .43 .31 .81 
P46 1.00 .80 .89 .85 .33 1.00 .86 .86 .54 .79 
P17 1.00 1.00 1.00 .92 .90 .50 .71 .57 .31 .77 
P33 1.00 .80 1.00 1.00 .80 .83 .71 .43 .23 .76 
P45 1.00 1.00 .68 .85 1.00 1.00 .86 .14 .23 .75 
P31 1.00 1.00 .89 .75 1.00 .33 .43 .71 .46 .73 
P5 1.00 1.00 1.00 .86 1.00 .80 .50 .17 .13 .72 
P7 1.00 .60 .89 .85 .90 1.00 .71 .00 .31 .70 
P47 1.00 .80 .89 .92 .70 .83 .29 .43 .38 .69 
P10 1.00 1.00 .89 .85 .80 .83 .43 .14 .31 .69 
P43 .80 .60 .89 .62 1.00 .83 .71 .43 .31 .69 
P38 1.00 1.00 .79 1.00 .75 .50 .43 .17 .50 .68 
P37 .00 1.00 1.00 .23 .57 1.00 .83 .43 1.00 .67 
P42 1.00 1.00 .74 .69 .50 1.00 .57 .00 .54 .67 
P40 .20 1.00 .95 .46 .90 .67 .57 .43 .54 .64 
P44 .80 .80 .79 .77 1.00 .83 .29 .00 .46 .64 
P23 .80 1.00 .89 .69 .80 .33 .71 .43 .00 .63 
P51 1.00 .60 .74 .69 .73 .50 .57 .33 .36 .61 
P1 1.00 .20 .80 .83 .80 .50 .57 .57 .15 .60 
P6 1.00 .80 .95 .46 1.00 .67 .29 .00 .00 .57 
P9 .91 .71 .69 .59 .59 .58 .47 .28 .26 .56 
P39 1.00 .40 .69 .54 .60 .67 .67 .17 .23 .55 
P28 1.00 1.00 .63 .80 .10 .50 .57 .00 .23 .54 
P29 1.00 .80 .89 .53 .40 .50 .29 .29 .08 .53 
P36 1.00 1.00 .79 .38 .60 .33 .29 .29 .08 .53 
P41 1.00 .80 .53 .46 .40 .67 .43 .00 .15 .49 
P48 1.00 .40 .42 .33 .70 .83 .50 .14 .08 .49 
P18 1.00 .60 .84 .54 .40 .50 .43 .00 .00 .48 
P14 1.00 .80 .47 .46 .42 .33 .14 .50 .00 .46 
P8 .80 1.00 .74 .23 .50 .33 .00 .00 .08 .41 
P32 1.00 .40 .47 .54 .11 .67 .29 .00 .00 .39 
P22 1.00 .40 .42 .31 .40 .33 .00 .29 .15 .37 
P11 .80 .80 .08 .31 .50 .33 .00 .13 .31 .36 
P30 1.00 .60 .32 .38 .20 .00 .29 .00 .08 .32 
P34 1.00 .20 .32 .15 .00 .33 .57 .14 .08 .31 
P12 1.00 .80 .37 .15 .10 .17 .00 .00 .00 .29 
P19 .60 .80 .21 .15 .08 .00 .00 .00 .00 .20 
P13 1.00 .00 .11 .08 .00 .00 .14 .14 .07 .17 
P21 .40 .40 .16 .16 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .12 
P16 .80 .00 .05 .00 .10 .00 .00 .00 .08 .11 
P20 1.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .11 
P35 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 
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3.12.2 Consonant cluster comparisons 

Individual speaker data for non-native consonant cluster pairs (e.g. CN and GM) were 

analyzed in order to evaluate the hypothesis that dialects may differ with respect to the 

sonority distance threshold for onset syllabification.  Syllable Hypothesis I (Dialect A) 

and Syllable Hypothesis IV (Dialect B), repeated in (10) and (11).  Hypothesis IV 

(Dialect B) states the prediction discussed in Section 3.3.4 above, which suggested that 

Dialect B speakers may differ with respect to the sonority distance threshold (e.g. ≥ 4 vs. 

>4) for the onset syllabification of clusters.   

 

(10) Syllable Hypothesis I (Dialect A) 

a) il precedes C1C2 if sonority distance ≥ +4 (tautosyllabic onset cluster) 

b) lo precedes C1C2 if sonority distance < +4 (heterosyllabic coda + onset)  

c) lo precedes C1C1 because sonority distance = 0 (heterosyllabic underlying 

long segments). 

 

(11) Syllable Hypothesis IV (Dialect B) 

a) il precedes C1C2 if sonority distance > +4 (tautosyllabic onset cluster) 

b) lo precedes C1C2 if sonority distance ≤ +4 (heterosyllabic coda + onset 

 

 

For example, CN and GM both have a sonority distance value of +4.  If there is a 

dialect difference, Dialect A speakers (for whom onset syllabification is possible if the 
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sonority distance is greater than or equal to +4) will consistently select il before both CN 

and GM while Dialect B speakers (for whom onset syllabification is possible if the 

sonority distances is less than +4)  will select lo before both clusters.  Another dialect is 

also possible, Dialect C.  Dialect C speakers may be uncertain of the syllabification of 

both clusters because they have been exposed to both Dialect A and Dialect B speakers.  

In order to test these hypotheses, the total number of subjects who selected the same 

article before cluster pairs with the same sonority distance value was calculated (e.g. the 

number of subjects who provided ‘mostly il’ category, ‘mixed’ category, ‘mostly lo’ 

category for the relevant cluster pair, such as CN and GM).    

 

 Table 3.17 presents the results of the above calculation for cluster pairs with the 

same sonority distance.  Table 3.18 present the results for all other cluster pairs.  The first 

two columns of the tables indicate the compared clusters.  The “il” column specifies the 

number of subjects who provided ‘mostly il’ category responses before both clusters, the 

“mixed” column indicates the number of subjects who were undecided about article 

selection before both clusters, and the “lo” column indicates the number of subjects who 

provided ‘mostly lo’ category responses before both clusters.  The “not same” column 

indicates the total number of subjects who did not select the same article before the 

compared clusters.  The “same” column indicates the total number of subjects who did 

treat the cluster pair similarly (selected the same article before both clusters).  Finally, the 

percentage of subjects who treated the clusters similarly, and the sonority distance values 

of each cluster are provided in the last three columns.   
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C1C2 1 C1C2  2 il  mixed lo not same same

 

% Sub. 

 

C1C2 1 

SD 

C1C2 2

SD 

CS /ts/ 2 7 23 16 32 67% +3 +3

CN GM 20 5 6 17 31 65% +4 +4

/fn/ /ft/ 12 11 8 17 31 65% +2 +2

/bn/ /ts/ 7 2 5 34 14 29% +3 +3

/bn/ CS 3 3 6 36 12 25% +3 +3

Table 3.17 Consonant cluster pairs with the same sonority distance values.  .  This table 
presents the number of subjects (and percentage of subjects) who’s responses for 
Cluster 1 and Cluster 2 were assigned to the same category:  ‘mostly il’ category, 

‘mixed’ category, and ‘mostly lo’ category.   
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C1C2 1 C1C2 2 il  mixed  lo  not same same
 

% Sub. C1C2 1 
SD 

C1C2 2
SD 

GM CT 18 10 8 12 36 75% 4 0 
/fn/ CT 14 14 7 13 35 73% 2 0 
CN /bn/ 24 5 4 15 33 69% 4 3 
GM /fn/ 15 10 8 15 33 69% 4 2 
CN CT 18 8 6 16 32 67% 4 0 
CS /ts/ 2 7 23 16 32 67% 3 3 
CN GM 20 5 6 17 31 65% 4 4 
/fn/ /ft/ 12 11 8 17 31 65% 2 2 
/tl/ /bn/ 29 1 1 17 31 65% 6 3 

/bn/ CT 17 8 5 18 30 63% 3 0 
CN /fn/ 16 8 6 18 30 63% 4 2 
CN /ft/ 14 6 7 21 27 56% 4 2 
GM /ft/ 13 5 9 21 27 56% 4 2 
/ft/ CT 12 7 8 21 27 56% 2 0 
/tl/ CN 25 0 1 22 26 54% 6 4 

GM /bn/ 19 2 5 22 26 54% 4 3 
/ts/ /ft/ 6 3 16 23 25 52% 3 2 

/bn/ /fn/ 15 5 4 24 24 50% 3 2 
CS /ft/ 3 6 15 24 24 50% 3 2 
/tl/ GM 22 0 1 25 23 48% 6 4 
/tl/ CT 20 0 2 26 22 46% 6 0 

/bn/ /ft/ 13 4 4 27 21 44% 3 2 
/ts/ CT 7 5 9 27 21 44% 3 0 
/ts/ /fn/ 6 7 8 27 21 44% 3 2 

GM /ts/ 6 1 11 30 18 38% 4 3 
CS /fn/ 3 7 8 30 18 38% 3 2 
CS CT 2 5 9 32 16 33% 3 0 

GM CS 2 3 11 32 16 33% 4 3 
CN /ts/ 7 1 7 33 15 31% 4 3 
/bn/ /ts/ 7 2 5 34 14 29% 3 3 
/bn/ CS 3 3 6 36 12 25% 3 3 
CN CS 3 0 6 39 9 19% 4 3 
/tl/ CS 2 0 1 45 3 6% 6 3 

Table 3.18:  Non-native cluster comparison.  This table presents the number of subjects ( and 
percentage of subjects) whose responses for Cluster 1 and Cluster 2 were assigned to the same 

category:  ‘mostly il’ category, ‘mixed’ category, and ‘mostly lo’ category. 
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The comparison of the cluster pairs CN vs. GM supports the correlation between 

article selection and sonority distance values.  20 subjects selected il before both CN and 

GM (20 Dialect A speakers), 6 subjects selected lo (6 Dialect B speakers) and 5 subjects 

were undecided about article selection before both clusters (5 Dialect C speakers).  A 

total of 65% of the subjects (31 subjects) were consistent in article selection before CN 

and GM.  17 subjects did not treat these clusters the same way.  The CN vs. GM 

comparison supports the hypothesized Dialect A vs. Dialect B difference; however, a 

closer look at other consonant cluster comparisons shows that this dialect difference 

analysis cannot be correct.   

 

For example, the comparison of /fn/ and /ft/ results (both with a sonority distance of 

+2) were similar to the CN vs. GM comparison.   12 subjects selected il before both 

clusters, 8 subjects selected lo, and 11 subjects were undecided (‘mixed’ responses).   

Again, 17 subjects did not treat these clusters the same way.  A total of 65% of the 

subjects (or 31 subjects) consistently selected the same article before the compared 

clusters.  The problem in terms of the sonority distance account is that the /fn/ vs. /ft/ 

result would provide evidence that 65% of the subjects have a minimal sonority distance 

threshold of +2, while the CN vs. GM result would indicate that 65% of the subjects have 

a sonority distance threshold of +4.     This of course cannot be correct.   

 

A further problem is that /bn/ and /ts/ both have a sonority distance value of +3, but 

only 29% of the subjects selected the same article before these clusters (34 subjects 
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treated them differently).  Likewise, only 25% of the subjects treated /bn/ and CS the 

same way (36 subjects treated them differently).    

 

The final problem occurs when clusters with different sonority distances are 

compared.  For example, 63% of the subjects selected the same article before CN (+4) 

and /fn/ (+2), and 56% of the subjects selected the same article before CN (+4) and /ft/ 

(+2).  In order to account for these results the sonority distance approach would have to 

claim that two sonority distance thresholds for article selection are necessary.  The 

specification of two sonority distance thresholds for onset syllabification is of course 

nonsensical.  The correlated variation of article selection before cluster pairs such as CN 

and /ft/ or CN and /fn/, with two different sonority distance values, cannot be accounted 

for by the syllable-based sonority distance analysis.   

 

The comparison of clusters in Table 3.17 does suggest that consonant cluster 

phonotactics plays role in article selection.  For example, 65% of the subjects selected the 

same article before stop + nasal stop sequences (CN and GM), 65% selected the same 

article before fricative +stop sequences (/fn/ and /ft/), and 67% selected the same article 

before CS and /ts/.  The discussion of the phonotactics of article selection before non-

native clusters will be resumed in Section 3.20 (page 164) 
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3.12.3  Syllable Hypothesis IV 

Syllable Hypothesis IV predicted that fluctuations in article allomorph selection reflect 

dialect differences with respect to the sonority distance threshold for onset syllabification.  

The results of the cluster comparisons in Section 3.12.2 demonstrated that the variation in 

article selection cannot be accounted for under the sonority distance account. 

 

3.12.4 Regression Analysis:  Non-native Clusters 

The non-native cluster results do not support a categorical version of the sonority 

distance hypothesis.  However, if a gradient version of the sonority distance hypothesis is 

correct, higher sonority distance values should be correlated with higher rau values 

(transformed proportion of il responses values).   In order to test this gradient version of 

the sonority distance hypothesis, a simple linear regression analysis was performed on the 

non-native cluster data.  The regression analysis did not confirm such a correlation (r2= 

.062, F-value = 29.683; P-value <.0001).  Although the r2 value is significant (P<.0001), 

the r2 value itself is extremely low (adjusted r2=.062); only about 6% of the non-native 

consonant cluster results can be predicted by the sonority distance value.  The scatter plot 

in Figure 3.3 shows that there is a full range of “rau” for each “sonority distance” value.  

The sonority distance between the consonants of a cluster does not explain the gradient 

variation in article selection before non-native clusters.   
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Figure 3.3   Non-native clusters:  Scatter plot for the dependent variable ‘rau’ (transformed 
proportion of il responses) and the independent variable “sonority distance”.   

 

 

3.13  Task 1- Conclusion 

The results of Task 1 confirmed that native speakers are very confident about article 

selection before native consonant clusters and segments.  Just as in Marotta’s study, 

subjects consistently selected lo before /j/ initial words.  Stammerjohann’s claim that z is 

always realized as [dz] in word-initial position was verified for pseudo words showing 

that the voiced allophone of z is the default realization.  The Task 1 results also provided 

evidence that native speakers do not apply minimal sonority distance restrictions when 

selecting the article allomorph before pseudo words beginning with non-native clusters.  

Instead, many subjects were undecided about article selection before non-native clusters 

indicating the inability to apply a consistent article allomorph selection strategy. 
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3.14 Task 2:  Experimental design 

Task 1 found the Pisan subjects were not able to apply sonority distance constraints (or 

other syllabification or article selection strategies) when selecting the article allomorph 

before pseudo words beginning with the rare non-native clusters GM, CT, /fn/ or /ft/.  

Based on the insight gained from Marotta’s (1993) study, it was hypothesized in Section 

3.4.2 that native speakers do not have access to enough non-native cluster data to 

formulate phonological generalizations about article selection before rare/non-native 

clusters and segments.   The main goal of Task 2 was to test the hypothesis that the 

definite article allomorph is listed in the lexical entry of words beginning with rare 

clusters.  Article selection before both real and pseudo words beginning with native and 

non-native clusters was tested.   

 

3.14.1 Lexical Listing Hypotheses 

The Lexical Listing Hypotheses are formulated in (12) and (13) below.  

 

(12) Lexical Listing Hypothesis I – Native Clusters and Segments 

a) Article selection before native clusters and segments is predictable and need 

not be listed in the lexicon.   
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b) No difference is predicted in article selection before “known” (in lexicon) and 

“unknown” (not in lexicon) words beginning with native clusters and 

segments. 

 

(13) Lexical Listing Hypothesis II – Non-native Clusters and Segments 

a) The definite article allomorph is not predictable before non-native clusters and 

segments because speakers do not have access to enough non-native data to 

permit the formulation of a phonological generalization. 

b) The definite article allomorph must be included in the lexical entry of words 

beginning with non-native clusters/segments. 

c) Article selection is less variable before “known” (in lexicon) than “unknown” 

(not in lexicon) words beginning with non-native clusters and segments. 

 

3.14.2 Task 2 Design 

In order to test the Lexical Listing Hypothesis, Task 2 was designed as a written lexical 

decision and forced choice allomorph selection task.  Subjects were presented a written 

test, exemplified in  (14), and asked to execute the following three steps:  1)  Read the 

noun;  2)  Indicate whether the noun is a ‘real’ word in Italian by circling either sì ‘yes’ 

or no ‘no’;  3) Circle the article that you would use before this noun.  The purpose of this 

second step was to determine whether or not the subject “knew” the word and to ensure 

that the subject accessed the lexical entry for this word before article selection.  The 

subjects were told to consider a word to be ‘real’ if it was a word that they had heard/read 
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or used while speaking/writing Italian:  e.g. computer ‘computer’ borrowed from English 

but common in Italian.  .   

 

(14) Task 2 Example Test 

 
1)  Leggi la parola (read the word) 
2)  É una parola in italiano? (Is it a word in Italian?) 
3)  Quale articolo useresti? (Which article would you use?) 
 

1.  il lo       studio sì no 

2.    il lo pneumatico sì no 

3.    il  lo ptapo  sì no 

4.  il lo triso  sì no 

 

 

3.14.3 Test consonant clusters and segments 

The consonant clusters and segments tested in Task 2 are given in Table 3.19 along with 

the number of “real stimuli” per subject [words listed in DISC – Dizionario Italiano 

Sabatini-Coletti] the number of  “pseudo stimuli” per subject [words not listed in DISC].  

The total number of tokens judged real and judged pseudo by the subjects are presented 

in the last two columns.  A total of 8,295 tokens were collected.  All test consonant 
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clusters24 occur word-initially in the DISC.  The stimuli were presented to subjects in the 

standard orthography (see Section 3.1.1 for an overview). Word-initial /j/ was again 

present in the stimuli both as orthographic i followed by a vowel (e.g. ia, io, ie) and 

orthographic y (e.g. yogurt).   The data for the cluster represented orthographically as ts 

were tabulated separately from the CS clusters because of the similarity to the allophones 

of orthographic z ([dz]~[ts]).  The list of real and pseudo test stimuli is provided in 

Section 3.26 at the end of this chapter. 

 

                                                 

24 The clusters /bn/, /fn/, and GM were not included in Task 2 because these clusters never occur word-
initially in Italian (there were no real words to allow for a comparison).   
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Native 

Test C 
and 
C1C2

Test clusters 
and segments 

Real stimuli 
per subject 
(in DISC) 

Pseudo 
stimuli per  
subject 
(not in DISC) 

Total  tokens 
judged real 

Total  tokens 
judged 
pseudo 

Singletons C  p, t, k, f, s, l, r, 
m, n 

25 23 1,218 1,192

Clusters CL pl, kr, pr, tr, kr 10 10 490 510
 SC sp, st, sk 3 6 154 295
 SL sr, sl 2 4 98 202
 SN sn, sm 2 4 102 198
Long dz  dz ~ ts (z) 1 2 54 96
 S  S (sci, sce) 1 2 72 78
 ¯  ¯ (gn)  1 2 52 98
Glide j  (y) j (y) 4 4 206 194
 j  j (ia, io, ie) 4 4 180 208

CN pn, kn, tn 8 8 270 518Non-native 
clusters CT pt, kt 4 4 113 287
 CS ps, ks 5 8 174 475
 “ts”  ts (ts) 1 4 9 252
 ft ft  1 4 12 238
 tl  tl  1 4 4 246
Total native 119 5,947 54 65 2,630 3,317
Total non-
native 

47 2,348 19 28 578 1,770

Total stimuli  166 8,295 total 73 93 3,208 5,087

Table 3.19  Test clusters and segments Task 2:  Article Allomorphy Written 

 

 

 

 



 

3.14.4 Task 2 – test materials and statistics 

Fifty subjects participated in the experiment, which was administered immediately after 

Task 1.  Four randomized test lists were created containing 166 test stimuli each.  Lexical 

judgment and article selection data were tabulate and analyzed using SPSS and Statview 

statistical analysis software.  The mean proportion of il responses was calculated by 

averaging the proportion of il responses given by individual subjects for each category.  

The mean proportion of il responses for words judged real and words judged pseudo were 

calculated separately.  Rau values (transformed proportions) were used for tests of 

statistical significance.  P-values less than or equal to .01 were considered significant.   

 

3.15  Results:  Task 2 – native cluster and segments 

The native cluster/segment results for words judged ‘real’ (sì ‘yes’ responses) and words 

judged ‘pseudo’ (no responses), along with the p-values of unpaired t-tests of mean rau, 

are presented in Table 3.20.  The native cluster and segment results show strikingly little 

variability, with almost 100% of the subjects in agreement about article selection before 

all clusters and segments with the exception of /¯/.  There were significant differences 

between C initial and /¯/ initial words judged real and judged pseudo; however, the mean 

rau (transformed mean proportions of il responses) before C initial real and pseudo words 

were very similar.  A significant difference between judged real and pseudo words was 

probably detected before C initial tokens because more C initial test stimuli were 

included in the task than any other test category (a total of 2,410).  There was also a 
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rather large difference between the mean rau (transformed mean proportion of il 

responses) before /¯/ initial words.  This result may be related to the relative rarity of /¯/ 

initial words (46 total items in DISC, many of which are rare scientific terms).  This 

results suggests that native speakers may not have access to enough data to make a 

phonological generalization about article selection before /¯/.  The article may also 

therefore be listed in the lexical entry of /¯/ initial words (e.g. lo gnomo ‘the gnome’).   

 

Cluster 
Category/ 
Segment 

Real:   
Mean 

Proportion 
 of  il 

responses 

Mean 
rau 

Pseudo:   
Mean 

Proportion  
of il 

responses 

Mean 
rau 

Real vs. 
Pseudo 
P-value 

Unpaired 
t-test (rau) 

# tokens 
 judged 

real 

# 
tokens 
 judged 
pseudo 

CL 1.00 123 .99 118 .017 490 510
C  .99 122 .98 114 <.0001 1,218 1,192
¯  .02 -19 .19 4 .0006 52 98
S  .01 -22 .00 -23 .32 72 78
dz  ”z” .00 -23 .00 -23  54 96
SC .00 -23 .003 -22 .32 154 295
SL .00 -23 .01 -22 .32 98 202
SN .00 -23 .00 -23  102 198
ϕ “y” .00 -23 .00 -23  206 195
ϕ .00 -23 .01 -21 .16 108 208

Table 3.20 Real vs. pseudo:   Native clusters and segments - Mean proportion of il responses, mean 
rau and P-values from unpaired t-test  of mean rau for tokens judged real and tokens judged pseudo.     

 

3.15.1 Lexical Listing Hypothesis I  

Lexical Listing Hypothesis I was supported by the native cluster/segment data.  The 

subjects were extremely confident about article selection before both ‘real’ [known] and 

‘pseudo’ [unknown] words beginning with native clusters.  This result supports the 
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hypothesis that article selection before words beginning with native clusters and 

segments is predictable, and therefore it is not necessary to list the article in the lexical 

entry of native words. 

 

3.16 Non-native clusters 

The non-native cluster results for words judged ‘real’ and words judged ‘pseudo’, along 

with the p-values of unpaired t-tests of mean rau, are presented in Table 3.22.  Overall, 

there was again, as in Task 1, more variability in article selection before words beginning 

with non-native clusters than words beginning with native clusters and segments.  The 

difference between real and pseudo CT and CS initial words was significant (p<.01)  

However, there was not a significant difference between real and pseudo CN initial words 

(p>.01).  Article selection before CN initial words was divided evenly between il and lo 

responses both before words judged real and words judged pseudo.  This result, suggests 

that both il and lo are equally acceptable before CN initial words, a finding that does not 

support the Lexical Listing Hypothesis.   The difference between real and pseudo words 

beginning with /tl/, /ft/ and /ts/ were statistically significant (p<.01); however, a very 

small number of tokens beginning with these clusters were judged real.  Only four /tl/ 

initial tokens were judged real (3 tlaco, 1 tlido) [although these words do not occur in the 

DISC], twelve /ft/ initial tokens (6 ftalato, 1 ftelo, 4 fteno, 1 ftido – not all in DISC) and 

nine /ts/ initial tokens (1 tsamo, 1 tsapo, 7 tsar).  Very few speakers knew words 

beginning /tl/, /ft/ and /ts/ therefore the results for these clusters are inconclusive. 
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Cluster Real: 
Mean Proportion 

of il responses 

Mean 
rau 

Pseudo: 
Mean Proportion 

of  il responses 

Mean 
rau 

Real vs. Pseudo 
P-value 

Unpaired 
t-test 

#tokens 
judged 

real 

# tokens 
judged 
pseudo 

 
tl  .60 65 .89 98 .0047 4 246
CN .48 45 .50 48 .9726 270 518
CT .15 -1 .33 26 .0077 113 287
ft .00 -23 .31 24 .0047 12 238
“ts”  .00 -23 .21 11 .0041 9 252
CS .01 -21 .15 5 <.0001 174 475

Table 3.21 Real vs. pseudo:  Non-native clusters - Mean proportion of il responses and P-values from 
an unpaired t-test of tokens judged real and judged pseudo.     

 

 

An analysis of variance was performed on the non-native cluster data with the 

dependent continuous variable “rau” (transformed proportion of il responses) and the 

independent factors “real vs. pseudo” (word) and “subject”.  The clusters /tl/, /ts/ and /ft/ 

were not included.  The ANOVA results are presented in Table 3.22.  The factors 

“subject” and “real vs. pseudo” produced significant main effects (p<.01); however, the 

interaction of the factors “subject” and “real vs. pseudo” was insignificant (p<.01).    

48 235714.339 4910.715 2.342 <.0001 112.401 1.000
1 80097.026 80097.026 38.194 <.0001 38.194 1.000

48 34889.644 726.868 .347 >.9999 16.637 .423
457 958368.779 2097.087

DF Sum of Squares Mean Square F-Value P-Value Lambda Pow er
subject
real vs. pseudo
subject * real vs. pseudo
Residual

 

Table 3.22 Non-native cluster ANOVA Table for the continuous dependent variable ‘rau’ 
(transformed proportion of il responses) and the independent factors “subject” and “real vs. pseudo” 
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The ANOVA shows that overall, when all results are combined; the subjects were 

more consistent in article selection before real words than before pseudo words. But only 

the CT and CS results really support the Lexical Listing Hypothesis.  The CN results do 

not support the hypothesis.  The following sections take a closer look at the CT (/pt/), CS 

and CN results. 

 

3.16.1  CT (/pt/):  real vs. pseudo 

The results for the cluster /pt/ are presented in Table 3.23. 45 out of 50 speakers agreed 

that the article lo should precede the word pterosauro ‘pterosaur’.  The subjects also 

generally agreed that lo should be used before other real words beginning with /ptero/, 

such as pterodattilo ‘pterodactyl’ (40 our of 50) and pteroglosso ‘pterogloss’ (40 out of 

50).  On the other hand, the pseudo word ptapo received 22 il responses and 26 lo 

responses.  The results suggest that most subjects know that words beginning with /ptero/ 

are preceded by lo.  In other words, lo is included in the lexical entry for /ptero/.  When 

/pt/ occurs in an unknown word, such as ptapo, ptelo, ptino, the subjects select il or lo 

and chance, as they did in Task 1.  The /pt/ result therefore supports Lexical Listing 

Hypothesis II. 
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112
22
17
12
10
10
5

14
22

288
28
33
38
40
40
45
36
28

400
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50

Total 
ptapo 
ptelo 
pteno 
pterodattilo 
pteroglosso 
pterosauro 
ptido 
ptino 

il lo Total

 

Table 3.23  /pt/ results:  number of subjects (out of 50) who selected il and who selection lo before 
each token.  Words are given in standard orthography. 

 

3.16.2 CS:  real vs. pseudo 

The results for CS (/ks/ and /ps/) are presented in Table 3.24. 50 out of 50 speakers 

agreed that the article lo precedes the words psicologo ‘psychologist’ and psichico 

‘psychic’; 49 out of 50 agreed that lo precedes psicofarmaco ‘medication used for 

psychiatric purposes’.  There was more variation in article selection before other words 

beginning with both /ps/ and /ks/.  In particular, the real word csar ‘czar’ received 13 il 

responses and 37 lo responses.  The detailed results for csar are given in Table 3.25.  The 

first observation is that only 7 subjects judged the word csar to be a real word. 6 of these 

7 subjects agreed that lo should precede csar.  The remaining 43 subjects did not know 

the word csar, and 12 of the il responses came from these subjects.  The csar result 

neither supports now refutes Lexical Listing Hypothesis II.  However, the /ps/ results 

support Lexical Listing Hypothesis II.  In fact, there was almost complete agreement that 
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the article lo is used before /psiko/, suggesting that lo is included in the lexical entry for 

/psiko/.  There was more variation before all other /ps/ and /ks/ initial words.   

75
6
8

13
3

13
7
4

12
4
0
1
0
4

574
43
42
37
47
37
43
46
38
46
50
49
50
46

649
49
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50

Total 
csamo 
csapo 
csar 
cselo 
csico 
psapo 
psatico 
psellismo 
pselmo 
psichico 
psicofarmaco 
psicologo 
psitro 

il lo Total

 

Table 3.24  CS results:  number of subjects (out of 50) who selected il and who selection lo before 
each token.  Words are given in standard orthography. 

50
1

12
6

31

Total 
il, real 
il, pseudo
lo, real
lo, pseudo

csar ‘czar’ 

 

Table 3.25 csar  ‘czar’ results:  1 subject (out of 50) selected il and knew the word csar, 12 subjects 
selected il and didn’t know the word csar, 6 subjects selected lo and knew the word csar ,  31 subjects 

selected lo but did not know the word csar. 
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3.16.3 CN:  real vs. pseudo 

The CN (/pn/ and /kn/) results are given in Table 3.26.  The CN results were overall 

mixed.  Again, a significant difference was not found between real and pseudo words 

beginning with CN.  One of the most frequent CN initial words, pneumatico ‘tire’, 

received 32 il response and 18 lo responses.  This results confirms the observations that 

either il of lo are acceptable before the word pneumatico in Italian, and before CN 

clusters in general.  Indeed, the normative rules for the distribution of il or lo allow either 

article (see Section 3.1.2 on page 77). 

383
21
21
23
30
32
27
28
20
29
20
23
32
17
20
17
23

405
29
29
27
20
18
23
22
30
21
19
27
18
32
30
33
27

788
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
39
50
50
49
50
50
50

Total 
cnidoblasto 
knapo
knato 
knelo 
Knesset 
knipo 
Knorr 
knut 
pnapo 
pnelo 
pnepo 
pneumatico
pneumococco 
pneumografo 
pneumometro
pnito 

il lo Total

 

Table 3.26  CN results:  number of subjects (out of 50) who selected il and who selection lo before 
each token.  Words are given in standard orthography. 
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50
32
17

1

Total
il, real
lo, real
lo, pseudo

pneumatico ‘tire’ ..  

 

Table 3.27  Results for pneumatico ‘tire’: 32 subject (out of 50) selected il and knew the word 
pneumatico, 17 selected il and didn’t know the word pneumatico, 1 selected lo but did not know the 

word pneumatico. 

 

 

3.16.4  Lexical Listing Hypothesis II 

Lexical Listing Hypothesis II was supported by the Task 2 results.  The subjects were 

more consistent (less variability) in article selection before CT and CS words that they 

knew (such as /ptero/ and /psiko/) than before words they did not know (words judged 

‘pseudo’).  Article selection before unknown words beginning with non-native clusters is 

indeed more difficult.   

 

3.17 Task 2 – Discussion 

Task 2 found that article selection is more difficult before “unknown words” (not in 

lexicon) than “known words” (words in lexicon) beginning with non-native clusters and 

segments.  This difference was not found for words beginning with native clusters and 

segments.  It was hypothesized that speakers do not have enough non-native cluster data 
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in order to formulate phonological generalizations about article selection before rare 

clusters and segments.  Instead, speakers must list the article allomorph in the lexical 

entry of rare words.   

 

A final observation is that there was less variability in article allomorph selection 

before the non-native clusters CT and CS in Task 2 than in Task 1, the article allomorph 

oral production task.  There are two possible reasons for this difference.  Firstly, the Task 

1 results may have been more variable because the oral production task was more 

difficult than the written task.  The subjects were not aware of the goal of the experiment 

and were required to transform a complete noun phrase from feminine to masculine.  This 

explanation is supported by the higher variability of the native clusters/segment responses 

in Task 1.  Secondly, speakers may have been better at article selection before pseudo 

words beginning with non-native clusters in Task 2 because real words with non-native 

clusters were also included in this task.  Many subjects may have used the real words 

(known words) as a model for article selection before pseudo words.  The subjects in 

Task 1 may have been less successful in using known words as a model because they 

were distracted by the other requirements of the task.   

 

3.18 Analysis 

The article allomorphy experiments revealed fundamental differences in definite article 

allomorph selection before native clusters and segments vs. non-native clusters.  Both 

Task 1 and Task 2 verified that article selection before words beginning with native 
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clusters and segments is categorical:  il precedes C and CL while lo precedes all other 

clusters and segments.  However, Task 1 demonstrated that Pisan subjects did not apply a 

consistent article selection strategy before non-native clusters such as GM, CT, /fn/ and 

/ft/.  Task 2 found that native speakers are more consistent in article selection before 

“known” words (in lexicon; e.g. /psiko/ and /ptero/) than “unknown” words (not in 

lexicon) beginning with non-native clusters, a result that supported the Lexical Listing 

Hypothesis.   

 

 The following sections argue that article selection before native clusters and 

segments is restricted by phonotactic markedness constraints active only in the native 

Italian lexicon.  The native Italian lexicon includes only those words that have undergone 

regular sound change in the diachronic development of Italian.  These proposed lexical 

constraints [LEX-CONSTRAINT], which operate exclusively in the domain of the native 

lexicon, are dominated by general faithfulness constraints which allow non-native words 

to surface faithfully.  However, the lexical constraints dominate *lo, a constraint which 

states that il is the default article:  e.g. FAITHFULNESS >> LEX-CONSTRAINTS >> *lo.  

Since lexical constraints do not apply to non-native words, this constraint ranking does 

not apply to article selection before non-native clusters.   
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3.19  Analysis of native clusters and segments. 

In this section a syllable-independent account of definite article allomorphy before native 

clusters and segments is presented.  The analysis claims that native speakers can and do 

distinguish between native and non-native phonotactics when selecting the article 

allomorph.    This distinction is supported by the diverse treatment of native and non-

native clusters in both article allomorphy experiments.  The main idea is that speakers 

learn the phonotactic constraints that govern native words from evidence from the native 

Italian lexicon.  Given this stipulation, article selection is accounted for in the Optimality 

Theory (Prince and Smolensky, 1993) framework  by the ranking of just one constraint, 

*lo [il is the default], below three phonotactic constraints that are undominated in the 

native Italian lexicon 1) LEX-C / IN V_ OR _V/L;  LEX-/l/ + [+CONTINUANT] PALATAL (*lS, 

*l¯, *lj);  3) LEX-*/ldz/.    The basic premise of this analysis is that article allomorph 

selection is subject to the well-formedness of complete output forms following the 

Output-optimization Model of Allomorphy (Kager, 1996).  For each noun all possible 

“allomorph + noun” candidates are evaluated according to general output constraints.  

The phonotactic constraints that govern allomorph distribution are claimed to be the same 

constraints that govern the word-internal distribution of consonants in native Italian 

words.   
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3.19.1 The *lo constraint 

The *lo constraint, presented in (15), formalizes the generalization namely that il is the 

default article.25  This constraint is empirically supported by the overall bias for il 

selection before non-native clusters, discussed in Section 3.11.  The tableau in (16) 

illustrates the evaluation of “allomorph + noun” output forms and the *lo constraint.  In 

(16)a) and (16)b) the entire output forms /lo sapone/ and /il sapone/ are evaluated by 

the *lo constraint.  (16)a) violates *lo; therefore (16)b) is selected as the winning 

candidate. 

 

(15) *lo :  il is the default article:   

 

(16) Evaluation of “allomorph + noun” output forms 

/sapone/ ‘soap’ 
il ~ lo 

* lo 

a) lo sapone *! 

b) il sapone   

 

 

              

25 This con
Maranzana

 

                                   

straint has been employed in other Optimality Theoretic analyses (Morelli, 1999, Wiltshire and 
, 1998).  
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3.19.2  Lexical phonotactic constraints  

The main argument of the phonotactic analysis of article selection is that il selection is 

restricted by the same phonotactic constraints which also govern the word-internal 

distribution of consonants in the native Italian lexicon, that is to say native Italian words 

that have undergone regular sound change.  The claim is that native speakers know the 

phonological regularities of the native Italian lexicon and know the lexical phonological 

constraints that govern these regularities. These lexical phonological constraints are 

dominated by general faithfulness constraints [e.g. MAX, DEP], thus non-native words 

surface faithfully.  The lexical constraint,s however, dominate the *lo constraint.  

 

3.19.3  LEX-C / IN V_ OR _V/L 

The constraint LEX-C / IN V_ OR _V/L, formulated in (17), states that consonants in Italian 

must either be preceded by a vowel or followed by a vowel or liquid.  LEX-C / IN V_ OR 

_V/L is a syllable-independent constraint based on Steriade’s generalization that 

consonants occur in favored positions where consonantal place cues are salient (Steriade, 

1998; Steriade, 2000(in press); Steriade, 2001). The best cues to consonants, apart from 

those present in the consonants themselves (internal cues), are found in neighboring 

vowels or liquids, especially in VC, CV or CL transitions.  The basic idea is that 

consonants may only occur in Italian where the perceptual cues for consonants are 

salient.26  The LEX-C / IN V_ OR _V/L constraint is undominated word-internally in the 

                                                 

26 For the perceptual basis of this constraint see Steriade (1997) and Cote (2000). 
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native Italian lexicon.  This constraint does not exclude /s/ + CL clusters (e.g. maestro 

‘teacher’) or sonorant + CL clusters (e.g. altro ‘other’), because in a word such as 

maestro all consonants are either preceded by a vowel (e.g. /s/), followed by a vowel (e.g. 

/r/), or followed by a liquid (e.g. /t/).27

  

(17) LEX-C / IN V_ OR _V/L :  In words that occur in the native Italian lexicon, a 

consonant  may only occur if it is after a vowel or followed by a vowel or 

liquid.28 

 

The latinate and non-native words containing /l/ + SC clusters noted by Marotta 

(1993) are not subject to the LEX-C / IN V_OR __V/L constraint:  e.g. solstizio “solstice”, 

polstrada “traffic/street police’ and tolstoi ‘Tolstoy’, ulster ‘Ulster’, maelstrom 

‘Maelstrom’.   Again, the article allomorph experiments revealed that native speakers 

treat native and non-native words differently.  All of the cited exceptions are foreign 

borrowings (solstizio is Latinate), with the exception of polstrada (an abbreviation of 

polizia della strada), and are therefore not governed by the same constraints that govern 

the native Italian lexicon.    

                                                 

27 Further constraints are necessary in order in order to exclude forms like /aktra/ in the Italian lexicon (/k/ 
is preceded by a vowel, /t/ is followed by a liquid, and /r/ is followed by a vowel.   Nevertheless, the LEX-
C/ IN V_ OR _V/L alone can account for article allomorphy. 

28 Cote (2000) provides evidence that the right and left edges of words behave differently because they 
benefit from cue enhancement through different processes (e.g. domain initial strengthening, or domain 
final lengthening).  . 
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3.19.4 Lex- C  / in V_ or _V/L >> *LO 

The ranking of LEX-C / IN V_ OR _V/L above *lo accounts for lo selection before SC 

clusters, without making reference to syllable boundaries.  The tableaux illustrating the 

evaluation of “article + noun” output forms containing SC and CL are given in (18) and 

(19).    The /lst/ sequence in (18)a) violates LEX-C / IN V_ OR _V/L.  A violation of *lo is 

incurred in order to prevent the violation of the higher ranked constraint LEX-C / IN V_ OR 

_V/L, resulting in the winning candidate lo studente in (18)b).  The tableau in (19)  

illustrates article selection before CL clusters.   Candidate (19)a) violates the *lo, and is 

therefore eliminated.  The winning candidate (19)b) does not violate LEX-C / IN V_ OR 

_V/L. 

 

(18) LEX-C / IN V_ OR _V/L > *lo 

/studente/ ‘student’ 
il ~ lo 

LEX-C / IN V_ OR _V/L * lo 

a) il studente *!  

b) lo studente  * 

 

 

(19) LEX-C / IN V_ OR _V/L 

/treno/ ‘train’ 
il ~ lo 

LEX-C / IN V_ OR _V/L * lo 

a) lo treno  *! 

b) il treno N/A    
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In order to allow utterance initial SC clusters LEX-C / IN V_ OR _V/L must be 

dominated by general Faithfulness constraints such as MAX and DEP.   

 

3.19.5  Lex-*/l/ + [+continuant] palatal consonant >> *lo 

The phonotactic constraint formulated in (20) simply states that a sequence of /l/ 

followed by a [+continuant] palatal consonant (/S, ¯, j/) is banned in the native Italian 

lexicon.   This constraint accounts for lo selection before /S/, /¯/ and /j/ without making 

reference to syllable structure.  

 

(20) Lex-*/l/ + [+continuant] palatal consonants [LEX-*l+PALATALC] 

Sequences of /l/ + [+continuant] palatal consonants are banned in the native 

Italian lexicon (*lS, *l¯, *lj) 

 

The main source of evidence for the LEX-*l+PALATALC is the distribution of the 

palatals /S, ¯, j/ in the Italian lexicon.  First of all, word-internally the segments /¯/ and /S/ 

occur exclusively in intervocalic position in native Italian words.   /S/ and /¯/ may occur 

word-initially in Italian but these segments never occur after another consonant.  This 

distribution is a result of regular sound changes that occurred in the history of the Italian 

language. In general, consonants followed by /j/ were lengthened and palatalized in the 

passage from Vulgar Latin to Italian.:  nj < ¯ and skj < S (Rohlfs, 1966). The rare non-
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native word bolscevico ‘Bolshevik’ is of course not governed by the proposed lexical 

constraints, and is therefore not an exception to this analysis.  Sequences of /l/ followed 

by /j/ systematically became /¥/ in the change from Vulgar Latin to Italian:  e.g. FILIUM 

 figlio /fi¥o/ (Rohlfs, 1966).  Modern examples of /lj/ sequences occur mostly in place 

names due to the influence of Latin:  e.g. Emilia, Italia, Sicilia.  In Tuscan Italian, 

however, Italia is commonly realized as /ita¥a/.   The spellings Itaglia and Itagliano also 

occur as alternative spellings of Italia and Italiano.29  Whether a /lj/ sequence occurs at 

all in Tuscan (or Modern Standard Italian) is a question that should to be empirically 

examined.    

 

The ranking of LEX-*l+PALATALC over *lo accounts for article selection before /S, ¯, 

j/ without making reference to syllable structure.  The evaluations of “article + noun” 

output forms are illustrated in (21).  The palatals /S/ and /¯/ are transcribed as single 

consonants, although they are claimed to be inherently long, because length is never 

distinctive for these phonemes. 

 

                                                 

29 An internet search turned up 468 tokens of this spelling.  Most were found in discussions of Italian sports 
teams.  This is also a common spelling error made by children. 
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(21) LEX-*l+PALATALC >> *lo 

/¯okko/ ‘gnocco’ 
il ~ lo 

LEX-*l+PALATALC * lo 

a) lo ¯okko  *  

 

 

 

 

3.19.6  L

The last 

Italian.  

(1973) w

sequence

phonotac

zucchero

of zaffiro

 

b) il ¯okki *!  

 

/Sopero/ ‘strike’ 
il ~ lo 

LEX-*l+PALATALC * lo 

a) lo Sopero  * 
 

b) il Sopero *!  

/jato/ ‘hiatus’ 
il ~ lo 

LEX-*l+PALATALC * lo 

a) lo jato  * 
b) il jato *!  

EX-*/ldz/ >> *lo 

necessary phonotactic constraint, LEX-*/ldz/, simply states that /ldz/ is illegal in 

This constraint follows the phonotactic analysis proposed in Stammerjohann 

hich argued that lo must be selected before orthographic z because /ldz/ 

s are illegal in Italian (see Section 3.2.2)  Marotta (1993) claimed that this 

tic analysis was invalid because the normative pronunciation of z in zampa zio, 

, marzo, fazioso, calza, and alzare is with [ts] while the normative pronunciation 

, zaino, zelo, garza, azalea, and elzeviro is with [dz].   Of these examples, only 
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the borrowed word elzeviro is claimed to have a word-internal /ldz/ sequence in the 

normative pronunciation.  However, elzeviro (derived from the name of a Dutch printer) 

is a borrowed word and therefore is not subject to the LEX-*/ldz/ constraint, which does 

hold for native words.  While the pronunciation of word-initial z as [ts] in zampa, zio and 

zucchero may be the normative pronunciation, all of the Pisan subjects produced 

orthographic z as [dz] word-initially in the Task 1 pseudo words.    The ranking of LEX-

*/ldz/ above *lo is illustrated in (22).   

 

(22) LEX-*/ldz/ >> *lo 

/dzajno/ ‘backpack’ 
il ~ lo 

LEX-*/ldz/ * lo 

a) lo dzajno  *  

 

3.19.7  C

The rank

accounts 

clusters a

constrain

selection

 

b) il dzajno *!  

 

onstraint ranking 

ing of LEX-C / IN V_ OR _V/L,  LEX-*l+PALATALC and LEX-*/ldz/ above *lo 

for the distribution of the definite article allomorphs il and lo before all native 

nd segments without making references to syllable structure or sonority distance 

ts. The benefit of this analysis is that  LEX-*l+PALATALC can account for lo 

 before /j/ and LEX-*/ldz/ accounts for lo selection before [dz], the two major 
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unresolved problems of the syllable-based account.  The proposed phonotactic constraints 

are well attested in both the in the history of the Italian language and synchronic analysis 

of the native Italian lexicon.   

 

3.20 Analysis of allomorph selection before non-native clusters 

In this section we return to the Task 1 non-native cluster results to present a preliminary 

analysis in light of Task 2.   The results of Task 2 provide evidence that the definite 

article is listed in the entry for non-native words in the lexicon.  However, simply 

memorizing the article does not require speakers to make abstract generalizations about 

article selection.  This section argues that the subjects in Task 1 applied an on-line feature 

comparison strategy when confronted with article selection before non-native clusters in 

pseudo words.  That is to say, the speakers compared the featuraall characteristics of non-

native clusters to the following native article selection categories, which are illustrated in 

Figure 3.4, at the end of this chapter:  1) ‘default’ category:  C, CL, tS, dZ;   2) ‘/s/-like’ 

category:  clusters containing 
⎣⎢
⎡

⎦⎥
⎤-sonorant

+continuant
 +delayed release

  (SC, SL, SN, dz, S), and 2) the  palatal 

category:  [+continuant] palatal consonants:  j, S, ¯.   The following analysis is meant to 

provide the best description of the Task 1 results.   
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3.21  Native article selection categories 

The three native categories are presented in the Venn diagram in Figure 3.4 at the end of 

this chapter.  These are, of course, not the only characteristics that are shared within each 

category.  They are only the relevant characteristics that can be deduced from the Task 1 

results.  The feature and sequencing characteristics are described in (23)a) through (23)c).  

The feature and sequencing characteristics of the tested non-native clusters are described 

in (23)d).   

 

(23) Feature based categories (Venn diagram in Figure 3.5) 

a) Native:  ‘default’ category:  a 
⎣⎢
⎡

⎦⎥
⎤+cons

 -strident
 -son

  followed by a [ ]+coronal
 +son  .   

b) Native:  /s/-like category:  All contain 
⎣⎢
⎡

⎦⎥
⎤-sonorant

+continuant
 +delayed release

 .  The sequencing is not 

specified (e.g. CS or SC) 

c) Native:  Palatal category:  [+continuant] palatal consonants. 

d) Non-native clusters:  All tested non-native clusters begin with a [ ]+cons
 -strident  

followed by a [ ]+cons
 -cont  . 

 

3.22  Feature comparisons. 

This section describes the mapping of the non-native clusters onto the native categories 

based on the featural characteristics of the cluster.  The mapping depends on the degree to 

which the non-native clusters are similar to or divergent from the characteristics of the 
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native article selection categories.  The described categorization of non-native clusters is 

illustrated in the Venn diagram in Figure 3.5, at the end of this chapter.  Since none of the 

tested non-native clusters share the relevant features with the [+continuant] palatal 

consonants, the Palatal category is not represented in Figure 3.5 

 

3.22.1 /tl/ 

The non-native cluster /tl/ shares all of the relevant feature and sequencing characteristics 

of the il Category:   
⎣⎢
⎡

⎦⎥
⎤+cons

 -strident
 -son

  followed by  [ ]+coronal
 +son  .  The /tl/ circle falls entirely within 

the ‘default’ category circle in the Venn diagram in Figure 3.5.  

 

3.22.2 CS and /ts/ 

CS clusters and /ts/ both contain 
⎣⎢
⎡

⎦⎥
⎤-sonorant

+continuant
 +delayed release

 .  The CS and /ts/ circle therefore fall 

entirely in the ‘/s/-like’ category circle in the Venn diagram in Figure 3.5.  

 

3.22.3 GM and CT 

GM and CT contain [ ]+cons
 -strident  +[ ]+cons

 -cont  .  GM and CT do not share any of the relevant 

feature and sequencing characteristics of either the ‘default’ category or the ‘/s/-like’ 

category.    GM and CT clusters therefore fall entirely in the non-native cluster circle in 

the Venn diagram in Figure 3.5. 
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3.22.4 /bn/ and CN 

Both /bn/ and CN contain the relevant feature and sequencing characteristics of the 

‘default’ category, that is to say  
⎣⎢
⎡

⎦⎥
⎤+cons

 -strident
 -son

  followed by  [ ]+coronal
 +son  ; however, these clusters 

differ from this category because the second consonant is 
⎣⎢
⎡

⎦⎥
⎤+cons

 +cor
 -cont

 , the features of the 

second segment in the non-native circle.  These clusters are therefore mapped to the 

overlapping portion of the ‘default’ category circle and the non-native cluster circle in the 

Venn diagram in Figure 3.5.  

 

3.22.5 /ft/ 

The cluster /ft/ has the feature and timing characteristics of the ‘/s/-like’ category, 

containing 
⎣⎢
⎡

⎦⎥
⎤-sonorant

+continuant
 +delayed release

 , but also has the feature and timing characteristics of the non-

native clusters: [ ]+cons
 -strident   +[ ]+cons

 -cont  .  This cluster is mapped to the overlapping area of the 

‘/s/-like’ category and the non-native circle in the Venn diagram Figure 3.5.   

 

3.23  Predictions of the feature comparison strategy 

The third Venn diagram in Figure 3.6, at the end of this chapter, demonstrates how the 

feature comparison strategy accounts for the non-native cluster results of Task 1.  Each 
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circle in the diagram contains the estimated mean proportion of il responses predicted for 

the clusters within the circle (in large bold font).  As a result of the phonotactic 

constraints on native clusters and segments, the predicted mean value of il responses for 

the ‘default’ category is 1.00 (all il responses).  The predicted mean value of il responses 

for the ‘/s/-like’ category is .00 (no il responses).  Native cluster phonotactic constraints 

do not apply to the non-native category clusters (because these clusters are not part of the 

native phonology), leaving subjects to choose either il or lo at chance.  The predicted 

mean value of the non-native clusters is therefore .50. 

 

The predicted mean value of overlapping areas of the Venn diagram was calculated 

by averaging the predicted mean proportion of il responses for the overlapping circles.  

For example, non-native consonant clusters that fall in the overlapping area of the 

‘default’ category and the non-native cluster circle are predicted to have a mean 

proportion of il responses of .75 (the average of 1.00 for ‘default’ category and .50 for 

non-native clusters).  Consonant clusters that fall in the overlapping area of the ‘/s/-like’ 

category and the non-native circle are predicted to have a mean proportion of il responses 

of .25 (the average of .00 for ‘/s/-like’ category and .50 for non-native clusters).  Finally, 

non-native clusters that fall in all three circles have a predicted mean value of il response 

of .50 (the average of 1.00 for ‘default’ category  and  .00 for ‘/s/-like’ category and .50 

for Non-native Category).   
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3.23.1 /fl/ and /fr/ 

Before continuing with the analysis of the non-native cluster, it should be noted that /fl/ 

and /fr/ share acoustic characteristics of both the ‘default’ category and the ‘/s/-like’ 

category.  Based on the above analysis, fluctuation in article selection is predicted.  I 

claim that this fluctuation does not occur because these clusters are part of the native 

phonology.  The feature comparison strategy only applies to non-native clusters.  Il is 

selected before /fl/ and /fr/ because none of the lexical constraints, such as LEX-C / IN V_ 

OR _V/L, proposed in Section 3.19 are violated. 

 

3.23.2  Non-native cluster results 

The Venn diagram in Figure 3.6  provides the best explanatory account for article 

selection before non-native clusters.  The Task 1 results for many non-native clusters are 

very close to the predicted values. 

 

3.23.3 /tl/ 

The non-native cluster /tl/ falls only in the ‘default’ category.  The predicted mean 

proportion of il responses for ‘default’ category clusters was 1.00.   The /tl/ result was not 

significantly different from the CL result, a known value for native clusters and segments 

that falls in this category:  /tl/ =.89, CL = .92 (p>.01).  A summary of the /tl/ and CL 

results is provided in Table  3.28 below. 
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 Summary of Results tl CL 

a)  Mean Proportion of il responses  .89 .92 

b) % Mixed 4% 8% 

c) mostly il 43 43 

d) mixed 2 4 

e) mostly lo 3 1 

Table  3.28 Summary of results for /tl/ and CL 

 

3.23.4 /bn/ and CN 

The clusters /bn/ and CN fall in the overlapping area of the ‘default’ category and the 

non-native circle.  The mean proportion of il responses predicted for this area was .75.  

The mean result for /bn/ was .72 and for CN  was .68, very near the predicted value.  As 

can be seen in the summary in Table 3.29, the majority of responses for both clusters 

were il category responses.  The overall preference for il may reflect the il bias due to the 

effect of the *lo constraint (il is the default).  
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 Summary of Results bn CN 

a)  Mean Proportion of il responses  .72 .68 

b) % Mixed .23 .25 

c) mostly il 33 29 

d) mixed 11 12 

e) mostly lo 4 7 

Table 3.29 Summary of results for /bn/ and CN 

 

3.23.5 GM and CT 

GM and CT fall entirely in the non-native circle and do not share crucial feature and 

sequencing characteristics with either the ‘default’ or ‘/s/-like’ categories.  The feature 

comparison strategy fails in this case;  therefore, the predicted mean value of il response 

is .50 (selection of il or lo at chance).  The GM and CT results were not significantly 

different than the predicted value:  GM = .60 and CT =.58. (see Table 3.7)  However, the 

categorization of individual subject responses, repeated in the summary of results in 

Table 3.30, shows that more subject responses were ‘mostly il’ category responses than 

any other responses categories.  The bias for il selection before these non-native clusters 

may again be due to the *lo (il is the default) constraint. 
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 Summary of Results GM CT 

a)  Mean Proportion of il responses  .60 .58 

b) % Mixed 27% 38% 

c) mostly il 24 20 

d) mixed 13 18 

e) mostly lo 11 10 

Table 3.30 Summary of results for GM and CT 

 

 

3.23.6 /fn/ 

The cluster /fn/ is located in the overlapping area of all three categories.  The predicted 

value for this area is .50 (the average of the predicted values for the ‘default’ category, 

‘/s/-like’ category and non-native circle).  The /fn/ result is not significantly different 

than the predicted value:  /fn/ = .57 (see Table 3.7).  A summary of the /fn/ results is 

provided in Table 3.31.  Since /fn/ is located in the overlapping area of the three circles, 

one would expect to find individual subject responses to be evenly distributed in the 

‘mostly il’ category, ‘mostly lo’  ‘mixed’ categories. While the largest number of subject 

responses were categorized as ‘mixed’ (22 subjects or 46%), there were overall more 

‘mostly il’ category responses than ‘mostly lo’ category responses (18 vs. 8).  This result 

again suggests that there is a bias for il before non-native clusters. 
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Summary of Results fn 

Mean Proportion of il responses  .57 

% Mixed 46% 

mostly il 18 

mixed 22 

mostly lo 8 

Table 3.31 Summary of results for /fn/. 

 

3.23.7 CS and /ts/ 

CS and /ts/ clusters both contain a 
⎣⎢
⎡

⎦⎥
⎤-sonorant

+continuant
 +delayed release

  segment and therefore fall entirely in the 

‘/s/-like’ category.  The predicted value for the ‘/s/-like’ category is .00. However, the CS 

and /ts/ results were significantly different from the SC and the affricate /dz/ results, the 

known value for native segments and clusters in this area.  The higher number of il 

results before these non-native clusters may again be attributed to the il bias before non-

native clusters, due to the *lo constraint.   The comparison of native and non-native 

clusters that fall entirely in the ‘mostly’ lo category allows for the quantification of this 

bias.  The estimated value for the il bias was calculated as the mean difference between 

the average proportion of il results for native clusters/segments in this category (.07) and 

the average proportion of lo results before non-native clusters in this category (.28).  

According to this calculation the estimated il bias before non-native clusters in the ‘/s/-
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like’ category is .2130.  The addition of the il bias and the predicted value for the ‘/s/-like’ 

category results in a predicted value for non-native ‘/s/-like’ category responses of .21.  

CS and /ts/ results are very similar to this corrected estimated value:  CS = .27, /ts/ = .29.   

 

  

 Summary of Results CS ts dz SC SL SN 

a)  Mean Proportion of il responses  .27 .29 .12 .07 .05 .05 

b) % Mixed 38% 25% .06 0 .02 .04 

c) mostly il 3 8 2 2 1 1 

d) mixed 18 12 3 0 1 2 

e) mostly lo 27 28 43 46 46 45 

Table 3.32 Summary of results for CS. /ts/. /dz/. SC. SL, SN 

 

 

3.23.8 /ft/ 

The cluster /ft/ falls in the overlapping area of the non-native circle and the ‘/s/-like’ 

category.  This overlapping area has a predicted mean proportion of il responses of .25.   

The mean proportion of il responses for /ft/ was higher, .47.  However, when the 

                                                 

30 This value is not intended to represent the estimated il bias for clusters that are included in the il category 
(/bn/, CN, /fn/) or solely in the non-native circle (GM, CT), because the calculation is based solely on lo 
category values. 
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predicted mean proportion of il responses is corrected for the il bias, the corrected 

predicted value for this area becomes .46 (.25 predicted value + .21 estimated il bias).  

The mean proportion of il results for /ft/ is very close to this value. 

 

 Summary of Results ft 

a)  Mean Proportion of il responses  .47 

b) % Mixed 31% 

c) mostly il 15 

d) mixed 15 

e) mostly lo 18 

Table 3.33 Summary of results for /ft/ 

 

3.24 Correspondence between Consonant Clusters 

A further advantage of the feature comparison strategy analysis is that it allows for a 

more explanatory account of the correspondences between various non-native consonant 

cluster pairs discussed in Section 3.12.2 .   Table 3.34 demonstrates that consonant cluster 

pairs are treated similarly by at least 50% of the subjects if the clusters share feature and 

sequencing category characteristics (e.g. fall in to one or more of the same circles in the 

Venn diagram in Figure 3.6).  If the consonant cluster pair shares no feature or 

sequencing characteristics, less than 50% of the speakers selected the same article 

allomorph before the compared clusters. 
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C1C2 1 C1C2 2 % Sub. il Category Non-native Category lo Category 
GM CT 75%  X  
/fn/ CT 73%  X  
CN /bn/ 69% X X  
GM /fn/ 69%  X  
CN CT 67%  X  
CS /ts/ 67%   X 
CN GM 65%  X  
/fn/ /ft/ 65%  X X 
/tl/ /bn/ 65% X   
/bn/ CT 63%  X  
CN /fn/ 63% X X  
CN /ft/ 56%  X  
GM /ft/ 56%  X  
/ft/ CT 56%  X  
/tl/ CN 54% X   
GM /bn/ 54%  X  
/ts/ /ft/ 52%   X 
/bn/ /fn/ 50%  X  
CS /ft/ 50%  X  
/tl/ GM 48%    
/tl/ CT 46%    
/bn/ /ft/ 44%    
/ts/ CT 44%    
/ts/ /fn/ 44%  X  
GM /ts/ 38%    
CS /fn/ 38%  X  
CS CT 33%    
GM CS 33%    
CN /ts/ 31%    
/bn/ /ts/ 29%    
/bn/ CS 25%    
CN CS 19%    
/tl/ CS 6%    

Table 3.34:  Correspondence between non-native cluster pairs.  With the exception of /fn/ vs. /ts/ and 
/fn/ vs. CS, the same article is selected before two non-native clusters if the clusters share the feature 

and timing characteristics of at least one category. 
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Figure 3.4  Venn diagram of three  article selection categories. 
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Figure 3.5 Venn diagram with mapping of non-native consonant clusters to native article selection categories. 
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3.25 Conclusion 

The Task 1 results demonstrated that the standard analysis of definite article allomorphy 

is not supported by the empirical data.  A syllable-independent phonotactic analysis was 

proposed that was able to account for all native cluster and segment data, including the 

segments /j/ and /dz/.   Specifically, the ranking of the same constraints that govern 

word-internal phonotactics in Italian, LEX-C / IN V_ OR _V/L,  LEX-*l+PALATALC and 

LEX-*/ldz/, above *lo [il is the default] accounts for the distribution of the definite article 

allomorphs il and lo before all native clusters and segments without making references to 

syllable structure or sonority distance constraints. The Task 2 results showed that subjects 

were more consistent in article selection before non-native clusters in real words (such as 

/ptero/ and /psiko/) than before words they did not know (words judged ‘pseudo’, such 

as /psapo/). This result supported the hypothesis that the definite article allomorph is not 

predicable before non-native clusters and must therefore be listed in the lexical entry of 

non-native words.  Finally, a syllable-independent feature comparison strategy was 

proposed which not only explained the differences in the mean proportion of il responses 

before non-native clusters, but was also able to account for the correspondences that were 

found between non-native cluster pairs. 
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3.26 Task 2 - Real and pseudo31 test stimuli 

Native Cluster 
/Segment 

Stimuli Category Real/Pseudo 

1.  p porto C real 
2.  p palo C real 
3.  p pafo C pseudo 
4.  p pamo C Pseudo 
5.  p pacco C real 
6.  p pato C pseudo 
7.  p pato C pseudo 
8.  p papo C pseudo 
9.  p papa C pseudo 
10.  t torto C real 
11.  t tavolo C real 
12.  t tafo C pseudo 
13.  t tamo C pseudo 
14.  t tapo C real 
15.  k capo C real 
16.  k colmo C real 
17.  k cafo C pseudo 
18.  k camo C pseudo 
19.  k caso C real 
20.  f fuoco C real 
21.  f fiume C real 
22.  f fapo C pseudo 
23.  f fipo C pseudo 
24.  f fico C real 
25.  s sapone C real 
26.  s sito C real 

                                                 

31 In this test stimuli list ‘real’ simply indicates that the word is listed in the DISC – Dizionario Sabattini-
Coletti..  The ‘pseudo’ words were created specifically for this experiment and do not occur in the DISC.  
This is a different use of ‘real’ and ‘pseudo’, which in the presentation of the results is used is used to 
indicate the judgment of individual subjects (‘real’ = Italian word) 
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Native Cluster 
/Segment 

Stimuli Category Real/Pseudo 

27.  s safo C pseudo 
28.  s samo C pseudo 
29.  l labbro C real 
30.  l lavoro C real 
31.  l lafo C pseudo 
32.  l lapo C pseudo 
33.  r rito C real 
34.  r ruolo C real 
35.  r rilo C pseudo 
36.  r raco C pseudo 
37.  m mito C real 
38.  m mago C real 
39.  m mafo C pseudo 
40.  m mabo C pseudo 
41.  m metro C real 
42.  m mito C real 
43.  m mabo C pseudo 
44.  m mido C pseudo 
45.  n naso C real 
46.  n nido C real 
47.  n nalo C pseudo 
48.  n nibo C pseudo 
49.  pl platino CL real 
50.  pl placedo CL real 
51.  pl plino CL pseudo 
52.  pl plato CL pseudo 
53.  kl clero CL real 
54.  kl clan CL real 
55.  kl clapo CL pseudo 
56.  kl clibo CL pseudo 
57.  pr prato CL real 
58.  pr pranzo CL real 
59.  pr prabo CL pseudo 
60.  pr prido CL pseudo 
61.  tr treno CL real 
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Native Cluster 
/Segment 

Stimuli Category Real/Pseudo 

62.  tr tram CL real 
63.  tr trilo CL pseudo 
64.  tr traco CL pseudo 
65.  kr crostino CL real 
66.  kr cruscotto CL real 
67.  kr crito CL pseudo 
68.  kr cramo CL pseudo 
69.  sp spirito SC real 
70.  sp spamo SC pseudo 
71.  sp spito SC pseudo 
72.  st stereo SC real 
73.  st stapo SC pseudo 
74.  st stino SC pseudo 
75.  sk scheletro SC real 
76.  sk scamo SC pseudo 
77.  sk schepo SC pseudo 
78.  sn snack SN real 
79.  sn snipo SN pseudo 
80.  sn snafo SN pseudo 
81.  sm smalto SN real 
82.  sm smapo SN pseudo 
83.  sm smillo SN pseudo 
84.  sr sregolato SL real 
85.  sr srapo SL pseudo 
86.  sr sramo SL pseudo 
87.  sl slancio SL real 
88.  sl slapo SL pseudo 
89.  sl slimo SL pseudo 
90.  S scippo S real 
91.  S sciapo S pseudo 
92.  S scillo S pseudo 
93.  ¯ gnomo ¯ real 
94.  ¯ gnipo ¯ pseudo 
95.  ¯ gnallo ¯ pseudo 
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Native Cluster 
/Segment 

Stimuli Category Real/Pseudo 

96.  dz zaino dz real 
97.  dz zino dz pseudo 
98.  dz zalo dz pseudo 

 
 
Non-Native Cluster 

/Segment 
Stimuli Cluster 

Type 
Real/Pseudo 

99.  ps psicologo CS real 
100.  ps psellismo CS real 
101.  ps psichico CS real 
102.  ps psicofarmaco CS real 
103.  ps psapo CS pseudo 
104.  ps pselmo CS pseudo 
105.  ps psitro CS pseudo 
106.  ps psatico CS pseudo 
107.  ks csar CS real 
108.  ks csapo CS pseudo 
109.  ks csamo CS pseudo 
110.  ks csico CS pseudo 
111.  ks cselo CS pseudo 
112.  ts tsar ts real 
113.  ts tsapo ts pseudo 
114.  ts tsamo ts pseudo 
115.  ts tsalmo ts pseudo 
116.  ts tsilo ts pseudo 
117.  pn pneumatico CN real 
118.  pn pneumococco CN real 
119.  pn pneumografo CN real 
120.  pn pneumometro CN real 
121.  pn pnapo CN pseudo 
122.  pn pnepo CN pseudo 
123.  pn pnito CN pseudo 
124.  pn pnelo CN pseudo 
125.  kn cnidoblasto CN real 
126.  kn Knesset CN real 
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Non-Native Cluster 
/Segment 

Stimuli Cluster 
Type 

Real/Pseudo 

127.  kn Knorr CN real 
128.  kn knut CN real 
129.  kn knapo CN pseudo 
130.  kn knelo CN pseudo 
131.  kn knato CN pseudo 
132.  kn knipo CN pseudo 
133.  pt pteroglosso CT real 
134.  pt pterosauro CT real 
135.  pt ptino CT real 
136.  pt pterodattilo CT real 
137.  pt ptapo CT pseudo 
138.  pt ptelo CT pseudo 
139.  pt ptido CT pseudo 
140.  pt pteno CT pseudo 
141.  ft ftalato ft real 
142.  ft ftapo ft pseudo 
143.  ft ftelo ft pseudo 
144.  ft fteno ft pseudo 
145.  ft ftido ft pseudo 
146.  tl tlaspi tl real 
147.  tl tlapo tl pseudo 
148.  tl tlemo tl pseudo 
149.  tl tlido tl pseudo 
150.  tl tlaco tl pseudo 
151.  j yogurt j “y” real 
152.  j yoga j “y” real 
153.  j yuppie j “y” real 
154.  j yoyo j “y” real 
155.  j yapo j “y” pseudo 
156.  j yamo j “y” pseudo 
157.  j yaco j “y” pseudo 
158.  j yuto j “y” pseudo 
159.  j ionio j real 
160.  j iato j real 
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Non-Native Cluster 
/Segment 

Stimuli Cluster 
Type 

Real/Pseudo 

161.  j iodio j real 
162.  j iettatore j real 
163.  j iapo j pseudo 
164.  j ioco j pseudo 
165.  j iemo j pseudo 
166.  j ialo j pseudo 
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CHAPTER 4 

SEGMENT DURATION 

 

4 Introduction1 

Various studies claim that prosodic structure is manifested through segment duration.  

Maddieson (1985) argues that closed syllable vowel shortening can be used as a cue to 

the syllabic constituency of a string of segments.  Segment duration has also been cited as 

a diagnostic for moraic structures:  e.g. segments that share a mora are claimed to be 

shorter than segments that do not (Broselow et al., 1997, Hubbard, 1994, Maddieson, 

1993).  This chapter investigates segment duration phenomena that are claimed to 

provide empirical evidence for prosodic structure in Italian: 

 

1. Open syllable vowel lengthening:  Main stressed vowels are claimed to lengthen 

in open penultimate syllables and thus provide evidence for the syllabic 

constituency of segments.  Long vowels are claimed to occur before tautosyllabic 

clusters (e.g. CL), as in pá:.dre ‘father’, while short vowels are claimed to occur 

before heterosyllabic clusters (e.g. SC), as in pás.ta ‘pasta’.   (Chierchia, 1982, 

1986, D'Imperio and Rosenthall, 1999, Farnetani and Kori, 1986, Fava and 

                                                 

1 Abbreviations:  C = Obstruent, C in test consonant cluster = voiceless stop,  S = sibilant fricative, L = 
liquid, G – glide, N = nasal, V = vowel.  “.” is used to indicate a syllable boundary. 
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Magno Caldognetto, 1976, Nespor and Vogel, 1986, Nespor, 1993, Repetti, 1989, 

1991, Vogel, 1977, 1982).    

 

2. Consonant duration:  Consonants associated with the syllable coda are claimed 

to be longer than consonants associated with the syllable onset in Italian.  This 

durational difference is argued to mark a final syllable boundary (Farnetani and 

Kori, 1986:  23). 

 

3. Raddoppiamento-sintattico (RS):  Raddoppiamento-sintattico, the gemination of 

a word-initial consonant when preceded by a stressed vowel, is claimed to depend 

on the syllabification of word-initial consonant clusters.  Claimed tautosyllabic 

consonant clusters (e.g. CL) undergo RS while claimed heterosyllabic clusters 

(e.g. SC) undergo leftward resyllabification of the word-initial consonant into the 

previous syllable:  e.g. *cit[tá] triste  cit[tát].triste ‘sad city’ vs. *cit[tá] strana 

 cit[tás].trana ‘strange city’ (Chierchia, 1982, 1986, Repetti, 1989, 1991, 

Vogel, 1977, 1982). 

 

 This chapter reports the main findings of experiments that investigated the above 

claimed segment duration phenomena.  The remainder of this paper is organized as 

follows.  In Section 4.1 the standard analysis of Italian syllable and foot structure is 

presented.   Section 4.2 evaluates the results of previous experimental studies of vowel 

duration in Italian.  Sections 4.3, 4.4 and 4.5 present the vowel duration experiment.  The 
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discussion of consonant duration begins in Section 4.6.  Section 4.7 investigates the claim 

that consonants are longer when associated with a syllable coda than when associated 

with a syllable onset in Italian. Section 4.8 reports the results of the Raddoppiamento-

sintattico experiment.  Section 4.9 discusses the main findings of the duration 

experiments and Section 4.10 draws the conclusion that the conditioning factors for these 

central processes of Italian phonology are syllable-independent segmental contrast-based 

conditions.  

 

4.1 Standard analysis of Italian syllable structure 

This section summarizes the general consensus reached in the literature on Italian 

syllabification as it relates to segment duration (Chierchia, 1982, 1986, Davis, 1990, 

D'Imperio and Rosenthall, 1999, Marotta, 1985, 1986, 1995c, Morelli, 1999, Moren, 

1999, Nespor and Vogel, 1986, Nespor, 1993, Repetti, 1989, 1991, Vogel, 1977, 1982).  

This phonological analysis is claimed to obtain in Central/Southern varieties of Standard 

Italian.   

 

4.1.1  Claimed consonant cluster syllabifications 

According to the standard analysis consonant clusters have the following claimed 

syllabifications in Italian:  The clusters in (1), CL and CN, are claimed to be tautosyllabic 
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both word-initially and word-internally.  The clusters in (2), LC, NC, SC, CS, CT, are 

claimed to be obligatorily heterosyllabic word internally2.   

 

(1) Claimed tautosyllabic clusters 

a. CL  li.tro   ‘liter’ 

b. CN  i.pno.si  ‘hypnosis’ 

 

(2) Claimed heterosyllabic clusters 

a. LC  al.to  ‘tall’ 

b. NC  tan.to  ‘so/much’ 

c. SC  pas.ta  ‘pasta’ 

d. CS  lap.sus  ‘slip of the tongue’   

e. CT  ic.tus  ‘stroke 

 

4.1.2 Foot binarity 

Both vowel lengthening and raddoppiamento-sintattico (RS) are claimed to be driven by 

the FOOTBINARITY (FTBIN) constraint3 in (3) (Chierchia, 1982, 1986, D'Imperio and 

Rosenthall, 1999, Moren, 1999, Prince, 1990, Prince and Smolensky, 1993).  FTBIN is 

                                                 

2 Additional provisions must be made for word-initial occurrences of SC, CS and CT clusters. 

3 This generalization was originally formulated as a constraint on syllable structure by Chierchia (1983) and 
later as a foot level constraint by Prince (1990), Prince and Smolensky (1993), D’Imperio & Rosenthal 
1998, and Moren 1999. 
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claimed to be satisfied in Italian either by a disyllabic foot, a syllable containing a long 

vowel (bimoraic/heavy) or a syllable containing a coda consonant (bimoraic/heavy) 

(word final syllables are claimed to be extrametrical):  e.g. [CV @CV].CV, [CV@V].CV, 

[CV@C].CV.  A monosyllabic foot containing a short vowel (monomoraic/light) violates 

FTBIN:  e.g.  *[CV@].CV. 

 
(3) FOOTBINARITY (FTBIN):  Feet must be binary at either the mora or syllable level. 

 

4.1.3 Vowel lengthening in open penultimate syllables 

Vowel length is not contrastive in Italian; however, stressed vowels in penultimate 

syllables are claimed to lengthen in order to satisfy FTBIN.   The monomoraic light [L] 

syllable lengthens to create a bimoraic heavy [H] syllable:  e.g. *[pá].dre  [pá:].dre 

‘father’:  *[Lê]  [Hê].  Vowel length is thus claimed to provide empirical evidence for the 

syllabifications in (4).  Stressed vowels are claimed to lengthen before tautosyllabic 

clusters (e.g. CL), as in (4)a.  No lengthening is claimed to occur before heterosyllabic 

clusters (e.g. SC), as in (4)b, because FTBIN is satisfied by the coda consonant. 

 

(4) Vowel duration before tauto vs. hetero C1C2 

 
a. Claimed tautosyllabic C1C2  CVêV.C1C2V [pá:].dre  ‘father’ 

b. Claimed heterosyllabic C1C2  CVêC1.C2 V [pás].ta  ‘pasta’ 
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4.1.4 Foot binarity and raddoppiamento-sintattico 

At the phrase level FTBIN is claimed to be satisfied by raddoppiamento-sintattico (RS), 

the gemination of a word-initial consonant when preceded by a stressed vowel.  Vowel 

lengthening cannot satisfy FTBIN at the phrase level because it would violate a claimed 

ban on word final long vowels in Italian, formulated as the constraint in (5)  (Chierchia, 

1982, 1986, Davis, 1990, D'Imperio and Rosenthall, 1999, Moren, 1999, Repetti, 1989, 

1991, Vogel, 1977, 1982, Wiltshire and Maranzana, 1998).   For example, in the 

sequence given in (6) the initial word, parló, contains the monomoraic foot [ló].  Vowel 

lengthening cannot satisfy FTBIN because vowel lengthening would violate 

*FINALLONGV.   FTBIN consequently can only be satisfied by the spreading of the initial 

consonant of bene into the empty coda position of the preceding stressed syllable.    

 

 
(5)  *Word-Final Long Vowel (*FINALLONGV):  Word-final long vowels are 

prohibited:  *par.ló: 

 

(6)   Phrase Level Satisfaction of FTBIN:   par[ló] bene  par[lób].bene  ‘spoke well’ 

 
 

Raddoppiamento-sintattico is thus claimed to provide evidence for consonant cluster 

syllabification.  RS is claimed to apply to tautosyllabic consonant clusters, as in the initial 

CL cluster in (7)a, in order to satisfy FTBIN.  However,  FTBIN s claimed to be satisfied 
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by leftward re-syllabification of C1 for heterosyllabic clusters, as in the resyllabification 

of /s/ of a word-initial SC cluster, as in the example in (7)b. hgg 

 

(7) The application of RS to  tauto vs. hetero C1C2 

 
a. Claimed tautosyllabic C1C2 [CV êC1].C1C2V tSit[ta@t].triste 

cittá ttriste  ‘sad city’ 

b. Claimed heterosyllabic C1C2  [CV êC1].C2 V tSit[ta@s].porka 

cittá sporca ‘dirty city’ 

 

4.1.5  Un systeme ou tout se tient 

Overall, the syllable appears to be successful as a basic phonological unit in Italian.  

Constraints on prosodic structure appear to account the distribution of long and short 

vowels in penultimate syllables and the application vs. non-application of 

raddoppiamento-sintattico. 

 

4.2 Experimental studies of vowel duration 

The first experimental studies of vowel duration in Italian (Josselyn, 1900, Parmenter and 

Carmen, 1932) primarily investigated main stressed vowel duration before singleton and 

geminate consonants.  Josselyn (1900) found that stressed vowels were longer before 

singleton consonants than before geminate consonants.  This finding was confirmed in 

the experimental study conducted by Parmeter and Carmen (1932).   
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4.2.1 Fava and Magno Caldognetto (1976) 

The experimental study of vowel duration conducted by Fava and Magno Caldognetto 

(1976) has been widely cited by phonologists (Chierchia, 1982, 1986, Marotta, 1995c, 

Vogel, 1982) in support of the claim that stressed vowels are long in open syllables in 

Italian.  This study investigated main stressed vowel duration in disyllabic words 

including the stimuli types in (8).  Three native speakers of three different regional 

varieties of Italian4 read one repetition of the CV@.CV, and CV @C1.C1V stimuli.  One subject 

(Subject I) produced one repetition of the CV@C1.C2V and CV@.C1C2V stimuli. 

 

(8) Test Stimuli Fava and Magno Caldognetto (1976) 

a) CV@.CV – stressed vowel in penult followed by a singleton consonant (stressed 

vowel in open syllable) 

b) CV@C1.C1V - stressed vowel followed by a geminate consonant (distinctive 

length) or  

c) CV@.C1C2V -  stressed vowel followed by two different tautosyllabic consonants 

(the stressed vowel is in a open syllable) 

d) CV@C1.C2V -  stressed vowel followed by two different heterosyllabic consonants 

(the stressed vowel is in a closed syllable). 
                                                 

4 Prof. C. Tagliavini (Subject I), professor of Linguistics at the University of Bologna, Prof. A. Mioni 
(Subject II), professor of Linguistics at the University of Padua, and a native speaker from Florence 
(Subject III).  Although these informants represent different regional varieties of Italian (two northern 
Italian speakers and one central Italian speaker), Fava and Magno Caldognetto relate that all speakers 
“agreed to respect the rules of correct pronunciation of Italian”.   
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Fava and Magno Caldognetto’s measurement of stressed vowels before singleton and 

geminate consonants, presented in Table 4.1, confirmed the results obtained by Josselyn 

(1900) and Parmenter and Carmen (1932):  main stressed vowels were found to be almost 

twice as long before singleton consonants than before geminate consonants.   Table 4.2 

presents Fava and Magno Caldognetto’s data on the mean duration of main stressed 

vowels before two different consonants (obtained from Subject I).  Stressed vowels were 

found to be longest before tautosyllabic CR clusters, longer before /r/ initial 

heterosyllabic clusters and relatively short before heterosyllabic LC, SC and NC clusters.   

Based on these results Fava and Magno Caldognetto concluded that that there are two 

types of stressed vowels word-internally in Italian:  1) long vowels in stressed open 

syllables, and 2) short vowels in closed syllables.   

 

 Subject I Subject II Subject II 

CV@.CV 208.4 217.5 204.8 

CV@C1.C1V 89.3 117.2 117.3 

Table 4.1 Fava and Magno Caldognetto (1976: 52):  Mean main stressed vowel duration before 
singleton and geminate consonants for three subjects. 
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Stimuli Mean Stressed Vowel 

Duration (ms.) 

Tokens  

(one repetition produced by one subject in isolation) 

CV@.CRV 185.1 madre, padre 

CV@R.CV 177.6 
carta, cerca, certe, certi, certo, corpo, forte, morta, morte, 

morti, morti, morto, parte, parti, porta, tardi, verde 

CV@R.SV 157.8 corsa, corso, serve, verso 

CV@R.NV 156.0 forma, giorni, giorno, torna 

CV@N.SV 135.3 pensa, senso 

CV@L.CV 121.9 caldo, colpa, colpo, molte, molti, molto, soldi, volta, volte 

CV@S.CV 112.7 basta, festa, giusto, resta, resto, testa, vista, visto 

CV@N.CV @ 98.9 

campi, campo, cento, conto, fondo, gambe, gente, lunga, 

lungo, mente, mondo, punto, santa, santo, sente, senti, sento, 

tante, tanti 

Table 4.2  Fava and Magno Caldognetto (1976: 61)  Mean main stressed vowel duration before two 
different consonants for one speaker. 

 

4.2.2 Vogel (1977, 1982) 

Vogel (1977, 1982) again reports that main stressed vowels are longer before singleton 

consonants than before geminates.  The relevant data, for five subjects (speakers of three 

different regional varieties of Italian),5 are presented in Table 4.3.  Vogel’s data on vowel 

duration before two different consonants come from three speakers (of two different 

regional dialects) and are presented in Table 4.4.   

 

                                                 

5 Subject A was from Florence, Subjects B, C and E were from Rome, and Subject D was from Milan. 
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  Mean Vowel Duration (ms.) Mean Consonant Duration (ms.) 

V@ + C 130.6 84.6 

V@ + CC 105.6 162.6 

Table 4.3 Vogel (1982: 37):  Mean stressed vowel duration before singleton and geminate clusters for 
five subjects (three different regional varieties of Italian). 

 

 

 Example Subject A Subject B Subject C 

V@ / __ CL,  __ CG te@tro 175 91 133 

V@ / __ sC te@sto 142.5 106 88.2 

V@ / __ sCL,  __ sCG de@stro 132.3 107 100 

Table 4.4 Vogel (1982: 50)  Mean stressed vowel duration before consonant clusters  for three 
subjects (two different regional varieties of Italian). 

 

  

Vogel (1982: 51-53) arrives at the following generalizations based on both her own 

measurments and Fava and Magno Caldognetto’s measurements, [given in Table 4.2 

above].  

 

a) V / __ CL, __ CG - Stressed vowels before CL and CG clusters are long  

because their durations are closer to the durations of stressed vowels before 

singleton consomants than stressed vowels before geminate consonants.   

 

b) V / __ sC  and V / __ sCL, __ sCG - Some subjects produced long vowels before  

SC, SCL, SCG (duration closer to stressed vowel duration before singleton 

consonants) and some subjects produced short vowels (duration closer to 
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stressed vowel duration before geminate consonants).  The subjects who 

produced long vowels before SC, SCL and SCG treated these clusters as 

tautosyllabic while subjects who produced short vowels treated these clusters 

a heterosyllabic (Vogel 1982: 53). 

 

Based on these generalizations Vogel concludes the main stressed vowels lengthen in 

open syllables.  Speakers who treat SC, SCL, and SCG clusters as tautosyllabic 

systematically lengthen stressed vowels before C, CL, CG, SC, SCL, SCG. Variability in 

vowel duration was attributed to inter-speaker variation in preferred syllable structure.   

Speakers who treat SC, SCL and SCG clusters as heterosyllabic systematically lengthen 

stressed vowels only before C, CL and CG.   

 

4.2.3 Farnetani and Kori (1986) 

Farnetani and Kori (1986) investigated the hypothesis that stressed syllables are 

rhythmical units that tend to maintain their overall duration:  e.g. CV@: syllables (an open 

syllable containing a long vowel) tend to maintain the same durations as CV@C syllables (a 

closed syllable containing a coda consonant).  The hypothesis was that short vowels in 

closed syllables are the result of temporal compression triggered by the presence of a 

coda consonant, as opposed to a vowel lengthening process, as argued in Vogel (1982).   
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Three native speakers6 (of two different regional varieties of Italian) participated in this 

study.  Farnetani and Kori (1986: 25) compared the duration of stressed vowels in open 

and closed syllables and the duration of single intervocalic consonants and consonants in 

the syllable coda.  This data is presented Table 4.5. 

 

 
  word1 word2 V W1 V W2 t(12) C   W1 C W2 t(12) 
S1 /la@ra/ /la @rto/ 225 143 (13.52) 27 86 (9.70) 
 /la@la/ /la@lta/ 202 140 (10.83) 69 108 (6.18) 
 /la@na/ /la@nta/ 188 134 (11.89) 68 100 (5.54) 
 /ka@na/ /ka@nta/ 186 149 (7.17) 61 111 (11.09) 
 /ka@sa/ /ka@sta/ 186 133 (7.52) 127 110 - 
 /ska@la/ /ska@lda/ 166 143 (3.85) 59 76 (4.14) 
         
S2 /la@ra/ /la @rto/ 209 156 (8.2) 32 71 (13.22) 
 /la@la/ /la@lta/ 190 140 (10.92) 67 96 (6.24) 
 /la@na/ /la@nta/ 185 136 (11.64) 81 106 (3.79) 
 /ka@na/ /ka@nta/ 178 141 (10.28) 72 114 (12.35) 
 /ka@sa/ /ka@sta/ 192 141 (6.88) 87 119 (5.10) 
 /ska@la/ /ska@lda/ 179 141 (8.26) 66 106 (4.38) 
         
S3 /la@ra/ /la @rto/ 228 168 (15.52) 32 98 (11.34) 
 /la@la/ /la@lta/ 260 137 (12.13) 74 138 (11.53) 
 /la@na/ /la@nta/ 264 130 (18.64) 86 183 (16.53) 
 /ka@na/ /ka@nta/ 271 156 (13.38) 83 138 (14.71) 

/ka@sa/ /ka@sta/ 288 150 (19.22) 117 151 (5.27) 
/ska@la/ /ska@lda/ 268 147 (21.26) 72 168 (16.13) 

Table 4.5 Farnetani and Kori (1983: 25): Comparisons between the duration of stressed vowels in 
open and closed syllables and between the durations of single intervocalic consonants and those of 

syllabic offsets.   

 

Farnetani and Kori found that vowels followed by a single intervocalic consonant 

were longer than vowels followed by two different consonants (claimed heterosyllabic 
                                                 

6 Farnetani and Kori’s Subject 1 spoke the Tuscan variety of Standard Italian.  Subjects 2 and 3 spoke the 
northern variety of Standard Italian (from Lombardy).   
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consonant clusters) and attributed this difference to vowel reduction in closed syllables 

(as opposed to open syllable vowel lengthening).    However, Farnetani and Kori also 

reported significant transyllabic factors that also affected vowel duration.  In the 

comparison of segmental durations in /la@nda/ vs. /la@nta/ and in /la@rda/ vs. /la@rta/ 

Farnetani and Kori (1986: 23) found that the voiced vs. voiceless onset of the second 

syllable had an effect on the duration of the vowel in the first syllable.  In all three 

subjects, consonant clusters containing a voiced consonant (as in /la@nda/ and /la@rda/) 

tended to be longer than clusters containing a voiceless consonant (as in /la@nta/ and 

/la@rta/).  For Subject 3 (the Tuscan/Central Standard Italian speaker) the longer clusters 

were accompanied by significantly shorter durations of the preceding vowels, a finding 

which suggested to these authors a negative correlation between the stressed vowel and 

following consonant cluster.  Farnetani and Kori (1986: 26) also report that the 

augmentation of the onset of the following syllable produced significant shortening 

effects on the preceding vowel.  For example, the mean stressed vowel durations in /la@ta/ 

and /la@da/ were significantly longer than the mean stressed vowel durations in /la@tra/ and 

/la@dra/ respectively, as illustrated in Table 4.6.  In an examination of seven repetitions of 

the two words /la@tra/ and /la@dra/ (by Subject 3 –the Tuscan/Central Italian speaker) 

Farnetani and Kori (1986: 26) found a significant negative correlation between the 

duration of the stressed vowel and the following consonant cluster. 
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Stressed Vowel Duration (ms.) la@ta la@tra la@da la@dra 

Subject 3 223 182 258 183 

Table 4.6 Mean stressed vowel durations for Subject 3 (Farnetani and Kori 1986: 26) 

 

Although Farnetani and Kori did not question the claim that vowels are long in 

stressed open syllables, they did conclude (Farnetani and Kori 1986: 27) that their data 

could only be accounted for by viewing the “rhythmical syllable” as the temporal interval 

extending from the onset of a vowel to the onset of the following one (e.g. the underlined 

portions of CV@.CV,  CV@.CCV and CV @C.CV) as opposed to the canonical CV or CVC syllable 

proposed by phonologists. 

 

4.2.4 Limitations of previous experimental studies  

The primary experimental evidence on which the claim that stressed vowels are long in 

open syllables is based is problematic to say the least.  One basic problem with all the 

above experimental studies is that they included speakers of different regional varieties of 

Italian, including Northern regional varieties:  e.g. Vogel (1982) Subject D [one out of 

five subjects], Fava and Magno Caldognetto (1976) Subjects I and Subject II [two out of 

three subjects] and Farnetani and Kori (1986) Subject 2 and Subject 3 [two out of three 

subjects].  Distinctive consonant length is not consistently present in Northern varieties of 

Standard Italian therefore vowel duration before singleton and geminate consonants from 

Northern speakers may not be reliable or relevant to the phonological analysis of 

Central/Southern Standard Italian varieties discussed in Section 4.1. 
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 A second basic problem is that while the above studies all concur that stressed vowels 

are longer before singleton consonants than before geminate consonants, none of these 

studies provides sufficient evidence for the claim that stressed vowels are long in other 

types of open syllables.  Fava and Magno Caldognetto’s data regarding vowel duration 

before tautosyllabic consonant clusters comes from just one repetition of the tokens 

ma@dre ‘mother’ and pa@dre ‘father’ produced by Subject I, and no statistical comparisons 

were made in this study.  The mean duration of the stressed vowels in ma@dre and pa@dre 

were relatively long; however, the duration of stressed vowels in these CV@.CRV stimuli 

were very similar to the duration of stressed vowels in CV@R.CV stimuli, 185.1 ms. vs. 

177.6 ms. respectively (see Table 4.2 page 196), which differ minimally with respect to 

syllabification and the linear order of segments while maintaining the same segmental 

content.  Farnetani and Kori found a similarly small durational difference between 

CV@.CRV  and CV@R.CV stimuli for Subject 3 (the Tuscan/Central Italian speaker):  e.g. 

/la@tra/ =  168 ms. vs.  /la@rto/ = 182 ms. (mean difference = 14 ms.).   

 

A further problem is that none of the above studies made statistical comparisons of 

vowel duration in pairs that differ minimally with regard to syllable structure and the 

linear order of segments while maintaining identical segmental content:  e.g. CV@.CRV vs. 

CV@R.CV and CV@.CLV vs. CV@L.CV.  Vogel (1982) compared stressed vowel duration before 

CL, CG, sC, sCL, sCG clusters, and based largely upon these measurements claimed that 
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stressed vowels lengthen in open syllables.  However, Vogel did not exclude the 

possibility that segmental differences between these clusters, such as the duration or 

identity of the following consonant, were responsible for the shorter vowel durations 

before  sC, sCL,  sCG clusters.    This same objection applies to Farnetani and Kori’s 

comparison of CV @.CV and CV@C1.C2V stimuli as evidence that main stressed vowels are long 

in open syllables.  Farnetani and Kori did not exclude the possibility that the duration of 

the entire following consonant cluster had a shortening affect on the previous vowel, not 

just the duration of the coda consonant.  In fact, such transyllabic shortening effects were 

identified by these authors. 

 

 A final problem with the above studies is the claim that the comparison of vowel 

duration before singleton and geminate consonants provides evidence that stressed 

vowels are long in all open syllables.  Recent experimental studies (Esposito and Di 

Benedetto, 1999, Picket et al., 1999) have found that preceding vowel duration (or the 

C/V ratio) is one of the primary cues for geminate consonants in Italian.  Short vowel 

duration before geminates may simply be interpreted as an enhancement of the singleton 

vs. geminate contrast.  Therefore, there is an explanation for the duration of stressed 

vowels before singleton and geminate consonants that is unrelated to syllable structure. 

 

4.3 Experiment 1:  Vowel duration in open vs. closed syllables 

The following sections present a vowel duration experiment which aimed to overcome 

some of the limitations of previous experimental studies.  The main goal of Experiment I 
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was to test the claim that main stressed vowels are long in open penultimate syllables and 

short in closed penultimate syllables.  All of the subjects who participated in this 

experiment were native speakers of the variety of Standard Italian spoken in Pisa, Italy 

[Pisan Standard Italian], a regional variety of Tuscan or Central Italian. Details regarding 

the subjects who participated in the experiments are given in Chapter 1 of this 

dissertation.  The tested hypotheses, based on the standard syllable-based analysis 

presented in Section 4.1, are formulated in the following sections.   

 

4.3.1 Syllable Hypothesis I:  Categorical vowel duration 

Syllable Hypothesis I in (9) predicts that main stressed vowels in penultimate syllables 

fall into two categories:  Category 1) long vowel in open syllables, and Category 2) short 

vowels in closed syllables.   

 

(9)  Syllable Hypothesis I:  Vowel Duration is Categorical 

a) Long Vowel Category:  Phonologically long vowels occur in open syllables 

(before singleton consonants (C) or tautosyllabic consonant clusters (CR, CL, 

CN) 

b) Short Vowel Category:  Short vowels occur in closed syllables (before 

heterosyllabic consonant clusters (SC, CS, CT) 
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4.3.2 Syllable Hypothesis II:  Minimal Pairs 

Syllable Hypothesis II in (10) predicts a significant difference between the duration of 

stressed vowels before consonant clusters that differ minimally with respect to syllable 

structure and linear order, while maintaining identical segmental content.  The stressed 

vowel before CR (tauto) is predicted to be longer than the stressed vowel before RC 

(hetero):  CV@.CRV > CV@R.CV.  The stressed vowel before CL (tauto) is predicted to be 

longer than the stressed vowel before LC (hetero):  CV@.CLV > CV@L.CV.  The stressed vowel 

before CN is predicted to be longer than the stressed vowel before NC:  CV@.CNV > CV@N.CV  

 

(10)   Syllable Hypothesis II:  Minimal Pairs 

a) The duration of a main stressed vowel in the penult before CR is longer than 

the duration of a stressed vowel in the penult before RC.  CV@.CRV > CV@R.CV 

b) The duration of a main stressed vowel in the penult before CL is longer than 

the duration of a stressed vowel in penult before LC: CV@.CLV > CV@L.CV 

c) The duration of a main stressed vowel in the penult before CN is longer than 

the duration of a stressed vowel in the penult before NC:  CV@.CNV > CV@N.CV 

 

4.3.3 Interlude Hypothesis:  Gradient Vowel Duration 

An alternative syllable-independent hypothesis was also tested.  The Interlude Hypothesis 

is based on the findings of Farnetani and Kori (1986), discussed in Section 4.2.3.   The 
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consonantal interlude refers to the intervocalic consonant or consonant cluster that 

follows the mains stressed vowel:  e.g. the underlined portions of  CVêCV and CVêC1C2V.  

The Interlude Hypothesis predicts that vowel duration will decrease as the duration of the 

entire following consonantal interlude increases, regardless of the location of syllable 

boundaries.    If the interlude hypothesis is correct vowel durations will not fall into two 

categories:  e.g. long vowel in open syllables, short vowels in closed syllables.   Gradient 

differences in consonantal interlude duration, which may dependent on other factors such 

as the inherent duration of the consonants, will result in gradient differences in vowel 

duration. 

 

(11) Interlude hypothesis:  The duration of the main stressed vowel in the penult 

decreases as the duration of the entire following consonantal interlude 

increases, regardless of the location of syllable boundaries.   

 

4.3.4 Test stimuli 

The test stimuli were the real and pseudo disyllabic paroxytones given in Table 4.7.   The 

stimuli located above the dotted line in Table 4.7 are crucial for showing that vowel 

duration in Italian is correlated with syllable structure and not other factors, such as the 

quality or duration of the following intervocalic consonant cluster. These stimuli differ 

minimally with respect to syllabification and linear order of the intervocalic consonants 

while maintaining identical segmental content:  e.g. CV@.CLV vs. CV@L.CV.    
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Tauto C1C2 and CVCV stimuli Hetero C1C2 stimuli 

CVêCRV pápra, pátra, pákra CVêRCV párpa, párta, parka 

CVêêCLV pápla, pátla, pákla CVêLCV pálpa, pálta, pálka 

CVêCNV pápna, pátna, pákna CVêNCV pánpa, pánta, pánka 

CVêCV CVêSCV páspa, pásta, páska 

 CVêCSV pápsa, páksa 

 

pápa, páta, páka  

pása, pána, pála, pára 

CVêCTV pápta  

Table 4.7:  Test stimuli for vowel duration experiment 
 

4.3.5 Task training 

15 subjects were asked to produce 6 repetitions of each target word in the carrier phrase 

Non trovo la parola TARGET nel dizionario, ‘I can’t find the word TARGET in the 

dictionary’.  A metronome was used to model the speech rate for 10 of the speakers (P1, 

P2, P3, P4, P5, P6, P8, P9, P10, P23).  All subjects were advised to speak at a natural 

speech rate and to maintain a consistent intonation.  The subjects were told in particular 

to avoid the intonation used to read a list of items.    Each test phrase was presented in the 

Standard Italian orthography on a single page. The readings were recording and later 

digitized using PCquirer software. 
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4.3.6 Procedures 

The first and last of the 6 total repetitions were discarded and the stressed vowel and 

following intervocalic consonants of the remaining tokens (1,851 tokens total) were 

measured from spectrograms using PCquirer software.  The boundary between a vowel 

and a preceding or following consonant was set at the disappearance/appearance of high 

amplitude in the second formant.  Thus, the consonant duration measurements included 

any voice onset lag and any voiced transitions [until the appearance of high amplitude F2 

of the following vowel].  The example segmentations of /pa@ka/, /pa@kla/, /pa @nka/, and 

/pa @rka/, produced by P27, are indicated on the spectrograms in Figure 4.1, Figure 4.2, 

Figure 4.3, and Figure 4.4 respectively.  The measurements were analyzed using Statview 

and SPSS statistical analysis software.  Unless otherwise indicated, the mean duration 

results presented represent the pooled results for all 15 subjects.  P-values less than or 

equal to .01 were considered statistically significant. 

 

 

 

Figure 4.1 Spectrogram of /pa@ka/ produced by P27 with segment boundaries indicated by dark black 
lines. 
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Figure 4.2  Spectrogram of /pa@kla/ produced by P27 with segment boundaries indicated by dark 
black lines. 

 

 

 

Figure 4.3 Spectrogram of /pa@nka/ produced by P27 with segment boundaries indicated by dark 
black lines. 
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Figure 4.4 Spectrogram of /pa@rka/ produced by P27 with segment boundaries indicated by dark 
black lines. 

 

 
 
 

4.4 Results:  Experiment 1 

The mean stressed vowel durations and the mean consonant durations for CV@C1C2V stimuli 

along with the standard deviations (S.D.) are presented in Table 4.8.  The final column of 

the table indicates whether the stressed vowel is located in an open or closed syllable, 

according to the consonant cluster syllabifications proposed by the standard analysis, 

discussed in Section 4.1.1.  The results are presented in descending order with longer 

vowel durations towards the top of the table and shorter vowel durations towards the 

bottom.   
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Stimuli Vowel 
Duration 

S.D. C1 
Duration 

S.D. C2 
Duration 

S.D Stressed 
Syllable Type 

pa@tra 178 31 88 13 52 11 open 
pa@kra 170 23 104 18 49 15 open 
pa@rta 169 24 54 12 156 28 closed 
pa@rka 167 29 56 12 146 26 closed 
pa@pra 164 22 98 21 49 13 open 
pa@rpa 164 28 47 11 147 23 open 
pa@nta 164 24 78 18 120 23 closed 
pa@kla 162 27 123 22 55 20 open 
pa@nka 158 22 74 18 131 23 closed 
pa@tla 157 27 130 47 71 20 open 
pa@pla 156 29 103 16 53 17 open 
pa@lpa 156 26 64 16 145 29 closed 
pa@lka 156 28 68 16 156 25 closed 
pa@lta 155 26 71 20 142 22 closed 
pa@npa 154 28 87 18 135 22 closed 
pa@sta 147 24 123 29 91 21 closed 
pa@spa 146 24 112 29 122 18 closed 
pa@ska 144 23 126 25 101 19 closed 
pa@tna 143 23 148 26 81 23 open 
pa@pna 132 25 154 26 90 28 open 
pa@kna 132 22 147 19 92 21 open 
pa@ksa 130 23 119 19 134 29 closed 
pa@pta 125 21 125 17 127 28 closed 
pa@psa 123 23 127 22 125 29 closed 

Table 4.8 Experiment 1 results [15 speakers].  Stressed vowel durations, duration of first consonant 
and second consonants of cluster presented in ms. along with standard deviations. 
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4.4.1 Minimal pairs 

The mean durational differences between minimal pairs are presented in Table 4.9 along 

the p-values from a t-test of mean stressed vowel duration.   

 

V@ / __ Tauto C1C2  V@ / __ Hetero C1C2 Mean Dif. (ms.) P-Value
pa@.pra vs. pa@r.pa 0 1.00
pa@.tra vs. pa@r.ta 9 .10
pa@.kra vs. pa@r.ka 3 .43
pa@.pla vs. pa@l.pa 0 .94
pa@.tla vs. pa@l.ta 2 .89
pa@.kla vs. pa@l.ka 6 .22
pa@.pna vs. pa@n.pa 22 <.01
pa@.tna vs. pa@n.ta 21 <.01
pa@.kna vs. pa@n.ka 26 <.01

Table 4.9 P-values from t-tests of mean stressed vowel duration before minimal pairs along with the 
mean difference (ms.) between the compared vowels.  (e.g. pa@.pra vs. pa@r.pa) 

 

No significant differences were found between main stressed vowel duration in the 

minimal pairs /pa@.pra/ vs. /pa@r.pa/, /pa@.tra/ vs. /pa@r.ta/, /pa@.kra/ vs. /pa@r.ka/, /pa@.pla/ 

vs. /pa@l.pa/, /pa@.tla/ vs. /pa@l.ta/, and /pa@.kla/ vs. /pa@l.ka/ (p>.01).  The mean durational 

differences between these minimal pairs were also very small, ranging from 0 to a 

maximum of 9 ms.  Significant differences in vowel duration were found between the 

minimal pairs /pa@.pna/ vs. /pa@n.pa/, /pa@.kna/ vs. /pa@n.ka/ and /pa@.tna/ vs. /pa@n,ta/ 

(p<.01); however, these differences were in the opposite direction of the syllable based 
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prediction.   For example, the stressed vowel in /pa@pna/ [claimed open syllable] was 

shorter than the stressed vowel in /pa@npa/ [claimed closed syllable].   

4.4.2 Category comparisons 

The mean stressed vowel durations and standard deviations for stimuli categories (e.g. 

CV@.CV, CV @.CRV, CV@R.CV, CV@.CLV etc.) are presented in Table 4.10 and again in Figure 4.5.  

The mean stressed vowel durations in Table 4.10 are ranked in descending order with the 

longest durations at the top of the table and the shortest durations at the bottom of the 

table.  Vowel duration results located within the same box are not significantly different 

(p>.01).   The claimed syllable type (open vs. closed) is given in the last column of the 

table.  Both Table 4.10 and the graph in Figure 4.5 clearly shows that while stressed 

vowels are generally longer before singleton consonants, vowel durations before 

consonant clusters did not fall into the two hypothesized categories:  long vowels in open 

syllables [tautosyllabic consonant clusters], short vowels in closed syllables 

[heterosyllabic consonant clusters].  Instead, the duration of vowels in open syllables, 

presented on the left side of the graph, is very similar to the duration of vowels in closed 

syllables, on the right side of the graph.   
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Test Category Mean Stressed  
Vowel Duration (ms.)

Std. Dev. Claimed Syllable Type

    
CV@.CV 186 34 Open 

    
CV@.CRV 169 28 Open 

CV@R.CV 167 28 Closed 

    
CV@.CLV 158 27 Open 

CV@N.CV 158 25 Closed 

CV@L.VC 156 27 Closed 

    
CV@S.CV 145 24 Closed 

    
CV@.CNV 135 24 Open 

    
CV@.C.SV 127 23 Closed 

CV@C.TV 125 21 Closed 

Table 4.10:  Mean stressed vowel duration in open and closed syllables for 15 speakers of Pisan 
Standard Italian.  Results presented in descending order from longest to shortest mean stressed 

vowel duration.  Within box differences are not significant. 
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Figure 4.5:  Average stressed vowel duration in open and closed syllables for 15 speakers of Pisan 
Standard Italian.  Columns on the left side of graph represent vowel duration before singleton 

consonants and claimed tautosyllabic clusters.  Columns of the right side represent vowel duration 
before claimed heterosyllabic clusters. 

 

4.4.3 Stressed vowel duration before CN 

For the purpose of further statistical analysis it was decided to treat CN clusters as 

heterosyllabic (C.N), instead of tautosyllabic (.CN).  This classification favors the 

syllable hypotheses, which claim that short vowels occur before heterosyllabic clusters.   

Vowels before CN are consistently short. 

 

4.4.4 Individual subject results:  CR vs. RC; CL vs. LC 

The findings of the pooled vowel duration results were confirmed by the individual 

speaker results, presented in Table 4.11 for CR and RC and Table 4.12 for CL and LC.  

For 10 of the 15 subjects, there was no significant difference in vowel duration before CR 

and RC.  For two subjects, P16 and P3, the stressed vowel was significantly longer before 
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RC than before CR (the difference is in the wrong direction).    For three subjects, P17, 

P23, and P8, the stressed vowel before CR was significantly longer than the stressed 

vowel before RC (p<.01); however, the maximum duration difference was only 19 ms. 

for these speakers.  For 13 of the 15 subjects, stressed vowel duration before CL was not 

significantly different from stressed vowel duration before LC.  For one subjects, P2, the 

stressed vowel before LC was longer than the stressed vowel before CL (the difference is 

in the wrong direction).  The stressed vowel before CL was significantly longer than the 

stressed vowel before LC for just one subject, P12 (p<.01).  Finally, the durational 

differences between the compared vowels were again overall very small, with a 

maximum durational difference between the compared pairs of only 23ms (P12:  CL vs. 

LC).   
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Subject Mean 
Vê/_CR 

Std. 
Dev. 

Mean 
Vê/_RC 

Std. Dev. Mean dif. P-Value 

P1 195 7 188 14 7 .12 
P10 190 15 181 23 11 .24 
P11 189 19 181 15 7 .25 
P12 190 18 182 14 8 .23 
P16 161 7 178 10 -17 <.0001 S
P17 165 10 146 13 19 .0002 S
P2 158 13 166 7 -8 .06 
P23 158 7 148 11 10 .01 S
P27 187 9 190 12 -3 .55 
P3 139 5 150 9 -10 .002 S
P4 132 12 121 10 11 .02 
P5 206 31 197 10 9 .33 
P6 159 12 161 16 -2 .81 
P8 140 8 125 12 15 .0017 S
P9 190 8 195 9 -5 .14 

Table 4.11:  Mean stressed vowel duration (ms.) before tautosyllabic CR clusters (open syllables) and 
heterosyllabic RC clusters (closed syllables) along with standard deviation, mean difference and p-

value.  
 
 

 Subject Mean 
Vê/_CL 

Std. Dev. Mean  
Vê/ _LC 

Std. 
Dev. 

Mean dif. P-value 

P1 160 14 170 11 -10 .09 
P10 182 14 181 16 1 .93 
P11 174 20 169 8 5 .46 
P12 182 24 158 15 23 .002 S
P16 173 18 159 10 14 .03 
P17 150 8 152 13 2 .67 
P2 130 19 149 10 -19 .01 S
P23 143 14 132 11 11 .05 
P27 169 31 173 6 -4 .62 
P3 124 13 134 10 -10 .06 
P4 120 9 106 14 14 .01 
P5 185 9 193 10 -8 .04 
P6 155 11 150 8 5 .17 
P8 129 11 120 13 9 .08 
P9 184 10 189 8 -5 .21 

Table 4.12:  Mean stressed vowel duration (ms.) before tautosyllabic CL clusters (open syllables) and 
heterosyllabic LC clusters (closed syllables) along with standard deviation, mean difference and P-

value 
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4.4.5 Simple regression:  Interlude Hypothesis 

The Interlude Hypothesis was tested by performing a simple linear regression analysis on 

the individual subject data with vowel duration as the dependent variable and interlude 

duration as the independent variable.  In order to verify that the duration of the entire 

interlude is the best predictor of stressed vowel duration, rather than just the initial 

consonant of the interlude, or the initial consonant only when in the coda, three additional 

simple regression analyses were performed in the following conditions:  Condition 1:  

stressed vowel duration vs. C1 duration, regardless of the location of syllable boundaries; 

Condition 2:  stressed vowel duration in closed syllables vs. C1 duration, where C1 is the 

coda of the same syllable.   Condition 3:  stressed vowel duration in open syllables vs. C1 

duration, where C1 is in the onset of the following syllable.  Higher r2 values for 

Condition 1 would suggest that only C1 has an effect on vowel duration, not the entire 

consonantal interlude.  If the r2 values for Condition 2 are higher than the r2 values for 

Condition 3, this result would suggest a stronger relationship between vowels and 

consonant within the same rhyme [Condition 2] as opposed to vowels and consonants 

located in different syllables [Condition 3].  The latter result would support the view that 

vowel duration is correlated with syllable structure. 

 

The results of regression analyses are presented in Table 4.13.  The r2 values presented 

in the first data column confirmed the inverse relation between stressed vowel duration in 

the penult and the duration of the entire following consonantal interlude, regardless of the 

location of syllable boundaries.  The amount of variance accounted for by interlude 
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durations ranges from 71% to 21%.  The top four regression plots of vowel vs. interlude 

durations from 6 speakers, in Figure 4.6, showed a tight fit to the regression line that 

accompanies the high r2 values.  However, the bottom two plots, with lower r2 values, 

also showed the same general trend:  as the entire following interlude duration increases 

(consonant or consonant cluster) vowel duration decreases.  The plots also show that the 

relation between vowel duration and interlude duration is linear. 

 
The remaining data columns in Table 4.13 present the simple regression results for 

Condition 1 (vowel vs. C1), Condition 2 (vowel vs. C1 within the rhyme) and Condition 3 

(vowel vs. C1 in following syllable).  For ten of the fifteen speakers the duration of the 

entire following interlude is a better predictor of vowel duration than all three conditions, 

strong support for the hypothesis that the entire interlude, not just C1, is the best predictor 

of preceding vowel duration.  For three speakers, the duration of C1 when in the 

following syllable (Condition 3), is the best predictor of preceding stressed vowel 

duration.  For just two speakers is the duration of C1 when within the rhyme (Condition 2) 

the best predictor of vowel duration.  This result confirms that the inverse relationship 

between vowel duration and C1 duration is not stronger when the vowel and consonant 

are in the same syllable (Condition 2).  
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Subject Vê vs. 
Interlude 
C or C1C2

Condition 
1: 

Vê vs. C1

Condition 2: 
Vê vs. C1 Closed 

syllable 

Condition 
3:Vê vs. C1 Open 

syllable 
P27 .71 .22 .54 .42 
P23 .67 .17 .60 .32 
P1 .65 .35 .42 .54 
P3 .64 .41 .27 .47 
P11 .53 .32 .39 .28 
P9 .55 .30 .28 .58 
P5 .52 .39 .35 .37 
P4 .47 .11 .19 .27 
P17 .45 .38 .60 .33 
P6 .45 .20 .28 .20 
P8 .45 .14 .21 .25 
P2 .39 .42 .41 .50 
P10 .25 .14 .17 .26 
P16 .23 .15 .18 .13 
P12 .21 .11 .23 .008 

Table 4.13:  r2  from simple linear regression:  Vê  vs. Interlude:  stressed vowel duration when 
regressed against interlude duration.  Condition 1:  Stressed vowel duration when regressed against 

C1, regardless of location of syllable boundary.  Condition 2:  Stressed vowel duration in closed 
syllable  when regressed against the duration of C1 in the coda of the same syllable.   Condition 3:  

Stressed vowel duration in open syllable when regressed against the duration of C1 in following 
syllable.  For 10 out of 15 speakers the entire interlude is the best predictor of vowel duration (r2 

values are highest). 
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Figure 4.6:  Main stressed vowel duration vs. consonantal interlude duration (regardless of the 
location of syllable boundaries).  Regression plots for 6 speakers of Pisan Standard Italian.  High r2 
values are accompanied by a tight fit to the regression line.  Lower r2 values show the same general 

trend:  as interlude duration increases vowel duration decreases. 
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4.4.6 Vowel durations before different interlude types 

In order to further explore the relationship between vowel duration and the following 

consonantal interlude [e.g. singleton consonant or consonant cluster] the mean stressed 

vowel durations and interlude durations in CV@.CV, CV@.C1C2V and CV@C1.C2V stimuli were 

plotted.  The box plots in Figure 4.7 represent the duration of the entire consonantal 

interlude, for singleton consonants, claimed tautosyllabic consonant clusters and claimed 

heterosyllabic consonant clusters.  The box plots clearly show that singleton consonants 

are short (84 ms.), tautosyllabic consonant clusters are longer (163 ms.), and 

heterosyllabic consonant clusters are the longest (223 ms.).  The box plots in Figure 4.8 

represent stressed vowel duration before these same interlude types:  stressed vowels are 

longest before singleton consonants (186 ms.), shorter before tautosyllabic consonant 

clusters (164 ms.), and the shortest before heterosyllabic consonant cluster (148 ms.).   

There are three interesting observations that can be made about these box plots.  Firstly, 

the lack of overlap between the ranges of durations shown in each box plots for interlude 

duration shows that these differences are categorical.  This result is to be expected since 

consonant duration is contrastive in Italian.  The second observation is that the ranges of 

vowel durations in each vowel duration box plot show considerable overlap.  This 

overlap again confirms the finding that differences in vowel duration before various 

cluster types are not categorical, but rather gradient, falling on a continuum.  Since vowel 

duration is not contrastive in Italian, is not surprising that vowel duration is gradient, not 

categorical. The third observation is that the box plots for consonantal interlude durations 

bear an inverse relation to the box plots for stressed vowel duration.   
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Figure 4.7  Consonantal interlude duration (ms.) for singleton consonants (C), tautosyllabic 
consonant clusters (tauto CC) and heterosyllabic consonant clusters (hetero CC).  Mean C duration = 

84 ms., Std. Dev. = 36 ms., mean tauto CC duration = 163 ms., Std. Dev. = 39, mean hetero CC 
duration = 223 ms., Std. Dev. = 39.  All differences between means are significant (p < .0001).   
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Figure 4.8:  Main stressed penultimate vowel duration (ms.) before singleton consonants (C) 
tautosyllabic consonant clusters (tauto CC) and heterosyllabic consonant clusters (hetero CC).   

Mean stressed vowel duration before C = 186 ms., Std Dev = 34, mean duration before tauto CC = 
164 ms., Std. Dev. = 27, mean duration before hetero CC = 148 ms, Std. Dev. = 28.  All differences 

between means are significant (p < .0001). 
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4.4.7 Other factors that affect main stressed vowel duration 

In addition to the duration of the following consonantal interlude, the identity of the 

following consonant also had a significant effect on main stressed vowel duration.  The 

effect of the identity of the following consonant is explored in the following sections. 

 

4.4.7.1 Stressed vowel duration before singleton consonants 

The mean stressed vowel durations, the mean consonant durations and standard 

deviations for CV@CV stimuli are presented in Table 4.14.  The results are presented in 

descending order with longer vowel durations towards the top of the table and shorter 

vowel durations towards the bottom.  Test category means within the same box are not 

significantly different (p>.01).  The data in Table 4.14 reveal that main stressed vowels 

are longest before the segment /r/ and longer before the coronal consonants /n, s, l, t/ 

than before the non-coronal stops /k, p/.   The durational differences before the coronals 

/n, s, l, t/ were not significant (p>.01).  The mean stressed vowel durations before 

singleton consonants are plotted in the graph in Figure 4.9.   The differences in vowel 

duration before different singleton consonants may be due to a variety of factors (not 

discussed in this dissertation), which includes, but may not be limited to, the duration of 

the consonants.  
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Stimuli Stressed Vowel Std. Dev Consonant Std. Dev 
  
pa@ra 212 33 33 9 
  
pa@na 195 29 54 10 
pa@sa 193 32 112 23 
pa@la 189 37 57 11 
pa@ta 183 29 101 17 
  
pa@ka 167 26 121 23 
pa@pa 163 27 108 19 

Table 4.14  Stressed vowel duration (ms.) and following consonant duration (ms.) in CV@CV stimuli
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Figure 4.9  Mean stressed vowel duration before singleton consonants.  Intervocalic /s/ varied with 
respect to voicing.   
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The graph in Figure 4.10 shows that the same durational pattern found for stressed 

vowels before singleton consonants (the pattern in Figure 4.9) occurs both when the 

following consonant is in the same syllable as the stressed vowel and when it is in the 

following syllable.  The graph also shows that stressed vowels are generally shorter when 

they precede a coda consonant (in a closed syllable); however, the vowel duration data in 

this chapter has shown that this is because heterosyllabic consonant clusters are generally 

longer.  Again, syllable type (open vs. closed) is not correlated with stressed vowel 

duration in Italian, rather stressed vowel duration is inversely correlated with the duration 

of the entire following consonant interlude.  Consonant clusters that are claimed to be 

heterosyllabic are generally longer, therefore, vowels that precede consonants that are 

claimed to be located in the syllable coda are generally shorter (because the vowel 

precedes two consonants, not just one).  The data in Figure 4.10 demonstrate that the 

durational effect of the following segment on the previous vowel occurs regardless of the 

location of the syllable boundary.   
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Vowel Duration before Segments in Coda vs. Onset 

 

Figure 4.10 Comparison of main stressed vowel durations before individual segments in open and 
closed syllables.   

 

4.4.7.2 Multiple regression 

Multiple regression can be used to measure the relationships between a dependent 

variable and more than one independent variables, and can also be used for predicting the 

variation in a dependent variable.  Multiple regression was used to determine how well 

the variables “interlude duration” and “C1 Identity” [the identity of the following 

consonant] are able to predict the duration of the preceding vowel, when considered 

together.  In order to enter the variables in the multiple regression model, the variable “C1 

identity” was recoded with “dummy” variables.  It was shown, in 4.4.7.1, that main 

stressed vowels are longest before the segment /r/ and longer before the coronal 

consonants /n, s, l, t/ than before the non-coronal stops /p, k/.  A numeric value was 

assigned to each of the three duration groups:  /p, k/ were given the value 1; /n, s, l, t/ 
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were given the value 2; /r/ was given the value 3.  A positive correlation is predicted 

between “C1 Identity” and vowel length because the numeric values assigned to the 

duration groups increased from shortest to the longest duration.  The adjusted r2 values 

for the regression of main stressed vowel duration and “C1 Identity” are presented in the 

first column of Table 4.15.  All r2 values were significant (p<.01).  The average adjusted 

r2 value was 16, suggesting that approximately 16% of the variability in main stressed 

vowel duration in the penult can be predicted by the identity of the following consonant 

alone.  The adjusted r2 values for the regression of vowel duration and the duration of the 

entire following consonant cluster are repeated in the second column of the table.  The 

third column presents the adjusted r2 values for the multiple regression of the dependent 

variable “vowel duration” and the independent variables “interlude duration” and “C1 

Identity”.  For all subjects, with the exception of P4, “interlude duration” and “C1 

Identity” together are the best predictors of main stressed vowel duration (note in 

particular P3, P27, P1 and P23), but often the multiple regression is hardly better than the 

simple linear regression of stressed vowel duration against the duration of the following 

interlude.  While the identity of the following consonant (when the duration of the 

consonant itself is factored out by using multiple regression) does have an effect on 

vowel duration, the duration of the consonantal interlude remains the best predictor of 

vowel duration. 
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Subject Simple Regression 
Vê  vs. C1 Identity 

Simple Regression 
Vê vs. Interlude 

Multiple Regression

P27 .14 .71 .75 
P23 .08 .67 .70 
P1 .14 .65 .73 
P3 .21 .64 .78 
P11 .14 .53 .59 
P9 .15 .55 .62 
P5 .22 .52 .68 
P4 .07 .47 .46 
P17 .19 .45 .54 
P6 .20 .45 .64 
P8 .15 .45 .58 
P2 .15 .39 .46 
P10 .14 .25 .33 
P16 .30 .23 .44 
P12 .05 .21 .23 

Table 4.15  Adjusted r2 values from Simple and Multiple regressions of the dependent variable 
“vowel duration” and the independent variables “C1 Identity” and “Interlude Duration”. 

 

This observation resolves an apparent inconsistency regarding main stressed vowel 

duration before CL and LC clusters, namely that LC clusters are longer than CL clusters 

yet the vowel durations before these clusters are not significantly different.  This finding 

appears to go against the Interlude Hypothesis which predicts shorter vowel durations 

before longer consonant clusters.  However, this result makes sense when the effect of the 

following consonant identity is factored in.  Main stressed vowels are generally longer 

before the coronal consonant /l/ than before the stop consonants /p/ and /k/.  

Consequently, main stressed vowels are shorter before CL clusters, even though the 

clusters themselves are shorter, because vowels are generally shorter before stops.   
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4.5  Experiment 1:  Discussion 

The following sections evaluate each hypothesis tested in Experiment 1.    

 

4.5.1 Syllable Hypothesis I:  Categorical vowel duration 

Syllable Hypothesis I was not supported by the results of Experiment 1.  No categorical 

difference was found between main stressed vowel duration in open vs. closed 

penultimate syllables in Italian.  The durations of stressed vowels in open syllables were 

very similar to the duration of stressed vowels in closed syllables.   

 

4.5.2 Syllable Hypothesis II:  Minimal pairs 

Syllable Hypothesis II was not supported by the results of Experiment 1.  There was no 

significant difference between the duration of stressed vowels before consonant clusters 

that differ minimally with respect to syllable structure and linear order, while maintaining 

identical segmental content.  On average, stressed vowels before CR clusters were not 

significantly longer than stressed vowels before RC clusters; stressed vowels before CL 

were not significantly longer than stressed vowels before LC.  Stressed vowels before NC 

were longer than stressed vowels before CN.  This significant difference was in the 

opposite direction of the Syllable Hypothesis II prediction. 
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4.5.3 Interlude Hypothesis. 

The Interlude Hypothesis was supported by the results of Experiment 1.  A significant 

negative correlation between the duration of the stressed vowel in the penult and the 

entire following consonant cluster, regardless of the location of syllable boundaries, was 

found.  The relevant domain for predicting vowel duration spans syllable boundaries and 

is at least as large as the vowel-to-vowel interval, which spans from the onset of the 

stressed vowel across the consonantal interlude to the onset of the following vowel, 

regardless of the location of syllable boundaries:  e.g. CV@C(C)V.   

 

 The main result of Experiment 1 is that main stressed vowel durations do not fall into 

two categories according to syllable type (e.g. in open vs. closed syllables).  Main 

stressed vowel durations were found to be gradient in nature, and to depend on the 

duration of the following consonant or consonant cluster and the identity of the following 

consonant.    To conclude this section, stressed vowel duration in the penult in Italian 

does not provide evidence for the syllabification of consonant clusters. 
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4.6 Consonant duration 

The remainder of this chapter investigates the claimed correlation between consonant 

duration and prosodic structure in Italian.  Consonants are claimed to be longer when 

associated with a syllable coda than when associated with a syllable onset in Italian, thus 

providing a potential durational cue for syllable boundaries (Farnetani & Kori, 1986).   

Raddoppiamento-sintattico (RS), the gemination of a word-initial consonant when 

preceded by a stressed vowel, is claimed to be the consequence of a preference for bi-

moraic syllable/foot structure in Italian:  e.g. *parló bene  par[lob].bene ‘spoke well’ 

(Chierchia 1982, 1986, Repetti 1989, 1991, D’Imperio & Rosenthall 1999, Moren 1999) .  

The application of RS is also claimed to provide evidence for the syllabification or word-

initial consonant clusters (Vogel, Chierchia 1982, 1986, Repetti 1989, 1991, Davis 1990, 

D’Imperio & Rosenthall 1999, Moren 1999).  The initial consonant of claimed 

tautosyllabic consonant clusters undergoes RS, but the initial consonant of heterosyllabic 

clusters undergoes leftward re-syllabification:  e.g. cittá triste  cittat.triste  ‘sad city’ vs.  

cittá strana  cittás.trana ‘strange city’.   

 

4.7 Consonant duration in the coda and onset 

Farnetani and Kori (1986) report that intervocalic consonants in the syllable onset are 

shorter than consonants located in a syllable coda in Italian.  The relevant consonant 

duration data is provided in Table 4.5 in Section 4.2.3.   Farnetani and Kori (1986: 23) 

argue that this durational difference suggests that consonant duration may provide a cue 

to the location of syllable boundaries.   
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4.7.1 Syllable Hypothesis III 

Consonant duration data from Experiment 1 was examined in order to investigate the 

claim that coda consonants are longer than onset consonants in Italian, formulated as 

Syllable Hypothesis III in (12) (Farnetani and Kori, 1986).   

 

 
(12) Syllable Hypothesis III:  Consonants associated with the syllable coda are 

longer than consonants associated with the syllable onset in Italian. 

 
 

4.7.2 /s/, /l/, /r/, /n/ duration in onset and coda 

The average duration of the consonants /s/, /l/, /r/, and /n/7, common coda and onset 

segments in Italian, was calculated in the following positions:  (i) in intervocalic position 

(onset position), (ii) as the second element of a consonant cluster (onset position), (iii) 

and as the first element of a consonant cluster (coda position).    The test stimuli are given 

in Table 4.16.  The crucial comparisons are again the stimuli that differ minimally with 

respect to linear order and syllabification, while maintaining identical segmental content:  

e.g. the duration of /l/ in papla (onset) vs. palpa (coda) or the duration of /s/ in papsa 

(onset) vs. paspa (coda).   

 
 

                                                 

7 A small period of silence was found following the stop burst before the beginning of the nasal consonants 
in pápna, pátna, pákna.  This silent period was including in the measurement of the non-nasal stop.   
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 Onset - V_V Onset -  CVC1C2V Coda -  CVC1C2V 

/s/ pása pápsa, páksa páspa, pásta, páska 

/l/ pála pápla, pátla, pakla pálpa, pálta, pálka 

/r/ pára pápra, pátra, pakra párpa, párta, párka 

/n/ pána pápna, pátna, pákna pánpa, pánta, pánka 

Table 4.16:  Test stimuli from vowel duration experiment 

 
 

4.7.3 /s/, /l/, /r/, /n/ results 

The average durations of /s, l, r, n/ in the three test environments are presented in  Figure 

4.11.  The first finding is that intervocalic consonants were generally shorter than 

consonants that are part of a consonant cluster.  For example, /s/, /r/, and /n/, were shorter 

(p < .01) in intervocalic position (onset) than when they appeared as the second element 

of a consonant cluster (onset).  However, this durational difference can only be attributed 

to the phonotactic environment as these consonants did not differ with respect to syllabic 

position [they are all in the onset].  The difference was insignificant for /l/ (p > .01).   

 

The durational differences found for the crucial minimal pairs [e.g. /l/ in papla (onset) 

vs. palpa (coda)] were strikingly small (maximum 9 ms. for /s/).  Furthermore, the 

differences that were found do not straightforwardly correspond to differences in syllabic 

position.  For example, /s/ and /n/ were significantly longer (p < .01) when associated 

with the onset while /l/ was significantly longer (p < .01) when associated with the coda.  

The durational difference between onset and coda /r/ was insignificant (p > .01).  

Therefore, in contexts that varied minimally with respect to linear order and 
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syllabification, while maintaining identical segmental content, there were not systematic 

durational differences between the tested coda and onset consonants that could be 

attributed to syllabic position.  While these consonant duration data provide evidence for 

durational differences due to phonotactic environment, these data do not provide 

evidence for prosodic structure.  

 

 

/s, l, r, n/ Duration:  Intervocalic, Coda, Onset 
15 Speakers Pisan Italian

 Figure 4.11:  s, l, r, n duration (ms.)  in different syllable positions. 
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4.7.4 Non-nasal stops in onset position 

An interesting durational pattern was identified for non-nasal stops in the onset.  The 

mean duration of /p/, /t/ and /k/ in the following three phonotactically defined 

environments was calculated:  (i) intervocalic position (onset), (ii) as the first element of 

a claimed tautosyllabic CL cluster (onset), (iii) as the second element of a claimed 

heterosyllabic LC cluster (onset).  The test stimuli are presented in Table 4.17.   

    

 Onset – V_V Onset - CVCLV Onset - CVLCV 

/p/ pa@pa pa@pra, pa @pla pa @rpa, pa @lpa 

/t/ pa@ta pa@tra, pa @tla pa@rta, pa @lta 

/k/ pa@ka pa@kra, pa @kla pa@rka, pa @lka 

Table 4.17:  Test stimuli from vowel duration experiment 

 
 

4.7.5 Results of non-nasal stop duration in the onset 

The results, presented in Figure 4.12, on page 238, revealed an unexpected pattern.  Non-

nasal stop consonants are consistently shorter in intervocalic position and when the first 

element of a CL cluster than when the second element of a LC cluster (p<.01 for all 

relevant comparisons).  The syllable-based analysis of consonant duration cannot account 

for these durational differences because all of the tested consonants are in the same 

prosodic position, the onset.  However, this pattern corresponds nicely with the 

phonological facts of Italian, in particular with the distribution contrastive consonant 
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length.    In Italian non-nasal geminates [TT] may only occur after a vowel and followed 

by a vowel or a liquid.  This restriction is formulated as the constraint in (13). 

 
 

(13)  TT / in V __ [+son, +cont]:  Non-nasal stop geminates may only occur after a    

vowel and before [+son, +cont] (before vowels and liquids) 

 
These data provide evidence that speakers are very consistent in the production of 

short consonant duration precisely in the phonotactic environment where consonant 

length contrasts are possible:  in intervocalic position and between a vowel and a 

following liquid. Speakers do not produce very short consonants in the phonotactic 

environment where geminates may not occur (and are contrastive), such as after a liquid 

(*LTT).  This contrast-based phonotactic generalization accurately accounts for the 

durational pattern found for non-nasal stops in Italian without making reference to 

prosodic structure.  Indeed, a syllable-based analysis cannot easily account for this data 

since the pattern identified affects consonants that cannot be distinguished on the basis of 

syllabic position alone (they are all located in the onset).   
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/p, t, k/ Duration: Intervocalic, CL Onset, LC Onset 
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Figure 4.12:  Non nasal stop duration (ms.) in the onset. 

 
 

4.7.6 /f/ vs. /v/ duration 

The hypothesis that speakers produce very short consonants precisely in the phonotactic 

environments where geminates are contrastive was tested by comparing the duration of /f/ 

and /v/ in Pisan Italian.  Geminate /f/ may occur in Italian in the same environments as 

geminate stops:  after a vowel and before a vowel or a liquid (V__[+son, +cont]):  e.g. 

schiaffo /skjaffo/ ‘slap’, soffrire /soffrire/ ‘to suffer’, afflitto /afflitto/ ‘afflicted’. 

Geminate /v/, on the other hand, is restricted to intervocalic position in Italian:  e.g. 

avventura /avventura/ ‘adventure’. Italian speakers are predicted to produce the 

singleton consonant /f/ as very short in the exact environments where geminates are 

contrastive (V_V and V_L).  Speakers are not predicted to produce short /f/ in the 

V_V 108 101 121 
k p t

113 CL onset 101 108
151 LC onset 146 149
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environment where geminate /f/ may never occur (L_V), and therefore is never 

contrastive.  Speakers are also predicted to produce short /v/ in the environment where 

geminate /v/ is contrastive (V_V).  They are not predicted to produce consistently short 

/v/ in the environment where geminate /v/ never occurs (V_L and L_V). 

 

 In order to test this prediction, 6 Pisan Italian speakers (who also participated in 

Experiment 1) produced six repetitions of the stimuli in Table 4.18, in the same carrier 

phrase used for the vowel duration experiment:  Non trovo la parola TARGET nel 

dizionario. ‘I can’t find the word TARGET in the dictionary’.  The procedures for 

recording and measuring the stimuli were the same as described in Sections 4.3.5 and 

4.3.6.  

 

 Onset – V@_V Onset – CV@CLV Onset - CV@LCV 

/f/ pa@fa pa@fra, pa @fla pa@rfa, pa @lfa 

/v/ pa@va pa@vra, pa @vla pa@rva, pa @lva 

Table 4.18:  Test stimuli for /f/ vs. /v/ duration experiment. 

 

The mean duration values for /f/ and /v/, in all of the test environments, are reported 

in Table 4.19.  The durational pattern found for the consonant /f/ is as predicted:  /f/ is 

consistently shorter in intervocalic position and when the first element of a CL cluster; 

the same environments where geminate /f/ is contrastive in Italian.  The difference 

between /f/ in intervocalic position (V_V) and /f/ before a liquid (V_L) was not 
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significant (p>.01).  However, the duration of /f/ in the third environment (L_V), where 

geminates may not occur, was significantly longer (p<.01 for both comparisons).   Again, 

the syllable-based analysis cannot account for this durational difference because /f/ is in 

the same prosodic position in all of the tested stimuli; the onset.   

 

The results for /v/ are harder to interpret. What is most interesting, however, is that 

the pattern found for /p, t, k,/ and /f/ (which all may occur as a geminate in the context 

V__[+son, +cont]) was not found for /v/.  The fact that /v/ was found to be significantly 

shorter in intervocalic position (V_V), exactly the position where geminate /v/ may 

occur, than in all other positions (p<.01 for all comparisons) supports the tested 

hypothesis.  Specifically, the duration of /v/ was significantly shorter in the context V_V 

(where a geminate may occur) than in the context V_L (where a geminate may not occur) 

(p<.01).  However, overall, the differences in /v/ duration in the three test environments 

were rather small.  However, /v/ is voiced (generally shorter in Italian) while /f/ is 

voiceless (generally longer in Italian) so the scale of differences in the /f/ and /v/ duration 

data is different, making the results for these consonants hard to compare. 
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/f/ and /v/ Duration:  Intervocalic, CL Onset, LC Onset
Pooled Data for 6 Pisan Italian Speakers
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Table 4.19  /f/ and /v/ duration in the onset. 

 
  
 

4.7.7 Consonant duration summary 

To conclude this section, the consonant duration results did not support Syllable 

Hypothesis III.  However, the consonant duration data does provide evidence that Italian 

speakers have internalized knowledge of the phonotactic context where length contrasts 

are permissible; after a vowel and before a vowel or liquid.  Speakers consistently 

produce short consonant duration exactly in this environment.   The following sections 

argue that this phonotactic knowledge is reflected both in the production of non-nasal 

stop duration and in the application of RS. 
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4.8 Experiment 2:  Raddoppiamento-sintattico (RS) 

Experiment 2 tested the claimed relationship between consonant cluster syllabification 

and raddoppiamento-sintattico (RS).   All recordings were again conducted in a sound 

proof booth in the Laboratorio di Linguistica at the Scuola Normale Superiore di Pisa, 

Italy, and digitized and analyzed using PCquirer software.  Details regarding the subjects 

who participated in the experiments are given in Chapter 1 of this dissertation. 

 

4.8.1 Syllable  Hypothesis IV 

The purpose of the RS experiment was to determine whether or not individual speakers 

apply RS to claimed tautosyllabic clusters (e.g. CL and CN) and claimed heterosyllabic 

clusters (e.g. SC and CS).  The predictions of the standard analysis of RS are stated in 

Syllable  Hypothesis IV, in (14). The word final vowel, both stressed and unstressed, was 

also measured in order determine whether word final stressed vowels fail to lengthen, as 

stated in Syllable  Hypothesis IVc. 

 
 

(14) Syllable  Hypothesis IV 

a. Tautosyllabic consonant clusters, CL and CN, undergo RS 

b. Heterosyllabic consonant clusters, SC and CS, do not undergo RS 

c. Word final long vowels are banned in Italian [*FINALLONGVOWEL] 
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4.8.2 Experimental design 

The test stimuli are listed in Table 4.20.  Five subjects produced 6 repetitions of the target 

stimuli in carrier phrases for the –RS and +RS conditions, such as the phrases illustrated 

in (15).8  The procedures for recording and measuring criteria were the same as in the 

vowel duration experiment, described in Section 4.3.6. 

 

 
Cluster Stimuli 

CV patérno, sensíbile 

CL presidénte, plurilíngue, fratérno, flemmático 

CN pneumático 

SC sregoláto, sleále, snervánte, spiacévole, stimáto, scortése 

CS psicopático 

Table 4.20:  Test stimuli for raddoppiamento-sintattico (RS) experiment.   
 
 

                                                 

8 These carrier phrases were chosen because the intonational contour does not allow for a prosodic phrase 
boundary before the test consonant.  In a pilot experiment many speakers produced glottalization instead of 
RS in a carrier phrase that allowed the possibility of a phrase boundary.  The presence of glottalization in 
the RS environment replicates the findings of Vayra (1992).   
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(15) Example Carrier Phrases 

i) - RS condition:  Io, divento TARGET a questo punto.  

[as for me, I become TARGET at this point.]  

ii) +RS condition:   Lui, diventò TARGET a questo punto. 

[as for him, he became TARGET at this point.]  

 
 

4.8.3 Results 

The main finding of the raddoppiamento-sintattico experiment was that RS only affects 

CV and CL sequences [with the exception of /s/ + liquid sequences which are grouped 

with the SC clusters in the following results].  The claim tautosyllabic cluster CN was not 

affected by RS as predicted in  Hypothesis IVa.  Figure 4.13 reports the duration of the 

word-initial consonants, in CV and C1C2 sequences, in the –RS and +RS conditions.  The 

duration of C1 in CV and CL sequences is reported in the columns on the left side of the 

table.  For CV and CL, the duration of the word-initial consonant in the +RS condition 

(following a stressed vowel) is from 33 to 41 ms. longer than the duration of the same 

consonant in the –RS condition (following a unstressed vowel).  The reported differences 

are all statistically significant (p<.01).  The columns on the right side of the table report 

the duration of C1 in SC, CS and CN sequences.   For these clusters, the durational 

difference between the word-initial consonant in the +RS and –RS conditions is very 

small, from 2 to a maximum of 11 ms (differences are not statistically significant: p>.01).  

Figure 4.14 reports the individual speaker results, which conform to the pooled consonant 

duration findings.  All 5 speakers apply RS to CV and CL sequences.  None of the five 

speakers apply RS to the initial consonant of SC, CS and CN clusters. 
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Figure 4.13:  Word-initial consonant duration in –RS and +RS conditions for 5 speakers of Pisan 

Standard Italian. 

 
 

 
Word-initial Sequence

 -RS 77 
pV 

68 
pr 

98 
pl 

70 92 99 60 72 83 77 103 107 
sr 

101 
ps fr fl sV sp sk st sn sl

125 
113 104 140 109 105 122  +RS 103 126 138 62 73 94 70 105
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Figure 4.14 :  Raddoppiamento-sintattico results for  5 speakers of Pisan Standard Italian.  All 5 

speakers apply RS to CV and CL sequences.  None of the five speakers apply RS to SC, CS or CN 
sequences. 
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4.8.4  Word final vowel duration 

The results of the RS experiment cast doubt upon the empirical validity of the interaction 

of syllabification and metrical structure as the rationale for RS. According to the standard 

analysis, RS occurs instead of vowel lengthening in order to satisfy FtBin, thus 

preventing a violation of *FinalLongV.  Duration data from the RS experiment, presented 

in Table 4.21, reveal that word final stressed vowels are longer than word final unstressed 

vowels (p < 01).  In other words, word final stressed vowels do lengthen in Italian, both 

before consonants that undergo RS and before consonants that fail to do so.  In light of 

this new vowel duration data the interaction FtBin and *FinalLongV does not seem 

plausible as the structural rationale for RS. 

 

 V / __ CV, CL  (RS applies) V/  __ SC, CS, CN (No RS) 

- Stress V 35 ms. divénto presidénte 44 ms. divénto stimáto 

+Stress V 66 ms. diventó presidénte 74 ms. diventó stimáto 

Mean dif. 31 ms.  30 ms.  

Table 4.21:  Stressed vs. unstressed word final vowel duration before clusters that undergo RS and 
clusters that do not undergo RS. 

 
 
 

4.8.5 Raddoppiamento-sintattico summary 

The findings of the RS experiment partially support Syllable  Hypothesis IVa:  CL 

clusters did undergo RS, however CN clusters did not.  Syllable  Hypothesis IVb. was 

confirmed:  SC and CS clusters did not undergo RS.  Syllable  Hypothesis IVc. was 
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found to be false.  Word final stressed vowels do lengthen, both before consonants that 

undergo RS and before consonants that do not. Finally, the interaction of syllabification 

and metrical constraints as the rationale for RS was not supported by the experimental 

data.  

  

4.8.6  Phonotactic analysis of raddoppiamento-sintattico. 

One of the main problems of the standard analysis of Italian syllable structure is that it 

over predicts the distribution of geminates and the application of RS in Italian.  For 

example, CN clusters are claimed to be tautosyllabic; however, CN does not undergo RS 

and sequences such as V C1. C1 N2V (e.g. pap.pna), which should be possible, are 

unattested in Italian.  The phonotactic constraint on the distribution of geminates first 

proposed in (13) [in the discussion of the consonant duration results], and repeated in 

(16), overcomes these over prediction problems, without making reference to syllable 

structure. The TT / in V__[+son, +cont] constraint correctly accounts for distribution of 

geminates in Italian, allowing geminate non-nasal stops before vowels and liquids, as in 

the application of RS in (1)a, banning word-initial geminates, as in (16)b, and banning 

the application of RS to CN clusters, as in (16)c.   
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(16)  TT / in V __ [+son, +cont]:  Non-nasal stop geminates may only occur after a 

vowel and before [+son, +cont] (before vowels and liquids) 

a. RS only applies to CV, CL: e.g. diventó ppresidente 

b. Bans word-initial geminate C: e.g. *ttafo 

c. Bans Geminate T before N: e.g.  *pappna, *cambió ppneumatico 

 

A further constraint is necessary in order to account for the distribution of geminate 

/s:/.  The syllable-independent phonotactic constraint, given in (17), states that geminate 

/s/ may only occur in intervocalic position.  The SS/ in V__V constraint accounts for both 

the word-internal distribution geminate /s/ in Italian and the failure of RS to apply to SC 

clusters, without making reference to syllable boundaries. 

 

     
(17)  SS/ in V __ V:  Geminate /s/ is restricted to intervocalic position.  

a. Bans word-initial geminate /s/: e.g. *ssafo 

b. Bans Geminate s before [+cons]: e.g.  *passta, passra 

c. RS many not apply to SC:  e.g. diventó ssleale 

 

An alternative rationale for RS, however, remains to be identified.   The rationale 

for RS may be the demarcation of a word-initial segment, functionally motivated by a 

preference for clear morphological word boundaries.   The argument is as follows.  Stress 

in Italian usually falls on the penultimate or antepenultimate syllable, as in (18)a and 
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(18)b.  Consequently, a word final stressed vowel is less frequent and may result in an 

ambiguous morphological word boundary.  A parochial RS constraint, the purpose of 

which is to mark morphological word boundaries, is formalized in (19).  Morphological 

RS constraints are also necessary for the analysis of stressless monosyllables that induce 

RS (a, da, e, fra, ma, ne, se, su, tra) and the few paroxytones that induce RS (cóme, dóve 

quálche), where the presence of a word final stressed vowel cannot be invoked. 

 

(18)     Stress on the penult or antepenult in Italian 

a) Penult:   e.g. pa@ne ‘bread’ 

b) Antepenult: e.g. líbero ‘free’ 

 

(19)       Morphological RS Constraint [+RS] 

In a sequences word1 word2, geminate C1 of word2 when word1 ends with 

a stressed vowel. 

 

The ranking of TT / in V __ [+son, +cont] and SS / in V__V, above the 

morphological +RS constraint accounts for the restricted application of RS to CV and CL 

sequences.   
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4.8.7 The phonotactics of geminates 

The phonotactic analysis of the distribution of geminates in Italian is based on the 

hypothesis that the geminate vs. singleton contrast is only permitted where the cues for 

geminate consonants are robust (following the line of research proposed in Steriade, 

1997, 1998, 2000(in press), 2001).  Perceptual and acoustic studies (Esposito and Di 

Benedetto, 1999, Pickett et al., 1999) have shown that preceding vowel duration is a 

perceptual correlate for geminate consonants in Italian across speech rates (specifically 

the C/V ratio). This may be the functional motivation for the left edge restriction on the 

distribution of geminates in Italian [geminates must follow a vowel]. Furthermore, the 

assessment of a consonantal length contrasts crucially depends on the ability of the 

listener to identify consonantal boundaries.  Non-nasal stop boundary cues are salient 

before vowels and liquids, where the burst and CV transitions are most audible.  The 

right edge restriction on geminate non-nasal stops in Italian restricts length contrasts to 

precisely the most salient context [before a vowel or a liquid]. Other geminates, such as 

geminate /s/ and geminate liquids, may be further restricted to intervocalic position 

precisely because they lack a salient right edge boundary cue, such as a robust burst.  

 

Phonotactic constraints on the distribution of geminates are also able to account for 

languages that restrict geminates to intervocalic, such as Ancient Greek (Steriade, 1982) 

and Latin (Giannini and Marotta, 1989).  Syllable-based accounts over predicts the word-
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internal distribution of geminates in these languages.9  For example, CL clusters are 

claimed to be tautosyllabic in these languages; however, word-internal CVC.CLV 

sequences do not occur, even though a heterosyllabic parse is available.  A syllable- 

independent phonotactic analysis does not face the overprediction problem.  Geminates in 

Ancient Greek and Latin are permissible in the most restricted phonotactic context, where 

the singleton vs. geminate contrast is maximally perceptible:  CC / in V__V.   A simple 

extension of this constraint accounts for morphological gemination in Latin (Giannini and 

Marotta, 1989).    At morpheme boundaries Latin allows geminate stops after a vowel 

and before vowels and liquids:  e.g. ad+clamare  acclamare.  This extended constraint, 

TT / in V __ [+son, +cont], is precisely the constraint active in Italian.  This same kind of 

germination at a morpheme boundary (due to consonant assimilation) is the historical 

basis for morphological radoppiamento-sintattico:  e.g. ad casa -> accasa  ‘at home’. 

 
 

4.9 Reassessing segment duration in Italian. 

This section summarizes the main findings of the Italian segment duration experiments 

along with the syllable-independent phonotactic explanations for these phenomena. 

 

                                                 

9 Cf. McCrary (2002) for a discussion of the over prediction problem of the syllable based analysis of 
Italian as well as Latin and Greek. 
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4.9.1 Vowel duration 

The vowel duration experiment, presented in Sections 4.4 and 4.5, found that vowels are 

not categorically lengthened in stressed open syllables in Italian and the following 

syllable-independent generalizations were discovered.  Differences in vowel duration are 

gradient in Italian and do not fall into two groups according to syllable type (i.e. long in 

open syllables, short in closed syllables).  Furthermore, durational differences before 

consonant clusters that differ minimally with respect to linear order and syllabification, 

while maintaining identical segmental content, are not significant (e.g. pá.pla = 158 ms. 

vs. pá.lpa = 156 ms.).  Instead, an inverse correlation between vowel duration and the 

duration of the following consonant cluster was found showing that the domain relevant 

for vowel duration in Italian spans syllable boundaries. 

 

4.9.2 Consonant duration 

The consonant duration data, presented in Section 4.7, revealed that while intervocalic 

consonants are generally short, consonants are not longer when associated with a syllable 

coda than when associated with a syllable onset.  Furthermore, durational differences for 

non-nasal stop consonants associated with the syllable onset were found.  Specifically, 

non-nasal stops in the context V ___ [+son, +cont] (e.g. before vowels and liquids:  pa.ta 

= 101 ms., pa.tra = 108 ms.) have very similar durations while non-nasal stops in the 

context L__V (e.g. pal.ta = 149 ms.) are longer.  This result demonstrates that speakers 

are consistent in the production of consonant duration precisely in the phonotactic 
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environment where the singleton vs. geminate contrast is possible:  TT / in V __ [+son, 

+cont].  

 

4.9.3 Raddoppiamento-sintattico (RS) 

The main finding of the raddoppiamento-sintattico (RS) experiment, presented in Section 

4.8,  was that RS only affects CV and CL sequences.  An alternative phonotactic analysis 

of RS was proposed, which claimed that the application of RS is limited by phonotactic 

constraints that govern the context where geminates are permissible in Italian:  TT / in V 

__ [+son, +cont] (before vowels/liquids) and SS / in V__ V (in intervocalic position).  

This analysis draws on the observation that speakers only produce the singleton vs. 

geminate distinction, in this case by applying RS, in the phonotactic environments where 

this distinction is possible.  These phonotactic constraints alone correctly account for the 

application of raddoppiamento-sintattico (RS) and the distribution of geminates in Italian 

without making reference to syllable constituency.  Finally, the interaction of FTBIN and 

*FINALLONGVOWEL was excluded as the rationale for RS and an alternative 

morphological RS constraint was proposed. 

 

4.10  Conclusion 

The overall conclusion is that the maintenance of contrastive length in Italian has far 

reaching effects on the duration of both consonants and vowels.  Speakers produce 

categorical segment duration differences only in the phonotactic context where length is 

distinctive.  Categorical differences in consonant duration were found in the phonotactic 
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contexts where geminates are possible.  No categorical difference was found for main 

stressed vowels in open vs. syllables.  Vowel duration is not contrastive in Italian.  

Differences in vowel duration are gradient and inversely correlated with the following 

consonantal interlude. 
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CHAPTER 5 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 

 

5 Introduction1 

This dissertation had two goals.  The first goal was to evaluate and test the predictions of 

syllable-based analyses of Italian in three domains; 1) native speaker intuition of 

consonant cluster syllabification, 2) definite article allomorphy, and 3) segment duration.  

The second goal was to test the claimed convergence of multiple phenomena on the same 

syllable structure.  This chapter first summarizes the main experimental findings in 

Section 5.1.  The convergence argument is evaluated, in light of the experimental results, 

in Section 5.2. 

 

5.1 Main findings of experiments 

The main findings of the experiments presented in Chapters 2, 3 and 4 are summarized in 

the following sections.   

 

                                                 

1 Abbreviations:  C = Obstruent, S = sibilant fricative, L = liquid, N = nasal, V = vowel.  “.” is used to 
indicate a syllable boundary. 
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5.1.1 Consonant cluster syllabification 

The consonant cluster syllabification experiments found that native speakers do not use 

knowledge of sonority distance constraints, sonority sequencing constraints or the 

maximum onset principle when confronted with the task of string division.  Instead, two 

strategies for string division were identified:  (i) the word-based syllables strategy 

(Steriade, 1999), and (ii) the phonotactic-constraint satisfaction strategy.  Subjects who 

applied to word-based syllables strategy split the stimuli based on knowledge of the range 

of permissible word-initial and word-final consonantal sequences.    Subjects who applied 

the second strategy sought to avoid a violation of the perceptually-driven constraint 

which governs the word internal distribution of consonants:  LEX-C / IN V_ OR _V/L.  The 

co-existence of these two strategies was reflected in increased response variability in 

cases where the two strategies conflicted (e.g. SC), as Steriade (1999) predicted. 

 

5.1.2 Definite article allomorphy 

The article allomorphy experiments demonstrated that the standard analysis of masculine 

singular definite article allomorphy is not supported by the empirical data.  A syllable-

independent phonotactic analysis was proposed which ranked the same constraints that 

govern word-internal phonotactics in Italian (LEX-C / IN V_ OR _V/L,  LEX-*l+PALATALC 

and LEX-*/ldz/) above *lo [il is the default].  It was also found that subjects were more 

consistent in article selection before non-native clusters in real words (such as /ptero/ and 

/psiko/) than before pseudo words (such as /psapo/). This result supported the hypothesis 
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that the definite article allomorph is not predicable before non-native clusters and must be 

included in the lexical entry of non-native words.   

 

5.1.3 Segment duration 

The vowel duration experiment found that vowels are not categorically lengthened in 

stressed open syllables in Italian.  Durational differences before consonant clusters that 

differ minimally with respect to linear order and syllabification, while maintaining 

identical segmental content, are not significant (e.g. pá.pla = 158 ms. vs. pá.lpa = 156 

ms.).  Instead, an inverse correlation between vowel duration and the duration of the 

following consonant cluster was found, showing that the domain relevant for vowel 

duration in Italian spans syllable boundaries. 

 
The consonant duration data revealed that while intervocalic consonants are 

generally short, consonants are not longer when associated with a syllable coda than 

when associated with a syllable onset.  Furthermore, durational differences for non-nasal 

stop consonants associated with the syllable onset were found.  Specifically, non-nasal 

stops in the context V ___ [+son, +cont] (e.g. before vowels and liquids:  pa.ta = 101 ms., 

pa.tra = 108 ms.) have very similar durations, while non-nasal stops in the context L__V 

(e.g. pal.ta = 149 ms.) are longer.  This result demonstrated that speakers are consistent in 

the production of consonant duration precisely in the phonotactic environment where the 

singleton vs. geminate contrast is possible:  TT / in V __ [+son, +cont].  
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The main finding of the raddoppiamento-sintattico (RS) experiment was that RS 

only affects CV and CL sequences.  An alternative phonotactic analysis of RS was 

proposed, which claimed that the application of RS is limited by phonotactic constraints 

that govern the context where geminates are permissible in Italian:  TT / in V __ [+son, 

+cont] (before vowels/liquids) and SS / in V__ V (in intervocalic position).  This analysis 

draws on the observation that speakers only produce the singleton vs. geminate 

distinction, in this case by applying RS, in the phonotactic environments where this 

distinction is possible.  These phonotactic constraints alone correctly account for the 

application of raddoppiamento-sintattico (RS) and the distribution of geminates in Italian 

without making reference to syllable constituency.  Finally, the interaction of FTBIN and 

*FINALLONGVOWEL was excluded as the rationale for RS and an alternative 

morphological RS constraint was proposed. 

 
The overall conclusion of the segment duration experiments was that the 

maintenance of contrastive length in Italian has far reaching effects on the duration of 

both consonants and vowels.  Speakers only produced categorical segment duration 

differences in the phonotactic context where length is distinctive.  Consonant length is 

contrastive and differences in consonant duration were categorical.  Vowel length is not 

distinctive and differences in vowel duration were found to be gradient. 
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5.2 Convergence 

The second goal of this dissertation was to test the claimed convergence of multiple 

phenomena on the same syllable structure.  As Steriade (1999) rightly observes, “what is 

attractive about theories of syllable structure is precisely their ability to simultaneously 

generate predictions in three distinct domains:  intuitions of string division, rhythmic 

phenomena like stress and constraints on permissible segment sequences.  By the same 

token, the convergence of these phenomena on one syllable structure is the standard such 

approaches must meet” (Steriade, 1999).  This dissertation specifically tested the 

convergence argument in two of these domains:  intuitions of string divisions and 

phonotactics.  The cross-experimental predictions stated in Chapter 1 are repeated in 

Table 5.1.  The hypothesis was that if a consonant cluster is tautosyllabic, subjects will 

treat the cluster as tautosyllabic in the consonant cluster syllabification experiment,  

select il before the cluster in the definite article allomorphy experiment, apply vowel 

lengthening before the cluster, and apply raddoppiamento-sintattico (RS).  On the other 

hand, if a consonant cluster is heterosyllabic the subjects will treat the cluster as 

heterosyllabic in the consonant cluster syllabification experiment, select lo before the 

cluster in the definite article allomorphy experiment, fail to apply vowel lengthening 

before the cluster, and fail to apply raddoppiamento-sintattico.   
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INTUITION OF 
SYLLABIFICATION 

DEFINITE  
ARTICLE ALLOMORPH 

VOWEL  
LENGTHENING (VL) 

RADDOPPIAMENTO
-SINTATTICO (RS) 

Tautosyllabic  Preceded by il VL applies RS applies 

Heterosyllabic  Precede by lo No VL No RS 

Table 5.1  Cross-experimental predictions of the syllable-based analysis. 

 

 

The cross-experimental results are presented in Table 5.2.  Overall, the CL results 

support the claimed convergence:  CL clusters were mostly treated as tautosyllabic in the 

syllable division experiments, they were preceded by il in the allomorphy experiments, 

vowels were relatively long before CL, and CL does undergo undergoes RS.  The 

remaining cluster results do not support the claimed convergence.  For example, not all 

speakers agreed on the parse of SC in the syllabification experiment; however, this same 

variability was not found in article allomorph selection or the application of RS.   CN was 

mostly treated as heterosyllabic in the syllabification experiment, but subjects did not 

agree on allomorph selection before this cluster, all subjects failed to apply RS.  The 

same lack of convergence was found for CT.  The main result of the cross-experimental 

comparison is that variability in one domain, or lack therefore, does not correspond to 

variability in the others.  Therefore the syllable-based analysis was not able to 

simultaneously generate predictions in the tested domains.   
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TEST
CLUST

CATEGO

O
) 

CL 

SC 

CN 

CS 

CT 
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ER 
RY 

SYLLABIFICATION
TASK 1 

SYLLABIFICATION
TASK 2 

DEFINITE
ARTICLE 
TASK 2 

DEFINITE 
ARTICLE  
TASK 2 

VOWEL 
LENGTHENING 

(VL) 

RADDOPPIAMENT
-SINTATTICO (RS

.88 tauto .90 tauto .92  il 1.00 il real 

.99 il pseudo 

relatively long  

(cluster is short) 

RS applies 

.59 tauto .57 tauto .07 il .00 il real 

.003 il 

pseudo 

relatively short  

(cluster is long) 

No RS 

.35 tauto .30 tauto .68 il .48 il real 

.50 il pseudo 

relatively short 

(cluster is long) 

No RS 

.35 tauto .37 tauto .27 il .01 il real 

.15 il pseudo 

relatively short 

(cluster is long) 

No RS 

.33 tauto .34 tauto .58 il .15 il real 

.33 il pseudo 

relatively short  

(cluster is long) 

No RS 

Table 5.2 Cross-experimental results 



5.3 Conclusion 

This dissertation has shown that the standard syllable-based analyses of  consonant 

cluster divisions, definite article allomorphy and segment duration are not supported by 

the experimental evidence.  Instead, the conditioning factors for these central processes in 

Italian phonology are segmental, contrast-based conditions.  Syllable structure is not 

implicated in these phenomena.    
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